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" He created Wisdom, and saw her, and numbered her, and poured her

upon all His works."

—

Ecclus. i, 9.

" Thou hast ordered all things in measure, and number, and weight."

—

Wisdom xi, 30.

" Of Ills understanding there is no number.''''—Ps. cxlvii, 5.

" Est autem, et propter illam alia quara nos attulimus, nova per numc-

ros philosophandi institutio, antiqua ilia quidem, et a priscis Thcologis, a

Pythagora praescrtim .... prioribusque Platonicis observata: sed qua?

hac tenipestate, ut pra;clara alia, posteriorum incuria sic exolevit, ut vix

vestigia ipsius uUa reperiantur."

—

Johan. Picus dk Mirandula, quoted

in Bibliotliec. Biblic. iv, p. 9.





PEEFAOE.

This is called " ?ifree Inquiry," because it is strictly

such : the subject with which it deals being entirely an

open question, and the investigation of it being con-

ducted with all due deference (I trust) to prejudices

which it may disturb, but without any appeal to mere

authority, whether of th% early Church or the modern.

In some parts of the work the ground has been

broken by others, and I have of course availed myself

of the advantage of their labors. The chronology, for

example, has been learnedly explored by Browne, in

his Ordo Scedomim^ a book frequently referred to in

the course of this Inquiry. But I have not simply fol-

lowed Browne. A mistake of his, in one important

point, led me to work out the whole scheme de novo et

db ovo. Tiie result has been that, with the exception

of this one point, I find my effort to harmonize in the

main with his, and so far as the principle is concerned

to be more than corroborative of his remarkable con-

clusions.



6 PKEFACE.

In tliat part of the work wliicli will be the newest

to most readers, and in which I may have to entreat

them to " strike, but hear," the leading idea is one

familiar to tlie early Church. It does not appear, how-

ever, that it was ever subjected to a rigorous scientific

examination.

As to the connection between these parts, the ap-

plication of mystic numbers as a key to sacred dates, I

do not know whether any one has been before me.

The famous Mirandula professed to have found the

secret of Spiritual Arithmetic : but what he made of

the subject, or whether he put his discoveries to the

severe proof of connecting them with Chronology, I

have not been able to ascertain.

Hoping the eflFort may be useful, at least in calling

attention to an interesting subject, I submit it to the

judgment of the candid and thoughtful reader.

M. Mahan.

General Theological Seminary, N. Y.,

June 9th, 1863.
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PALMONI;
OR,

THE NUMERALS OF SCRIPTURE.

CHAPTER I.

GENERAL VIEW OF THE SUBJECT.

As the subject of this Inquiry is one that will be

new to most readers, and as the principal drift of it will

not appear all at once, it seems proper to state before-

hand, what are some of the results which may be ex-

pected from it. And this I will do in a hypothetical

fonn.

Suppose it had been our fortune to alight on some

valuable historical documents of the olden time ; sup-

pose these documents, being examined, were foimd to

contain a very precise Clironology, covering a j^eriod

of thousands of years, and interspersed with lively nar-

ratives of the most interesting character ; suppose fur-

ther, that the contents of these documents were of a

kind to provoke much discussion, to excite curiosity, to

satisfy in part, and in part to baffle, that eager desire

of knowledge which is natural to man : we can readily
1*
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imagine, in such a case, what pains would be taken to

make out with precision the Record thus brought before

us, to sum up its peculiarities, to ascertain, if possible,

the principle on which it was constructed.

Now the Bible is such a collection of ancient docu-

ments. It contains a Chronology such as has been

described. Yet, strange to say, the effort to draw out

that Chronology as a whole, to present it honestly as it

is, and to examine and account for its characteristic fea-

tures, is even to this day almost a new thing. There

have been plenty of attempts to amend the Chronology

of the Bible. To set it forth symmetrically, in its own
proper guise, has been aimed at by few, and has never

perhaps been achieved with entire success by any.*

Suppose further, that, an honest effort being made
to give this Chronology as it is, it should thereupon

appear to abound in curious jparallelisms, in strange

coincidences, in symmetries of the most remarkable and

rhythmical description. Suppose it should be marked

in every part by the recurrence of certain mystical

terms of years, not in a random way, but at intervals

and in proportions elaborately exact. Suppose, in

short, that this Chronology should prove to be con-

structed on a system. Suppose, finally, that a key to

this system should appear in certain numerals, such as

Five, Seven, Eight, Thirteen, and the like, which can

be shown, by a rigorous induction and by scientific

tests, to have a definite spiritual meaning, over and

above their arithmetical value.

* Browne's Ordo Sceclorum is the nearest approach to a suc-

cess ; but in one or two points, as I expect to show, he lias sub-

stituted conjecture ior facts^ preferring epochs of his own to those

given him in Scripture.
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In such a case, the proof of Design in the peculiari-

ties of the Numerals of Scripture would be of such a

character as no one could candidly disregard : the

notion of cliance coincidences would be absolutely

excluded.

But suppose further, that the system thus discov-

ered should be latent, in the same sense that the laws

of nature are latent : in other words, that it should be

obvious enough when once pointed out, but of a char-

acter to elude casual observation, and discoverable only

on the application of certain experimental tests. Sup-

pose one key to this system should be found in two or

three seemingly casual utterances of the New Testa-

ment ; and another key in two or three well-known

dates of ordinary history. Sup]30se, generally, that its

secret should lie, like the secret of Samson's strength,

in those parts of Holy Scripture which critics are apt

to consider a fair subject for their scissors, which being
" unimportant," they can clip and pare at pleasure : in

the obiter dicta, as such passages are learnedly called,

or in texts " manifestly corrupt," or " totally irreconci-

lable," or branded with any other of those phrases by

which interpreters put the blame of their own stupidity

upon the " sure word " of God.

In such a case, there would be decided evidence of

a supernatural Design in the Numerals of Scripture.

Suppose, finally, that the system should be found

not only consistent with itself, but in harmony with the

general scheme of nature and revelation ; that it should

be found to ramify into the niimitioi of Scripture names

and Scripture types, and into the dates connected with

those names and the numbers connected with those

types, and should seem to run through the whole of
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the sacred Text from Genesis to Eevelation, in fibres as

minute but as organic as tlie capillaries of the human

body ; nay, should occasionally take hold of things

outside of Scripture times, and, overleaping hundreds

of years between, should seize upon ordinary history

precisely at those points^ where, sujpjyosing the system, to

he divine, it 'might he expected to seize on it.

The su]3position may seem extravagant. And I do

not profess to be able to make it good to the utmost.

Supposing, however, that it can be proved even in

part, and that in such instances as are capable of being

tested inathematicall/y it should be shown to hold true,

then the evidence of a supernatural element in Scrip-

ture, of a supernatural life pervading its organism,

would not at all fall short of a scientific demonstration.

The present Inquiry is an effort in that direction.

It does not pretend, however, to cover the Avhole

ground. It is an examination of one little corner of a

vast field of inquiry : a field more familiar to the early

Church than to Christians of our times—the great and

fertile field of the Symbolism of Scripture.

The Inquiry divides into three parts, which, as

originally undertaken, were three separate investiga-

tions, begun at different times and from different

motives, with no idea when they were begun that they

would be found to be connected.

The first is merely a summary of the Six Epochs,

and Six Days of Preparation for Christ's Kingdom

:

an arrangement adopted by the writer many years ago,

partly for its convenience, and partly for the beautiful

analogy it presents to the Six Days of Creation.

The second is a simple summing up of the dates and

periods given in the Hebrew Scriptures. This was un-
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dertaken with a view to correct two or tiiree obvious

errors in Browne's Ordo ScBclorum, and with an idea

that, the mistakes of this ingenious author being cor-

rected, the symtnetAes which he points out, woukl
prove to be dehisive. The result, however, was entirely

the opposite. Few of the " parallelisms " were touched

by the correction : while many, not noticed by Browne
and of a more systematic character than those which he

has noticed, were brought out to view. His mistakes,

in fact, conceal the most beautiful of the parallels : and
though he gives instances enough to show that there is

something very remarkable in the sacred " times and
seasons," yet there are hardly enough to prove the

principle that seems to pervade the entire scheme.* In

the table of dates, as corrected in the present work, the

general plan comes out so clearly, that it may be taken

in at a glance.

The third branch of the Inquiry is a curious, and, I

fear, may be thought a rather frivolous one. It is an

examination into a point familiar to the early Church,

and not without interest to some of our "matter-of-

fact " moderns.f It began with an attempt to ascer-

tain how far the strange " coincidences " connected with

the so-called Dominical Number, Eight, are capable of

rigid proof, or are merely oddities of that kind which

may amuse an idle moment, but from a more serious

point of view are unworthy of regard. Having inves-

tigated Eight, I was led on to take up Seven, with the

* Of these mistakes, however, there is only one that aliects the

general results. The others halaiice one anotlier, and are com-
paratively unimportant.

t See Wordsworth's ''New Testament," iV^ofes on 1 Peter ill,

21 ; 2 Pet. ii, 5 ; Luke xxiv, 1 ; Matt, x, 2 ; John xxi, 11.
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same object in view. This brought me to the examina-

tion of some other " sacred " nmnbers. I have not

given all the results of this inquiry. Those that I have

given, however, are fair samples of the rest, and may
serve to show, if nothing more, that the early Fathers

had some excuse for their devotion to this curious

branch of study.

It was after I had made some progress in the third

of these inquiries, that I noticed how intimately they

were connected : how admirably the Table of Dates fell

in with the scheme of Days and Epochs, and what a

light the " sacred Numbers " shed on the peculiarities

of the Table of Dates.

"With these remarks, I invite the reader to accom-

pany me on a short excursion into this region of sacred

Clironology. It is not as dry a field as most people

imagine. There are flowers and fruits in it. And
though the " flowers " may be partly of that kind

w^hich a learned and devout fancy can create at pleas-

ure, yet many of them may be, and some of them

doubtless are, of His handiwork who orders the " times

and the seasons," Who numbers the very hairs upon

our heads, Wlio determines man's days and the num-

ber of his months,* and Who may intentionally have

clothed the otherwise dry details of Time's progress

with something appealing to the imagination, out of

that same abounding goodness which furnishes springs

in the desert, or hangs the delicate and ethereal hare-

bell upon the face of the bare rock.

And I may say in conclusion, that the difficulties

of the inquiry are less than might be supposed. An
English Bible and Concordance, a moderate facility in

* Job. xiv, 5.
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the rule of simple addition, access to a few of the settled

dates of ordinary history, and a willingness to trust

one's own rather than otlier people's eyes, is all the

critical apparatus that will be needed for oar purpose.

Perhaps, also, I might ask the reader to divest his mind
of any undue and superstitious bias against the words
" sacred," " typical," " mystical," or the like :

* for if

all nature is a mystery, if there are ' sermons in stones,

and books in the running brooks,' surely we may ex-

pect to find, even in the arithmetic of Scripture, " more
things than are dreamed of in our philosophy."

* The authority of a scholar, so learned, sober, and judicious, as

Dr, Christopher Wordsworth, ought to have weight against mere
prejudices on this subject. In his Notes on the New Testament,

that noble contribution to Biblical scholarship, he touches cau-

tiomly on this branch of interpretation, but nevertheless feels con-

strained to bear witness to his sense of its value. His opinion

is thus summed up :
" The symbolical meaning of Numbers in

Holy Scripture deserves more study and attention than it has re-

ceived in recent times." Note to Matt, x, 2. See also the Appen-

dix at the end of this volume.
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CHAPTER II.

THE SIX JUDGMENTS AND SIX DAYS.

Among the many events in Sacred History which

might be selected as convenient Epochs, there are six

which stand out with a prominence peculiar to them-

selves : six, which are eminently typical of the last

great EjDoch, the coming of the Son of Man to judge

the world.

They are all Epochs of Divine Judgment : of Judg-

ment in its two aspects, " salvifio to all who obey, and

destructive to them who disobey."

I. There is the expulsion from Eden^ with its

mercy to man, its severity to the Tempter, and its wav-

ing fiery swords of Cherubim, the close of a Day which

has no chronological lifnits, the period of the abode in

Paradise. The Day thus closed, being the first and

the eighth, the day of light prefiguring the day of the

Resurrection, was in a peculiar sense " made " by God
Himself. In it. He walked in the midst of the garden.

"We may distinguish it therefore as 77ie Zord^s Day.

In chronology, we are obliged to reckon it, as we reckon

eternity, simply by a blank or zero.

llie Judgment which closes it serves at the same

time to introduce the second, or Adain's Day.
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II. Tliere is the Floods in which the wicked are

condemned, and the righteous are saved, " by water."

This is the decline of Adam's and the rise of JSloalCs

.Day :' the transition point of tlie second and third great

periods.

in. There is the lier\' overthrow of Sodom and Go-

morrah, in which mercy still strives with judgment, " a

few " being saved, yet " so as by fire." This is the

vanishing point of Noah's, and the daAvn of AbrahairCs

Day : Abram receiving at that crisis the name Abra-

ham, with the covenant of circumcision.

IV. There is the Judgment upon Pharaoh, the

Baptism unto Moses in the cloud and in the sea. This

is the end of the Abrahamic period, and the beginning

of tJie Day of Moses.

Y. There is the Destruction of Jerusalem and /Solo-

mon's Temple, with the captivity in Babylon, and the

purgation of the chosen people from the sin of idolatry.

This is the end of the Mosaic era, and the sunrise, as it

were, of the Day of the Prophets.

VI. There is the final desolation of the Temp>le, with

the abolition of Levitical worship, and the deliverance

of the Church from Judaism. This is " the evening "

of the Prophetic term, and " the morning " of the Day
of the So7i of Man.

Each of these Epochs, marked by a judgment of

mercy and of wrath, stands midway between an " even-

ing " and a " morning," between the waning of an old,

and the waxing of a new dispensation. In the expres-

sive style of the Hebrew, " It was evening and it was

morning, day one—day two "—or whatever it might

be.

Tlie Epochs, then, are mere points in sacred history.
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And as there is no abruptness in the order of nature or

of grace, the periods between which they stand melt

into one another by a gradual change. Abrara, for

example, dwelt a time in Haran, and waited a time in

Canaan, before he was called by the name Abraham.
So, again, the Prophetic Day had a long " evening "

before, and a long " morning " after, the Captivity in

Babylon. It culminated, however, in Isaiah, Jeremiah,

Ezekiel, and Daniel, the prophets of that crisis ; and

the time of its consolatory power was in the long inter-

val of waiting that preceded the coming of the Messiah,

The epochs, in short, are but the crests of the gi'eat

waves of human history. The waves themselves have

their rise, their swell, and their decline ; and it may be

added, that as mariners tell us to look out for the

seventh wave, because it comes with the accumulated

force of the preceding six, so we are taught to look with

trembling for the seventh grand epocli. It is to be the

culmination and manifestation, the ridge and the crest,

tlie outgrowth and upshot, of all the good and evil, the

happiness and misery, of the ages which have gone

before.

Now, in making out from Scripture the chronology

of these six periods, we notice first, that the determin-

ing epochs are dated with emphasis and precision by

the sacred writers ; secondly, that the six fall naturally

into three pairs or couples, the first pair standing in a

close typical relation to the third.*

This " first pair " embraces the duration of the world

* I have not dwelt upon the analogy between these periods

and the corresponding Days of Creation. Bishop Odenheimer

points it out in his scholarly and ingenious "Primary Charge." It

might be carried out into detail with the utmost minuteness. I
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before the flood ; the " third jjair," the duration of the

Lcvitical Economy.

As the inquiry which we are engaged in has every-

where a bearing upon the subject of type relations^ it

will be desirable, in this one case at least, to point out

in a practical way what the word " typical " means,

and how far we are warranted in applying it to certain

periods.

will merely notice, however, tliat the first day is the creation of

lUjlit^ and the separation heticeen light and darlcness : in history,

there is a like separation between good aiul evil in Eden, by tho

forbidden tree. The second day is tliat of the Jirmanunt separat-

ing the icaters above from the waters below. Now, the waters in

Holy Scripture are symbolical of the peojdes. Historically, there-

fore, the second day drew tho line between "the sons of God,"

the " waters above the firmament " of His covenant, and the " chil-

dren of men," the "waters below." This second day, moreover,

being the grand era of apostasy, it is perhaps not accidental, that

in the Mosaic account of creation no blessing is pronounced upon

the second day. It alone is not declared " good." The third

day, the "dry land" apjiears, with life in its lower types. His-

torically, this day is the seed-time of the nations. See Gen. x.

The fourth day, there are the "lights," or luminaries: in the

sacred family, " the sun and moon and eleven stars " come forth as

the signs of higher national life ; in the world at large, there are

similar signs of national organization. Order prevails. The cau-

dles are lighted, and set upon candlesticks. The fifth day is marked

by an exuberance of higher life. The " waters bring forth abun-

dantly." Tho "four great beasts," which afterwards " come up

out of the sea," begin to live and breathe. Among the sacred

people, there is the Law, the Theocracy, the Temple. On the sixth

day, the "great beasts" come up on the land. The heathen em-

pires are brought into contact with the true religion. Hence, a

higher life, a higher and holier culture. The seeding and the

spawning must now give place to the sacred nurture of the breast.

—Such, in the main, are the six days of preparation.
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CHAPTEE in.

THE OLD WOKLD THE TYPE OF JUDAISM.

In the chronology of the world before the flood,

there is happily no difficulty. By simply adding up
the terms which are given in Gen. v, 3-28, and vii, 2,

we ascertain the gum of its duration to have been pre-

cisely 1,656 years.

But this world before the flood, with the water that

overwhelmed it, stands in a typical relation to the " last

times " of the preparation for Christ, the Levitical Dis-

pensation.* " As the days of Noe were, " says our

Lord, " so shall also the coming of the Son of Man be."

So also St. Peter, in that remarkable passage in which

he speaks of " the long-siiffering of God in the days of

I^oah, while the arJc was a-preparing^ wherein few, that

is, eight souls, were saved hy Water, the anti-type to

which is now saving us, even Baptism by the

Resurrection of Jesus Christ." Upon which passage

Lightfootf remarks :
" The Apostle doth purposely in-

* In this chapter I avail myself freely of the labors of Browne

in his Ordo Smclorum^ § 328. I only wish I had room to quote

him word for word,

t See also "Wordsworth's New Testament, 1 Pet. iii, 19; 2 Pet.

ii, 5-iii, 5.
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tend to compare that old world then destroyed, with

tJui destruction of the Jewish nation shortly coming.''''

The numerous references of the Apostles in their

writings to " these last times," " these last days," and

the like,* all have a bearing in the same direction

;

though, at the present day, we are so far removed from

the overwhelming horrors of that lurid sunset of Juda-

ism, that we are slow to appreciate the sense in which

such expressions were used by contemporaries. But as

Archdeacon Lyall well observes, in a passage quoted

by Browne :
" Any person who reads the narrative

which Josephus has left us of the events which marked
the siege of Jerusalem, and weighs the unspeakable

greatness of the catastrophe in comparison with any

similar event recorded in history, will see that it stands

alone in the annals of mankind When Tacitus

comes to that part of his history in which he has to re-

late this event, the expression which he uses marks how
deep an impression it had made upon his imagination.

Sed quia famosae urhis supremiim diem tradituri

sumus^ &c. Supremum diem ! there was no metaphor

in this phrase, the words were literally true."

In the same connection, Browne calls attention to

the phrases used by Daniel and other Prophets, in fore-

telling " the last days " of Jerusalem. " The end

thereof shall be with a flood^'' or " lilte the Floods
" And even unto extermination and judgment shall it

rain dovm ujpon the desolate," Dan. ix, 26, 27. In

several otlier places are phrases of the same kind.

To this general correspondence between the two

periods, and the two great catastrophes, the following

special features of this type relation may be added

:

* Heb. i. 2; James v, 3 ; 1 Pet. i, 20; 1 Jo'm n, 18.
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They were both periods of " long-suffering ; " of a

flourishing but Godless civiUsation ; of confusion and
coiTuption / of preparation, " the ark," that is the

Church, " a-preparing ;
" of deliverance, the " eight " in

the ark, the elect "few "in the Church; oi jxidgrnent,

the old world and the Jewish dispensation being swept

away ; of a new order of things in place of the old.

Moreover, both j)eriods alike, the end of the Adamic
and the end of the Levitical terms, are figures of the end

of the present dispensation.

Furthermore, each of these eras had its own represen-

tative one of those "two witnesses," Enoch and Elijah,

who were taken up bodily into heaven. Enoch " the

seventh,"* testified to the one generation ; Elijah

—

who is also a " seventh " in the prophetic series, Noah,

Abraham, Jacob, Moses, Samuel, David, Elijah—bore

a little heeded witness to the other. In the opinion of

many, they are both reserved to testify again before

the final coming of the Lord. Again, Noah, meaning
" comfort," " the eighthf person," the " preacher of

righteousness," the living link between the " old " and

the " new," is eminently the type of the Son of Man.
Once more, each of these eras had its precisely measured

term of " long-sufiering " or "provocation." In the

world before the Flood, it was 120, that is thrice 40

years : Gen. vi, 3. In the Levitical seen, there were

* Jude, 14. The correspondence between these two, and the

wonderful precision of the type, will be seen more clearly in the

chapter on the number Seven.

t On the mystical force of this number, associated with the

eighth or Resurrection day, and therefore with our Lord, see

Wordsworth's New Testament, Luke xxiv, 1 ; 2 Pet. ii, 5. See

also Chapter XII of this "Inquiry."
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the '' forty years " in the wilderness, wherein they pro-

voked Moses ; the " forty years " of Samuel, wherein

they provoked the second great prophet, rejecting the

heavenly for an earthly kingdom ; and finally, the forty

years of Apostolic testimony before the fall of Jerusa-

lem, wherein they provoked God to the utmost, and

brought upon themselves a swift destruction.

It will be seen, at a later stage of our inquiry, that

these correspondences between the two periods are

made mathematically exact, by the identity of all the

]}^umerals by which each is measured. Kot merely the

fact that each period endured just 1,656 years, but that

Noah's 600 years, with the 120 years of " suspended

judgment," and the Eight which is the symbol of Noah,

and the Seven which is the sign of Enoch, and the

TJiirteen and Sioctij-Jive which have also ap^n-opriate

meanings, are all reproduced in the two periods, under

analogous circumstances : this, and more of the same

kind, will be brought out by a process strictly arith-

metical. It will also be seen that each of these parallel

periods had not only its " witness " in Enoch and

Elijah, but probably its Law and its Lawgiver, its

Apostasy and its Schism, and in a very marked way, its

mystical term of " Rest." *

But before we come to this, it will be necessary to

go on with our chronological dates, and to show some-

what in detail the process by which they are ascertained.

* Edou begins the ouc: Joshua's "rest," the other.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE WAY TO ASCEKTAIN THE BIBLE DATES.

The process followed in this inquiry, for ascertain-

ing and summing up the dates in Scripture, is simple

and easy in the extreme.* It is merely to set down
honestly as they come, and carefully to add up, the

terms of patriarchs, judges, and kings of Judah, which

extend in a long and connected series from Adam to

Arphaxad, and from Arphaxad to the beginning of the

Seventy Weeks of Daniel.

For the period which follows, to the Fall of Jerusa-

lem and the final Dispersion of the chosen People, we
take the well established dates of ordinary chronology.

But as the terms above mentioned are in a con-

nected series, the figures that measure them must he

taken as they stand j in other words, they must be re-

garded as round, complete, or tahulated years.

The liberty taken by some, of treating the years of

this series sometimes as years current and sometimes as

* As some readers may care more for the results of this "In-

quiry," than for the process, I may here mention that this and the

following chapters to the Ninth are merely chi'onological, an ex-

planation of the way in which the Table is constructed. The

Table will bo found at the end of Chapter VIII.
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complete, renders an exact chronology utterly impos-

sible ; it enables each critic, at pleasure, to lengthen or

shorten terms, to clip off in one place, or to tack on in

another, till there are as many jarring schemes as there

are various interpreters.

The same remark applies to the efforts that have

been made to cipher supposed lunar into supposed

solar years. All such attempts proceed upon an as-

sumption. And the assumption is one which, at bot-

tom, is against the doctrine of Inspiration. For if we
really believe that this long, elaborate, and connected

series of dates was written under a Divine dii'ection,*

and upon a Divine plan, such a belief will make us

cautious about altering it even in one iota. If God
speaks of " years," He undoubtedly knows what a

year is. Though we may be at a loss, therefore,

to know whether the years of Scripture are lunar years

or solar, whether they are of the same measure with

years now or of a quite different measure, still they arc

doubtless God's years, they are years that lie hath

measured, and (unless we have definite grounds for

doing otherwise) we are bound to take them and com-

pute them precisely as they are given.

Our simple rule, then, with regard to all the terms

of years which come in the connected series, is to take

them as they come, and to add them up in the figures

given. This rule admits of no exception, unless the

* As this may be read by some who are not willing to .admit a

plenary Inspiration, and who may accuse me of a, petitio 2)rincipii,

I would here remark, that I assume the Inspiration in this place

only as an hypothesis. In other woi-ds, I construe the chronology

on the hypothesis that it may be inspired, in order to sec whether

the result will he such as to hear out that hypothesis.

2
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Scripture context in any case slionld intimate an excep-

tion.

There are five places, liowever, in which, respec-

tively, a doubtful phrase, a disputed link, a gap or tin-

dated term, an overlapping of two reigns, or a seeming

discrepancy, causes a difficulty, and gives room in the

eyes of critics for differences of opinion.

But it so happens, in three of these instances, that

the difficulty is met hy the authority of the New Testa-

ment / in the other two^ the context is sufficient to settle

the question in disjDute.

The sacred chronology, therefore, is as capable of

exact determination as any other matter connected with

the Scriptures ; if we take the inspired writers at their

word, and dismiss the miserable idea that they some-

times speak " inadvertently," or " by yvay of accommo-

dation," it can be determined with the utmost accuracy.

Having thus announced the Rule, it may be neces-

sary to add that it does not apply to isolated or inciden-

tal dates, which are outside of the regular series, and

show no evidence of being recorded in a tabulated

form.

Thus the reigns of the Kings of Israel are inter-

rupted by obvious gaps. In many of them it is beyond

all question that they are not tabulated, or given in

years complete. They form no unbroken series, and,

taken by themselves, can be constructed into no Table.

They are manifestly recorded, each one for itself, in a

popular way, and of course may be interpreted by

years current or complete, as the context may require.

They are not given, however, without a purpose. For

in one or two places', especially in one critical place,

they afford a certain amount of collateral evidence to
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the correctness of the results obtained from the regular

line of Judah,

Upon these principles, then, and in strict observance

of the Rule laid down, let us go on and construct the

rest of the sacred chronology. In so doing, I shall take

up in turn each of the " five points " of difficulty al-

luded to above, and show as briefly as I can that they

arc all capaljle of solution.



CHAPTER V. -

THE THIRD AND FOURTH DATS.

I. Fkom the Flood to the birth of Arphaxad there

are just two years ; from Arphaxad to the death of

Terah, when Abraham was seventy-five years old, 425

years ; from this last date to the Covenant of Circum-

cision, the Destruction of Sodom and the birth of

Isaac, 25 years, in all 452 years from the Flood, or

450 years from the birth of Arphaxad. See Gen. xi,

10-32 ; xii, 4 ; xvii, 1 ; xxi, 5.

This is the third or ISToachic Day. The only doubt-

ful point in it is whether we shall reckon Abram's birth

as occurring in the seventy-first year of his father, which

might at first sight be inferred from Gen. xi, 26, or

seventy-five years before his father's death. Most

critics take the latter, and their judgment is in conform-

ity with the testimony of the New Testament^ in Acts

vii, 4 ; it being expressly there declared that Abram's
" father was dead " when Abram entered into Canaan.

II. The next tract of time, covering oViXfourth Day
or period, involves the serious difficulty of a disputed

link in the connection. In Exodus xii, 40, " the so-

journing of the children of Israel who dwelt in Egypt "

is stated to have been " 430 years." But from what
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epoch is this " sojourning " to he reckoned ? Is it

from the arrival of Jacob in Egypt, or (as St. Paul im-

plies, Gal. iii, 17) from " the Covenant," which was
" confirmed " with " Abraham " ?

The Jews, in the time of the Apostles, and in the

time of the Septuagint Version, doubtless understood it

in the latter sense ; and rn this sense it has been re-

ceived by the mass both of Jews and Christians. St.

Paul's authority, I think, ought to be decisive of the

question. For though it may be said that he spoke

carelessly, considering the precise date " a matter of no

importance," or that reasoning with Jews he w^as will-

ing to argue from the stand-point of a prevalent Jewash

error, yet tliere is not the slightest proof of all this, and

it is hardly what we should expect from an inspired

Apostle. " Faithful in small things, trustworthy in

great," is a maxim which no religious teacher can dis-

regard. Besides all which, if .St. Paul considered ther

date " of no importance," why should he have been so

exact in mentioning the precise " four hundred and

thirty years " ? Why could he not have said roundly

" 400 years " ? Or, yet once more, why should the

Apostle have been so tender of Jewish errors when he

was arguing against those errors, and when, moreover,

he was not speaking to Jews but to his own children in

the Faith ? In truth, the plea that St. Paul spoke

carelessly, or in the spirit of complaisance, is merely a

begging of the question ; it assumes that he spoke irir

correctly^ which is the very point to be proved. I do

not hesitate, therefore, to reject this theory, and, on the

authority of the bulk of interpreters, supported by St.

Paul, date the 430 years from the epoch of " the Cove-

nant " with " Abraham."
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But where is this epoch to be placed ? Many have

fixed it at the year Y5 of Abram's life ; but this was

before the covenant with Abraham^ that covenant

name being not yet given. Browne prefers the time of

the Vision and Promise in Gen. xv. But here again

the same objection applies. " Abraham," as yet, Twn

est. Besides, no date is given in Gen. xv ; and to get

up one by " conjecture," as Browne does, is (in so im-

portant an epoch) utterly inadmissible.

It seems to me that the events related with such

solemnity in Gen. xvii-xxi, 5, beginning with the

Promise " confirmed " to " Abraham," thenfor thefirst

time so called^ ending with the birth and circumcision

of " the seed " to whom the promise related ; and

marked in the time between by the crisis of the Abra-

hamic Day, the judgment upon Sodom ; all these events

crowded into one great year, which is emjphaticcdly

dated at its beginning and at its close, and which is

furthermore distinguished by the solemn reiteration of

that weighty phrase, " this set time .... the self-same

day," a phrase afterward repeated with like solemnity

in connection with the Exodus ;* all this, I say, seems

to constitute an epoch unparalleled and unapproached

by any other claimant.

Adopting this date, then, as the starting point, we
have for ourfourth Day, from the covenant with Abra-

ham to the Exodus from Egypt, precisely 430 years.

* Gen. svii, 21, 23, 26; xxi, 2, 4; Exod. xii, 17, 18, 41.



CHAPTER VI.

FIFTH DAY—THE JUDGES.

The fifth Day is divisible into two great terms, tliat

of the Judges and that of the Kings. The era of the

Judges, which we take up first, is given us in three

forms^ one of which is seemingly at variance with the

others.

First, in the Book of Judges and the first Book of

Samuel, there is a series of terms in detail, -' which may
he summed up as follows : the 40 years in the Wikler-

ness ; the undated term of Joshua's " rest ;
" 390 years

* It seems hardly wortli while to swell the bulk of a work like

this by giving all these details, especially as (after all) the sum of

them cannot be made out certainly without the aid of St. Paul.

The reader, with Bible in hand, can easily pick them out for him-

self. I may call the reader's attention, however, to, one of the

first of the " symmetries " which occur all along. There are six

Servitudes, and twelve Judges or Heroes, Abimelech the murderer

and usurper not being reckoned of course in this last category.

Samson, the great type of the Resurrection—as will be shown
further on—is tlio tirclfth in the series. It may also be necessary

to caution the reader that Eli, the high-priest, is contemporary

with the Philistine oppression, which is also the case with Sam-

son. The dates begin with Judges iii, 8, and continue to Judg.

xiii, 1 ; xvi, 23, and 1 Sam. vi, 1, 13; vii, 2.
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of Judges and Servitudes, to the end of the Philistine

oppression ; an undated period of Samuel and Saul.

Secondly^ St. Paul, in Acts xiii, 18-21, sums up the

same period as follows : 40 years of the AVilderness ; 450

years of Joshua and. the Judges ; 40 years of Samuel

and Saul. In this, he evidently allows 60 years for

" Joshua and the Elders who outlived Joshua."

Thirdly^ the first Book of Kings, vi, 1, reckons the

whole term " after the children of Israel were come out

of the land of Egypt," to the fourth year of Solomon,

as 480 years. This reckoning obviously dates, not from

the beginning, but from the end of the Exodus. On
the other hand, it includes 40 years of David and 3 years

of Solomon, which are not included in the other two

accounts. It covers a term, therefore, which ouglit to

be three years longer than the period summed up by
the 530 years of St. Paul. In other words, there is a

discrepancy of 53 years. How do we account for it ?

It may be, that " the undated term " of Joshua and

the elders, being the promised " rest " under Joshua,

and being typical* of that " rest " which " remaineth

to the people of God," ^f}2^% purjposely left without a date

by the inspired writer. At all events, though so often

and so significantly mentioned,! the period is left vague

:

here, as in the " rest " in Eden (another type of the

Lord's Day), there is a mysterious blank in the Chro-

nology.

Such being the case, the period could be brought

into a connected Table only in one of two ways. Either

it could be estimated^ according to such data as are fur-

* Heb. iv, 9.

t Dcut. xii, 9, 10; xxv, 19; Josh, i, 15; xiv, 15; xxi, 44; sxii,

4; xxiii, 1.
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nished, or else expressed hy some symbolical figure, for

example, the number " Seven," which is the well

known type of " Rest." This latter course would seem*

to have been adopted in 1 Kings vi, 1. At all events,

if we put 7 for that blank period, and add 390 for the

Judges, and 40 for Samuel and Saul, and 40 for David,

and the 3 years which liad elapsed of Solomon's reign,

we get precisely 480 years " after the children of Israel

were come out of the land of Egypt ; " that is, after the

Exodus had been coiapleted by the crossing of tlie Jor-

dan.

St. Paul may have followed the other alternative,

and for the mystical 7 may have put in a jprdbahle or

estimated ^ 60. Browne shows satisfactorily that the

term of sixty years would fairly cover, and not more
than fairly cover, the interval in question.

But however this may be : whether our attempt to

harmonize St. Paul and 1 Kings be successful or not,

the present inquiry goes on the principle of accepting

the New Testament as the authoritative interpreter of

doubtful places in the Old. For even if it be true, as

Dr. Jarvis alleges, that St. Paul spoke merely in com-

pliance with a prevalent Jewish notion, yet the exist-

ence of such a notion among a people so jealous of the

letter of Scripture as the Pliarisees were, shows cither

* The probability will appear much stronger when we conio

to examine into the subject of mystical numbers.

t As " Sixty," however, has also a mystic meaning, implying

"imperfection" or "expectancy," I am not sure that St. Paul may
not have employed it as a symbol of the truth convoyed in lleb.

iii and iv, namely^ that Joshua's "Rest" was only a promise, or

an " expectancy " of that true rest that " remaineth to the people

of God."
2*
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that the passage in 1 Kings did not read then as it does

now, or else that it was interpreted in some sense

which brought it into harmony with the other Scrip-

tures.

At all events, therefore, I adhere to tlie reckoning

of St. Paul, and define the term from Exodus to David

as 40 and 450 and 40 years. This brings us to a. m.

3068.



CHAPTER VII.

FIFTH DAY—THE KINGS.

The rcmnincler of our fiftli Period, from David to

the Captivity, seems to requii-e adjustment in one place

only. For all the reigns in the line of Judah are sum-

med up with precision, and in regular succession, except

in the case of Jehoram the son of Jehoshaphat, Of him
it is expressly said, that " in the fifth year of Joram the

son of Ahab, king of Israel, Jehoshaphat heing then

king of Juclah, Jehoram, the son of Jehoshaphat, king

of Judah, began to reign and he reigned eight

years in Jerusalem,"—2 Kings viii, 16. It would

seem, therefore, that in this case a part of Jehoram's

eight years overlapped the reign of his father : and, if

so, a deduction will be needed on that account.

The collateral data with regard to the kings of Is-

rael, which happen to be particularly abundant just in

this critical place, enable us to determine the amount

of the deduction needed.

But, to apply these data with absolute security, it

will be advisable to reckon, the reigns botli downward
from David to the Captivity, and upward from tlie

Cai)tivity to David. "We begin, therefore, with fixing

the date of the Captivity.
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The prophet Daniel informs us, chap, i, 1, that " in

the third year of Jehoiakim, king of Judah," Nebu-
chadnezzar besieged Jerusalem, took it, and carried

captive (among others) certain " children of the king's

seed ;
" which " children," after three years of training,

ver. 5, 8, stood before the king in the second year of Ne-
buchadnezzar : chap, ii, 1, 14. In addition to this, the

l)rophet Jeremiah informs us, chap, xxv, 1, that " the

fourth year of Jehoiakim " was " the first year of

Nebuchadnezzar."

Bearing in mind that the Jews reckoned their year

from Nisan—say, March—and the Babylonians from

January^ we find the above dates to be perfectly har-

monious.

Jehoiakim's fourth year, beginning in March, would

lie 10 months before and 2 months after the beo-inninor

of Nebuchadnezzar's first year. His third year would

begin 22 months before Nebuchadnezzar's first, 34

months before his second, and 46 months before the end

of his second. Thus, supposing Jerusalem to have been

taken in the spring or summer of Jehoiakim's third

year, there would be ample time for the three years'

training of the captive " children ;
" and also, Jehoia-

kim's fourth year would synchronize in part with the

first of Nebuchadnezzar.

Now the date of Nebuchadnezzar (as is well ascer-

tained from profane Chronology) is the year 604 before

the Yulgar Era. Then, the Capture of Jerusalem will

be the year 606 b. v. e., in the third year, that is, after

two complete years of King Jehoiakim's reign.

This result is confirmed by oil the other data. For

example, Jehoiakim (being restored) reigns 11 years in

all ; and his successor Jehoiachin, or Coniah, after 3
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months, is taken by " the servants of Nebuchadnezzar "

in the eighth year (7 years complete) of tlie latter's

reign : 2 Kings xxiii, 36 ; xxiv, 8, 12. Subtract 11

from 608, the fii*st year of Jehoiakim, and 7 from 604,

the first of Nebuchadnezzar, and we get in either case

the same result, 597 b. v. e. So again : Zedekiali, the

successor of Coniah, reigns 11 years ; Jerusalem and

the Temple are destroyed in the nineteenth year (18

years complete) of Nebuchadnezzar : 2 Kings xxiv, 18
;

XXV, 8. Subtract 11 from 597, or 18 from 604, and we
get in either case the same result, namely 586 b. v. e.,

the date of the Destruction of the Temple.

It is said in one place, however, 2 Kings xxv, 2, that

this last event happened in the eleventh (10 years com-

plete) of Zedekiah, The seeming discrepancy is re-

moved by observing, 2 Chron. xxxvi, 10, that Coniah's

3 months lasted " till tlie year was expired /
" and so,

in a tabulated account, would reckon as a full year.

Thus Zedekiah's reign, including the l)rief term of Co-

niah, would reckon 11 years : excluding that term, it

would be only 10 years. In either case, there are 11

years complete from Jehoiakim to the end of Zedekiah.

I have dwelt, perhaps tediously, on this, because

Browne and some others, setting aside the plain testi-

mony of Daniel, Kings, and Chronicles, and assuming

the year mentioned in Jeremiah xxv, 1, to have been

the year ofc the first capture of the city, have involved

the subject in a tangle from which they escape only by
supposing tv)0 different epochs for Nebuchadnezzar, by
changing complete into current years at pleasure, and

l)y rejecting several of the dates given as " manifestly

corrupt."

But the prophecy in Jeremiah xxv, 8-11, plainly
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foretells an invasion wliich should " utterly destroy "

the city and " make the whole land a desolation and an

astonishment." This does not apply to the first cap-

ture of Jerusalem, for that resulted in little damage

cither to the city or the land. A few captives were

carried to Babylon ; but Jehoiakim was reinstated

immediately (2 Kings xxiv, 1) and became the " ser-

vant " of the king of Babylon. Afterward he rebelled.

Theyi " the Lord sent against him bands of the Chal-

dees," &c. (compare 2 Kings xxiv, 2-4, and Jeremiah

XXV, 8)
—" and sent them against Jerusalem, to destroy

it, according to the word of the Lord, which He spake

Inj His servant^ the prophetsP It is perfectly plain,

therefore, that the series of prophecies which were ut-

tered in Jehoiakim's fourth year, and in his fifth, Jer.

xxxvi, 9, were subsequent to the first capture of the

city, and were occasioned by the king's perseverance

in wickedness and insolence after so solemn a warning.

Having thus fixed the Captivity where Daniel has

placed it, in the thii'd year of Jehoiakim, we add up

the reigns of the Kings of Judah from David to that

date, and find them to amount to 453 years. But two

reigns, as we have said, overlap one another. How
nmch is to be deducted on that account? A careful

comparison of the dates in the two lines of Judali and

Israel proves it to be just three years.

To help the reader to test this point foi* himself, I

annex a synchronical Table. A brief explanation of

that portion of it which bears on our present subject

will sufficiently illustrate the principle on which it has

been constructed.

As I have said, we reckon the reigns of Judah as

years complete. With the collateral dates, we take that
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liberty which is always granted with years not tahu-

laied, accounting them current or complete as necessity

may require.

Starting, then, with the first year of Rehoboani and

Jeroboam, which is 80 years after the first of David, a.

M. 3148, we add 17 years for Rehoboam, 3 for Abijam,

and 41 for Asa, and so come to the first year of Jc-

hoshaphat, a. m. 3209. So far the two, checking each

other in some ten points, synchronize sufliciently, by

counting the years of Israel as years current, and by

remembering that Jeroboam's line probably dated fj-om

the eighth* month, while the other reckoned from the

first month, or March,

But Jehoshaphat began to reign in " Ahab's fourth

year :
" and Aliab reigning " 22 years," was succeeded

by Ahaziah in " Jehoshaphat's seventeenth year."

How is this possible ? Only in one way. By looking

back a little, we find that Ahab began to reign in Asa's

thirty-eighth year, 4 years before the first of Jehosha-

phat, if we reckon by tabulated years : but he may
have begun late in that year, so that the actual time he

had reigned may have been less than- 4 years. The
same may be true of Jehoshaphat's " seventeenth year."

The phrase, in all probability, is popular, not scientific.

It may denote merely the time that had elapsed since

Jehoshaphat had come to the throne, not the time that

would be credited to him in a chronological Table. For

the reader will bear in mind that a Table always as-

sumes a fixed day as the starting-point of each reign

:

so that, though the reign may commence actually the

last month in the year, yet all tlie months preceding

are counted in with it. Tlie actual length of a reign,

* 1 Kings xii, 32, 33.
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therefore, may (in an extreme case) be more than eleven

months less than its tabulated length.

Thns, assuming March to be the starting-point of

the regal year, suppose further that Jehoshaphat began

to reign in February a. m. 3200. The month thus

preceding the starting-point would count chronologi-

cally as the first year of his reign. Before his first ac-

tual year expired, he would be nearly at the end of his

second tabulated year. In the same way his seven-

teenth actual year would extend eleven months into

what would be called (scientifically) his eighteenth

year.

Now, we have not the shadow of a reason for be-

lieving any of the dates in Kings and Chronicles to be

in tabulated form, save only those which sum up the

reigns in the regular series. We may therefore assume

the contrary wherever the synchronism requires it.

This being granted, we can easily reconcile the dates in

the case before us.

Ahab began to reign in the thirty-eighth year of

Asa, 3205 : he reigned 22 years, which (according as

we take them for years current or complete) will bring

us to 3226 or 3227.

In the otlier line, Jehoshaphat began to reign,

3209 : in his " seventeenth year," which (as we have

shown) 7)iay mean either 17 or 16 when reduced to

tabulated form, Ahab died and Ahaziah succeeded.

This brings us to 3225, at the lowest, or 3226, at the

highest reckoning.

Thus three dates are furnished, 3225, 3226, 3227,-

from which we select the middle one, because it syn-

chronizes perfectly the two lines of kings.

Again, Ahaziah reigned 2 years—years current as
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the context plainly shows—and in " the eighteenth year

of Jelioshaphat," i. e., the nineteenth tabulated year or

18 years complete, Joram came to the throne of Israel.

This gives us the year 3227. In " the fifth year " of

this Joram, 3231, Jehoram began to reign over Judah,

Jehoslmjphat his father heing still alive, and reigned 8

years, which brings us to 3239.

But this last date is said to be " the twelfth of Jo-

ram, king of Israel," 2 Kings viii, 25, who began (us

we have seen) in 3227. If we take " the twelfth " as

meaning " the -twelfth actual," and equivalent to 12

years in the Table, the synchronism comes out to a

nicety, and brings us to the end of Jehoram, as before,

A. M. 3239.

Thus, withoi^ sacrificing one iota of tiie principle

that the sums of reigns in the regular line must be in

years complete, we untie the liardest knot that occm's

in the whole series. At the same time we prove, what

the context led us to suspect, that Jehoram's reign over-

lapped that of hisfather ty just three years. This con-

clusion is confirmed by the result of the very different

process pursued by Browne. For, to effect a synchro-

nism, he also is obliged to sacrifice three year's in the

line of Judah. Only, instead of sacrificing them %vliere

the Sfiripture intimates an overlapping of reigns, lie

adopts the arbitrary expedient of counting three of the

reigns of Judah by years current. And even with this

help, he falls short of a true synchronism. To aj)prox-

imate to it, he rejects two of the dates—the seventeenth

and eighteenth of Jehoshaphat—as " evidently corrupt

"

—a sorry shift in all cases, but especially so when the

" corruption " is by no means " evident."

We obtain a perfect confinnatiun of the conclusion
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we liave arrived at, by reversing our process and count-

ing fipicard from the year of the Captivity, Assuming

tills to Le GOG b. v. e,, we add 2 years for Jelioiakim,

and 277 for the otlier reigns up to the time of Ahaziah,

the successor of Jehoram. This gives us for his date

885 B. V. E. But he came to the throne in tlie twelfth

5'ear of Joram king of Israel. The date of the latter,

then, must be 897 or (at the lowest) 896 b. v. e. But

he was preceded, 1 year before, by Ahaziah of Israel in

the eighteenth of Jelioshaphat of Judah : this gives us

898 or 897 b. v. e. Ahaziah again was preceded by

Ahab, 22 years before, in the thirty-eighth of Asa : this

gives us at most 920, at least 918 b. v. e. The paral-

lel line of Judah determines it with certainty as 919

B. V. e. But Jehoshaj)hat, coming 4 y§ars later accord-

ing to the data in the line of Judah, or according to

the other line in the fourth year of Ahab, must have

begun his reign in 917 at the highest, or 914 at the

lowest, or (if we adopt the surer numbers of the line of

Judah) in ^5 b. y. e.

We have, then, 915 for Jehosliaphat, and 885 for

Ahaziah, an interval of just 30 years for the two reigns

of Jehoshaphat and Jehoram. But these reigns are

together 25 plus 8, or 33 years. Therefore they must

have overlapped one another by the space of 3 years.

Quod erat demonstrandum.

Tlie proof if necessary, might be rendered more
rigid still. But it seems unnecessary. "We conclude,

therefore, by summing up the whole period, which is

40 and 450 years for the Judges, as we have seen in

the preceding chapter, and 40 and 450 years for the

Kings, as determined in. this chapter : in all, there are

two terms of " seventy weeks of years," or twice 490,

from the Exodus to the Captivity.



CHAPTER VIII.

THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE SIXTH DAY.

The last step in our progress presents no difficulty,

most of the dates being fixed in ordinary history.

The Temple, as we have seen, was destroyed twenty

years after the beginning of the Captivity, 586 b. v. e.

Fifty years later comes the famous decree of Cyrus,

restoring the captives to their sacred land, which brings

us to 536 B. V. E. This is the end of the " seventy

years " of Jeremiah.

Twenty years later still, after many vexatious de-

lays, the Temple is rebuilt and rededicated, Ezra vi, 15,

" in the sixth year of King Darius ;

" which, as Dr.

Jarvis's tables show,"- is the year 516 b. v. e.

But here Dr. Jarvis, on the very improbable ground

that Ezra, though born in Babylon and bred in the

Babylonish court, measured the reign of Darius by tlie

Jewish calendar, sets aside the plain historical date,

and ciphers the " sixth year " of Darius into tlie sev-

enth year. Browne, by a bolder stretch, ciphers the

same date into the ninth year of Darius. Hence Jarvis

makes the date 515, Browne 513, b. v. e.

* Jarvis's Introdiicfioii, p. 128, ami Church of the Jiahnncd, p.

273. The era of Nabonassar, which is tlic principal autliorily for

the dates of the kings of Babylon, is carefully adjusted to the

Julian calendar by Dr. Jarvis and others.
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This is done in both cases with a view to adjust the

date to certain inferences of an extremely doubtful

kind, and with regard to which the two writers are

anything but agreed, from obscure passages in Scrip-

ture. Were I to take the same liberty, my " infer-

ence " might differ from both of theirs, and the plain

date given by Ezra might have to be twisted once more

into another shape. In such cases the only rule is to

adhere to the exact words of Scripture.

The next important epoch, as is generally admitted

by chronologists, is the year 459 b. v. e. : the year in

which Artaxerxes put forth his memorable decree

to huild the walls of Jerusalem^ and to restore to the ut-

most its polity. This is the decree which accords most

fully with the language of Daniel's prophecy,* and is

commonly received as the beginning of the " seventy

weeks." To the solid arguments which have been

given by Jarvis, Browne, and others, in favor of this

opinion, our table will add a very singular and beauti-

ful confirmation. For it will be found that the year in

question is introduced by marked periods of seventy

and seventy and seventy-seven years : while the prog-

ress of the " seventy weeks " is emphasized in several

places by an exact coincidence with well-known

epochs of history.

The Incarnation is variously calculated at the sev-

enth, the sixth, the fifth, or tho fourth year, before the

Yulgar Era. I assume the sixth merely as a matter

of convenience : for \\\i\\ regard to this date, the more

I have examined into the question the more I have

been convinced that it is involved (and purposely, I

* Compare D.in. ix, 25, and Ezra vii.
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venture to think) in a haze whicli is not likely to be
cleared away.

The year of the Passion is calculated by Dr. Jarviis

as the year 28 of the Vulgar Era. This date accords so

exactly with certain sijmmetrical periods which run

through the sacred chronology, that I prefer it to the

year 29 of Browne's calculation, which is the next most

probable estimate.

Not long after the Passion and Ascension, the Jews
began to " vex " the growing Church, and Stephen won
the first crown of martyrdom. This is commonly
placed in the year 30 of the Vulgar Era. The year 31

is the end of the " seventy weeks " of Daniel, and was

I^robably marked by the conversion of Cornelius and

the Gospel preached to the Gentiles,

The forty years that follow are the last probation

of the Jews, and their last " provocation." In the year

70 the Temple was dcst roycd by Titus, and the Leviti-

cal economy came to an end.

Sixty-five years later, which, as we shall see, is a

term not less remarkable than the " forty years," Jeru-

salem was a second time destroyed, by Hadrian, and
the circumcised seed of Abraham were forbidden thence-

forth to enter the city any more. Tliis was in conse-

quence of the terrible rebellion of Bar Cochbas, " the

son of a star," the Antichrist of that period, who, for

three and a half years, or " forty-two months," raged

furiously against the Christians.

These, with a few other dates of prominent events,

taken from the received chronologies, will mark the

chief points of the " times and seasons," and bring the

sacred chronology to a close.

For the convenience of the reader, I have thrown

tliem all toorether into the form of a reerular Table.
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SYNCHRONISM OF ISRAEL AND JUDAH.

Jeroboam (October).
18.

20.

Nailab.
Baaslia.

Elah.
Ziinri (not counted).
Omri (dates from Zim-

rPg year).

Ah.ab.

4.

Ahaziah.
Joram (Translation of

Elijah).

5.
* (The lower dates comput-

ed np from C06).

12 (2 Kings viii,

25).

Jehu.
7.

Jehoahaz.
Joash.
Joash 2.

Jeroboam IL

Interresniim.
Zechariah (G months).
Shallum, Mcnahem.
Pekahiah.
Pekah.
Pekah 2.

Pekah 17.

Interregnum.
Ilosbea.

3 (4).

7.

— Captivity of Israel.

Coniah (3 months)
Zedekiah 11

Prophet Jeremiah (Jer.

XXV, 3).

Captivity begins.

Nebuchadnezzar 1.

1.

S.

19.

Jcrus.ilom and Temjile de-
stroyed.

Note.—To synchronize the reigns, the years of Israel are reckoned, with a few

exceptions, ns years current.
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CHAPTER IX.

SYMMETRIES OF NOAu's DAT.

And now we will bring together some of the more

obvious of the " parallelisms," or symmetrical terms of

years, revealed in the chronological table.

The equal length of the period before the flood, and

of that which measures the duration of the Levitical

economy, has been already noticed. It has also been

observed, that even the 120 years term of " suspended

judgment " finds its anti-type in the thrice 40 years of

" provocation " which occur in the history of the Jews.

A closer examination of their later history shows a

parallel still more exact, in the well-known date of the

contest between Pompey and Julius Caisar. For, as

we learn from Josephus, this was a turning point in the

tide of Jewish affairs.* About the year YO before the

Vulgar Era, tha country had been thrown into violent

commotions by the rivalry of Hyrcanus and Aristobu-

lus. This brought upon both factions the crushing

weight of Roman interference. Pompey marched into

Judaea, took the city, broke down its walls, and even

ventured to intrude into the Holy Place of the Temple.

* See Joseph. Jewish War, B. I, ch. vi-ix ; Jarvis's Church of

the Eedeemed, Period V, cb. iv ; Prideaux's Connections, vol. iv.
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Judaea was thenceforward treated as a tributary of

Rome, a captive country. But no sooner was Pompey
gone, than new and more violent disturbances ensued.

Gabinius was, therefore, sent to quell the spirit of re-

bellion. The Jews fought desperately, as was their

wont, but were everywliere defeated with prodigious

slaughter. Gabinius at length returned to liome, and

was succeeded by Crassus, who pillaged the Temple,

stripped it of its gold, and indulged in sacrilege and

outrages of every kind. The contumacy of the people

was inflamed to madness. Myriads of them were slain.

Some thirty thousand were sold as slaves. Altogether,

it was a dark forewarning of that infatuation which

at a laterperiod led to the ruin of the sacred city.

When Caesar crossed the Rubicon and took posses-

sion of Rome, in the year 50 before the Vulgar Era,*

a brighter day dawned upon the Jewish nation. Aris-

tobulus, whom Pompey had carried in chains to Rome,
was set at liberty. "What was better perhaps for the

quiet of the people, he was poisoned, soon after his

arrival, by the emissaries of Pompey ; also, his son

Alexander, the most able and valiant of the leaders of

rebellion, was put upon his trial by Pompey's faction,

and summarily condemned to death. Ctesar's triumph

followed not long after. Thus, with their leaders re-

moved, and with a powerful and clement friend at the

head of the Roman government, the Jews were simul-

taneously disarmed and appeased ; and as friends rather

than subjects of the universal empire, under the firm

* See Jarvis'3 Introduction^ p. lYl, and Synoptical Table, ]ip.

597, GIO. The civil war began 4664 of tlio Julian period ; the

VulK.ir Era is 471 1 of the same.
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and brilliant rule of Herod the Great, they began a new
career of unwonted peace and prosperity,

Tlie year 50, then, was an era as important to the

Jews as it proved to the rest of the world. When
Csesar crossed the Rubicon, he bore with him a reprieve,

as it were, to a nation condemned, and ripe for ruin.

It is a remarkable fact that this epoch is precisely one

hundred and twenty years hefore the final destruction

of the Temple.

And the six hundred years of Noah, or " comfort,"

have a similar parallel in these " last days " of the

Jews. For from the year when comfort came to the

Babylonish exiles, in the shape of Cyrus's famous de-

cree, to the year when " the flood " of the last Judaic

War " was upon the earth,"—from 536 b. v. e. to a. d.

Gtt,—there is a space of precisely 600 years.

With coincidences so exact in so many points, it

may not be amiss to notice also, that the final siege of

Jerusalem, beginning about the middle of March, and

ending about the middle of August,* continued just

five months, an equivalent to the 150 days that the

flood endured.

Thus, in every point in which the test of arithmetic

can be applied to these twin eras,t their typical relation

is found to be complete. " As the days of !N"oe were,

so also (was) the coming of the Son of Man."

It may be added that most of the prominent dates

in those " last days " of Jewish history are marvellously

in harmony with Daniel's " weeks," and serve to em-

phasize the prophecy in every stage of its fulfilment.

* Jarvis, OhiircJi of the Redeemed.

t Some other points of reseniblauce will come out in connec-

tion with the numbers Seven, Thirteen, Sixty-five, and Six.
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Thus tlie year 410 b. v. e. closed tlic first seven

" weeks ;
" and it was prohally about that time,—for

we have not tlie means of ascertaining the date to a

year,—that " vision and prophecy " were " sealed "

with tlie death of Malachi, and no more prophets ap-

peared till the time of John the Baptist.

A most famous epoch in the East, the starting-point

of the well-known " Era of Contracts," or of the Seleu-

cida3, 312 b. v. e., marks distinctly the close of the

third seven weeks.

In the year 1G9 b. v, e., Antiochus Epiphanes, the

Syrian Antichrist, began to rage against the people

and the Temple of God.* He defiled the Temple by

offering swine's flesh, and " in the hundred and forty

and fifth year of the kingdom of the Greeks," 167

B. V. E., he " set up the abomination upon the altar, and

buildcd idol altars .... on every side." God raised

up a deliverer in the person of Judas Maccabceus. In

the year 165, the power of the tyrant was broken. Ju-

das having gained a great victory, the Temple was

cleansed and re-dedicated, and the walls of the city were

restored. Tliis brings us precisely to the close of the

forty-second f week of Daniel, or of the sixth seven

weeks.

The end of the forty-fourth week, 151 b. v. e.,

marks the beginning of the Asmoniean (or Maccabee)

Dynasty, which continued to the reign of Herod the

* Maccabees i-iv. For adjusted tables of the Seleucid and

other eras, see Jarvis's " Introduction."

t Considering the emphasis Laid by tlie prophet on the number

42, it is remarkable that the same number is connected with the

date of Bar Cochbas, the second Antichrist ; for he began in the

42d century a m.
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Great, 38 b. v. e., the end of the sixtieth week. On the

death of Ilerod, 4 b. v. e., the probfible year of the ful-

filment of tliat prophecy, " Out of Egyj)t have I called

My Son," sixty-Jive of those sacred weeks had just ex-

pired. Finally, the seventieth week, in the middle of

which " the sacrifice and oblation " w^ere caused " to

cease," by the offering of the One Victim once for all,

was occupied by the ministry of John the Baptist, fol-

lowed by that of our Lord and His Apostles.

For the close of this seventieth week a definite date

is wanted. The year 31 a. d. was probably the time

of the conversion of Cornelius, and of the Gosijel

preached to the Gentiles. This, however, is nothing

more than an estimate ; hardly enough for an epoch of

such importance. A careful study of thepnnciple that

underlies the sacred chronology, and especially of the

undated terms, will show that the silence of history is

not less significant than its speech. The very fact that

the last half-week is " undated," taken in connection

with the extreme precision with which history bears

witness to the other terms, is an argument that the last

" half-week " belongs to a prophecy not yet fulfilled

—

at least, not perfectly. It is the " forty-two months "

of Antichrist ; a term quite discernible in the time that

Antiochus raged, more exactly seen in the " three and

a half years " of Bar Cochbas, but reserved (as was

thought by the ancients generally) for a more ample

exhibition at the end of the present Day.

This, however, belongs to Prophecy, a subject into

which the present work does not profess to enter.



CHAPTER X.

SYIOIETKIE8 OF THE ABKAIIAMIC AND OTHEK TERMS.

Befoke proceeding further with the analysis of the

clironological table, it will be well, for convenience' sake,

to give names to some of tlie periods with which we
shall have to deal.

Thus, the term of years which introduces the Cov-

enant with Abraham, the " evening " of Abraham's

Day, may be called the Ahrahami.c term. That which

follows we will entitle the Israci-Jtidah term. There is

a " forty," oftentimes recurring, which (for reasons

presently to appear) we will designate as the Jiidah

term. Another of " three hundred and ninety," almost

as prominent, is marked out by the prophet Ezekiel as.

the Israel or Epliraim term. The same name may be

given to" sixty-five," a term mentioned by Isaiah, a

factor of " three hundred and ninety." Finally, the

famous " seventy weeks," or four hundred and ninety,

w^hich belongs to the later history of the Jews, may go

under the name of the Jerusalem term.

Tliere are reasons for these names, which will ap-

pear as we go on ; in the mean time we may assume

them, as a matter of convenience.

To begin then with the longest, or Jerusalem Term

of years : In the three repetitions of those " seventy
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weeks," it will be observed that the second reproduces

itself, measuring either from David to the Captivity, or

from the building to the re-building of the Temple ; so

that, in reality, there ^vq/ouv cycles of 490 years each.

In like manner, the three seventies of the Captivity

are obvious ; from the Captivity to Cyrus, from the

destruction of the Temple to its restoration, from Cyrus

to Artaxerxes, the time in which " the land was to have

her Sabbaths " is thrice repeated, each seventy over-

lapping the preceding one by just 20 years. Only, in

the last instance, which immediately precedes the pro-

phetic " seventy weeks," the seventy is emphasized by

the addition of seven. Thus we have seventy, and

seventy, and seventy and seven / the final term of sus-

pense being such as to mark the beginning of a new
series of years, and at the same time to contain the two

factors of that series. " Seventy a/nd seven " prepares

the way for " seventy times seven."

But these " seventy sevens " are equivalent to 40

and 450, or 40 and 20 and 430 years. Agaiu this " four

liundred and thirty " is explained by the prophet

Ezekiel, iv, 4-6, to be 390 for Israel and 40 for Judah
;

the prophet being commanded to " lie on his right

side " three hundred and ninety days for the one, and

forty days for the other, " each day for a year." This

being the case, it is certainly remarkable that the whole

period from the Covenant to the final dispersion—from

2108 to 4259 a. m.—is just five terms of 430 years

each.

In the same way with the number that introduces

the AbrahaTuic era, the " evening " (we might call it)

of Abraham's Day ; if we take the whole cycle from

the birth of Shem, which was 100 years before the
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birth of Arphaxad, to the final dispersion of the sacred

people,—100 and 450 and 2,016 and 135 years,—we
get precisely six periods of 450 years each.

Tlius there are six Ahrahamic terms of 450 years
;

Jhe Israel-Judah terms of 430 years ; &n(\.foui' of those

" seventy-sevens," determined ujoon the

holy City^'' Dan. ix, 24, which are the terms, or the

" evenings " of Jerusalem.

Again, the separate existence of the ten tribes, from

Jeroboam to the destriiction of the Temple, is precisely

390 years. This, divided by six, gives six minor terms

or daj's of 65 years each.

Now the number 65 is associated with Israel by the

prophet Isaiah, vii, 8 :
" Within threescore and five

years shall Ephraim be broken, that it be not a peo-

ple ;
" a prophecy strictly fulfilled, for from the last

year of the flourishing reign of Jeroboam II, 785 b. v. e.

to T20 B. V. E., the time when Israel was led away
captive, there were 65 years of continuous disintegra-

tion. This space, moreover, being preceded by the 40

years of dominion under Jeroboam II, predicted by
the prophet Jonas, 2 Kings xiv, 25, naturally directs

the mind to that other term of 65 years preceded in

like manner by a term of 40, which marks the last days

of the holy city, and the final dispersion of the nation.

This being observed, we notice the following curious

facts in connection with it. From the Covenant to the

Schism, there are 1,040 years, jusf sixteen terms of 65

years each. From the Schism to the beginning of the

Judaic War, there is the same space lacking one year
;

or, to the end of the war, the same with six years

added. So, again, from the birth of Abram to the

year 30 a. d., the beginning of the final forty and
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sixty-five, there are 2,145 years, or tliirty-tLree terms

of sixty-five years each. Or, yet once more, from the

birth of Terah, Abram's father, to 30 a. d., there are

2,275 years, or thirty-five periods of 65 years each.

If we add to this ilio Jlnal 65, omitting tlie intermediate

40 which belongs to Jiidah, we shall have thirty-six

terms of 65, or six terms of 390 years each ; that is, six

of the larger terms of Israel.

Thus the number 65, and its multiple 390, is a

measure not only of Israel as distinct from Judah, but

of the entire duration of the Abraliamic cycle.

The " forty years," the sacred term of Judah, is

still more conspicuous as an element of " the times and

seasons." In the whole Levitical period it occurs, in a

marked or " determined " manner, just twelve times :

namely, thrice a.s> terms of "provocation," Moses, Sam-
uel, the Apostolic age ; t/irice as terms of deliverance

and rest, Othniel, Barak, Gideon ; thrice as terms of

enlarged dominion, David, Solomon, Jeroboam II

;

thrice as terms of humiliation or servitude, Eli,^' Je-

hoasli and Jeremiah. Putting all these together, we
have just 480 years. Thus, as there were twelve times

forty years (1 Kings vi, 1) between the Exodus and the

beginning of " the House of the Lord ;
" so between the

Exodus and the true Temple (John ii, 19) there were

twelve sacred terms of 40 years each, making the same

sum of 480 years.

Moreover, all theSe forties are connected with the

house of Judah, or with Israel and Judah as a united

])cople. The only apparent exception is one that jdroves

the rule. For Jeroboam II, whose forty years we in-

* The term of Eli synchronizes with the 40 years of Philistine

oppression. For Jehoash, see 2 Ohron. sxiv, 23.
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elude among the terms of " enlarged dominion," was

indeed king of Israel ; but in the preceding reigns, botli

Judali and Israel had been subdued by Hazael, king of

Syria, and so had been brought partially under one

yoke, 2 Kings xii, 17, 18 ; xiii, 3, 7, 22. But " the

Lord gave Israel a saviour, so that they went out from

under the hand of the Syrians," 2 Kings xiii, 5. Joash

began the deliverance, 2 Kings xiii, 25 ; and not only

so, but he vanquished Judah likewise, and " hraJce down

the wall of Jerusalem, and took all the gold and

silver, and all the vessels that loere in the house of the

Lord^'' 2 Kings xiv, 12-14. Thus, when Jeroboam II,

the son of Joash, came to the throne, he found Judah

as well as Israel under his hand, and " restored the

coast of Israel " to its original and proper bounds, 2

Kings xiv, 25. It is significantly added, xiv, 28, that

" he recovered Damascus and Hamath, which belonged

to Judah, for Israel." " Thus the Lord saved them by

the hand of Jeroboam, the son of Joash." His forty

years'^ of " enlarged dominion " was also a term of vir-

tual union between the two halves of the divided

nation.

In the same way the number 65 is peculiar to Israel,

or to Israel with Judah as a solid people. It enters

not into 40, or 480, or 490, or any of those multiples of

them, which mark the times of Judah and Jerusalem.

The numbers 40 and 65 being thus in so many ways

the symbols of Judah and Israel, the whole is confirmed

and bound together by the very remarkable fact, that

the Abrahamic cycle at its greatest length—from Ar-

phaxad, a. m. 1658, to the dispersion, a. m. 4259—is

* I call it 40 years, and not 41, because the reigns of Israel, as

the synclironical table shows, arc generally given in years current.
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2,600, or 65 times 40 years : in other words, IsraeVs

term multiplied hy JiidaNs.

Another number remains, which deserves a word
of notice. We have observed that the Abrahamic term

450 exceeds the Israel-Jiidali term 430, by just twenty

years. What is the association connected witli this

" twenty " ? By Jewish law, which in this respect is

still the law of Christendom, twenty years is the space

in which a son is subject to his father : it is the ex-

pectant season of life, the time of apprenticeship, the

period of preparation. In all the five places where it

is given historically in the Old Testament, it has some-

thing of the same meaning. Twenty years Jacob

served Laban for his wives and cattle ; twenty years

Israel waited for a deliverer from Jabin the oppressor

—Judg. iv, 3 ; twenty years Samson judged, and he-

gan to delive/r, Israel ; twenty years was the ark in

Kirjath-jearim ; twenty years was Solomon in building

" the two houses." Our table reveals three, and per-

haj)S four, other instances. Twenty years Jeremiah

prophesied before the capture of Jerusalem ; twenty

years elajjsed between the capture and the destruction

;

there were twenty years of delay between Cyrus's de-

cree and the restoration of the Temple. In Abraham's

history there is a like twenty years not so positively

dated. For he entered Canaan twenty-five years be-

fore the Covenant of Circumcision. Some time after

this—certainly less than ten years,* yet after the jour-

ney into Egypt, the separation jErom Lot, and the vic-

* Gen. xvi, 3. I have objected to Browne's calculation of this

date, because he uses it as an c^yocTi. When used merely as a date

by itself, with no others depending on it, the objection does not

apply.
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tory over the kings,—lie had tlie vision recorded in

Gen. XV. It is highly probable then, that between the

promise in Gen. xv, and the beginning of its confirma-

tion in Gen. xvii, there was the term of expectancy,

the space of twenty years. If so, all the terms of wait-

ing arc just nine—a number associated (as will be seen

in another place) with the name of Abraham. This

result is beautiful and suggestive : for " the father of

the faithful " is eminently the type of that patient ex-

pectancy which " looks for a city," which " seeks a

country."

But this brings before us some of those nicer coinci-

dences or parallelisms in numbers, whicli to be fully

appreciated must be subjected to the test of a separate

examination.

In the mean time, taking the largest cycle of our

Table, the whole seon from the Creation to the Destruc-

tion of Jerusalem, the great six Days of Preparation for

the Kingdom, w^e have a period of 4,194 years. Divide

this into six equal portions, so as to get the average

length or " number " of a Day, and we find it to be

precisely 699 years. In other words, a Day of

Preparation for Christ averages the Preparation for

Noah's jplus the Preparation for Abraham's Day ; or,

the Preparation for the Baptism by water jplus the

Preparation for the Baptism by fire : Noah being six

hundred years old when the Flood came, and Abram
ninety-nine years old when the Lord rained fire upon
Sodom. On these last numbers there is more to be

said in another chapter.

Again, if we assume the Incarnation to have taken

place in the sixth year before the Vulgar Era, a. m.

4118, we shall find just 1,000 years to have elapsed
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since the finishing and Dedication of Solomon's Temple.

For this event occurred in the eighth month (October

or November). The Incarnation lies between the An-
nunciation in March and the Nativity in December. A
short time, then, before the end of December in the one

thousand and sixth year n. v. e., or before the same

point in the sixth year b. v. e., it might have been pro-

claimed by the tongues of Angels, " the Lord is in His

Holy Temple, let all the earth keep silence he^ore Him?''

For in either case, it was a time of universal peace : in

the one instance, Solomon, in the other, Augustus,
" having rest on every side,'with neither adversary nor

evil occurrent."

Again, between the Exodus and the Destruction of

the City and Temple by Nebuchadnezzar, there is just

the same period of one thousand years. This is the

only Millennium in the series that synchronizes pre-

cisely with one of the great six Days. It is introduced,

however, by another beginning before and overlapping

it, namely, that which extends from the Covenant with

Abraham to the first year of Solomon. Thus three mil-

lennial periods, each distinctly marked, and the middle

one synchronizing witli the Great Day of the Law and

Temple and unbroken possession of Canaan, meet to-

gether in the peaceful reign of Solomon. The signifi-

cance of this will appear more fully as we go on with

our Inquiry.

Tliere are other coincidences or symmetries entirely

in keeping with those here mentioned. I omit them,

however, as most of them are of a character to require

nice calculation and copious comment of a historical

kind. In the present work, I confine myself to such
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facts as can be verified by the reader * with the least

possible trouble.

* I may hero observe, that Browne's mistake in assuming a

calculated date for the covenant with Abraham causes him to miss

precisely those parallelisms or symmetries, which bring out the sys-

tem of the sacred chronology. For examjjle, the nice gradation

of four Jerusalem, five Israel-Judah, and six Abrahamic terms,

does not appear in his table. So also, he misses that remarkable

05 tunes 40, which measures the whole Arphaxad cycle. Again,

that beautiful 699 years, the average Day, does not come out. On
the other hand, to do full justice to this industrious and ingenious

writer, he traces in those periods not aflfected by his mistake a vast

number of minute parallelisms, some of which are very striking, and

which he works out (in some cases) to the very day and hour. I

Lave not followed him in these, for the reason mentioned in the

text; though, in omitting them, I sacrifice a good deal of the

cumulative force of the argument for design. "With regard to the

third millennial period in the Table, I dare say it would be better

to date it from the last year of Solomon ; in which case it would

extend to the year of John the Baptist, and introduce the Ministry

of our Lord : from 3148 to 4148. This date is more certain than

that of the Nativity ; the latter being (perhaps 2'>uri)oselii) involved

in a sort of mystic haze. In either case, the result is very beauti-

ful and significant. For in the one case, the term included be-

tween the two extreme millenniums is the 10 years of Solomon's

early reign, in which he built the House of the Lord: in the other

case, it is the entire 40 years of the reign of " the son of David."

The meaning of these numbers will appear as we go on with our

inquiry.



CHAPTER XI.

PRINCIPLES INVOLVED IN THIS INQUIRY.

Our inquiry, thus far, lias revealed a most wonder-

ful symmetry in the larger numbers involved in sacred

Chronology. In the great cycles and in the small,

in the actual periods and in the average, in Judah's

terms and in Israel's, in sacred epochs and in profane,

we see certain measures recurring with a marked regu-

larity, disclosing a law of numerical ^proportions, not

unlike that which modern science has proved in the

distances and gravity of the planets, or to that law of

" multiple proportions " which in the province of Chem-

istry has given celebrity to the name of Dalton.

That the force of gravity sliould diminish " in the

ratio of the inverse square of the distance," or that

" the squares of the periodic times of the planets are as

the cubes of their mean distances from the sun," strikes

one at first as a very strange assertion : on second

thought, however, we acquiesce in it, because God, we
know, is a wise Architect, and why should not He work,

like other architects, by certain fixed proportions of

weight or measure or number ?

In the same way it strikes one oddly, and at first it

is not easy to believe, that each chemical substance lia^
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its " number " in relation to other substances, and

without observance of those numbers no chemical com-

binations can take place. For example, " one of oxygen

unites with two of hydrogen to make water. Other

gases unite in equally simple proportions, and the vol-

ume of the resulting compound, if gaseous, bears a

simple relation to the sum of the volumes of its ingre-

dients."

Such statements are listened to at first with a smile

of incredulity. The idea seems too simple, and yet too

ingenious, to be true. That a few ciphers, arrayed in

simple or multiple relation, should contain the won-

drous laws of light and sound and chemical combina-

tions, nay the motions, gravity, and distances of the

spheres ; tliat God, in framing the universe, should

have done it in much the same way as when a woman
takes her measure of leaven and hides it in three meas-

ures of meal : this strikes one as too trivial, and yet too

prodigious, for belief. It jars upon our sense of the

Divine immensity. It reveals in the Supreme Mind an

attention to details, which in some way or other we as-

sociate with littleness of character. It seems to make
of the Most High an Arithmetician, an Artist, a subtle

Handicraftsman, anything rather than that grand and

mysterious Abstraction, which bad poetry and worse

j)hilosophy have taught us to identify with our notions

of the Sublime.

Hence we are startled more or less by the discover-

ies of science : and the more simple the laws of things

are when first discovered, the more apt we are to be

startled by them.

And even men of science, or rather a few sciolists

who usurp the name, are slow in accepting the natural
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inference from their own discoveries. Though the

world is full of arithmetic, they do not like to think of

God as the great Arithmetician. They prefer to conceive

of Ilim as of a Law, a Chance, a Principle of develop-

ment, or (with the sophist of Aristophanes) a Vortex *

or grand Whirl. In the same way, though the world

is full of poetry, yet who dares, in these days, to think

of God as a Poet ? And when we combine the two

ideas ; when we find everywhere in His works a fancy

infinitely luxuriant, bound fast to an arithmetic infinite-

ly exact ; when the high hills " hop " and " skip," and

the fields " laugh and sing," yet their dancing and

laughter are modulated to a Dorian severity of meas-

ure : when science itself bears witness to all this

;

when the telescope and the microscope, " the two wit-

nesses " of science, unite in testimony to the fact that

the universe is a Poem—and that, too, not a prose poem
moy'ing pedihus solutis, but one in which high thoughts

* '' Strepsiades. Who gives us rain? Answer me that!

Socrates. These (the clouds) give us rain ; as straightway I

Avill demonstrate

;

Streps. But, hark ye me, ^cho thunders ? Tell me that

!

Socrat. These, these thunder * * ichen they collide.

Streps. And who is he that jowls them thus together but Jove

himself?

Socrat. Jove ! 'tis not Jove that does it,

But the ethereal Vortex.

Streps. "What is he ?

I never heard of him ; is he not Jove ?

Or is Jove put aside, and Vortex crowned

King of Olympus in his state and place ?

"

ARiSTOPn. Clouds (adapted from Mitehoirs translation).
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and low alike are tied down to tlic strict necessities of

number and rhyme and rhythm ; when, in short, the two

great marks oiintellect andpersonality^ fancy, on the one

hand, severe judgment, on the other, are seen distinct-

ly stamped, and in perfect harmony, upon the minutest

details of God's works : yet there are men, nay " men

of science " they are called, who will not think of Ilim

as an intellectual Person, a King, a Shepherd, a Poet.

an Artist, a Man of War, but deem it more " philo-

sophical " to regard Him as a prhnmn mobile^ a " first

cause " of things ; a mainspring of a machine, an inex-

orable blind fate, anything in fact but an actual and

Divine Person.

Were such " philosophers " turned out for a while to

graze, the very grass (one might suppose) would teach

them a better wisdom. They certainly need, like Neb-

uchadnezzar, to be " wet with the dew of heaven," that

like him they may cease to extol gods " which see not,

nor hear, nor know," and may learn to praise Him " in

whose hand their breath is, and whose are all their

ways."

But men of science are not the only sinners in this

respect. Peligious men, men who read the Bible and

believe it to be God's Word, are oftentimes besotted

with the same idolatry of Chance.

They profess, indeed, to see " wondrous things" in

His law. But when we descend from the general to

the particular ; when we apply to the Scriptures the

microscope of a minute analysis ; and when, as the le-

gitimate result of this, we find a multitude of little won-

ders, corresponding to the greater ones, and as perfect

in thcu' kind : then, the faitli of the present day

shrinks from the ordeal ; we set down such discov-
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cries as mere " coincidences," or mere '* fancy ; " we
reason that God, like tlie law,* cares not for little

tilings : in short, the more proof we find of a method
in the Scriptm*es, and of an artist-like " finish " in de-

tails, the more inclined we are, like the sciolists in

physics, to attribute it all to chance, and to dismiss it

from our thoughts.

It was in a very dificrent spirit that the early

Church read the Scriptures. The Bible to them was
not a book merely ; it was a grand zoun, a " living

creature," a thing instinct in every part with a mys-

terious, manifold and superabundant life. And in every

pai-t of it they expected to find the evidences of that

life. And as a Divine work differs from a human
chiefly in those QiiinuticB which lie beneath the surface

;

as a photograph, for example, painted by the sunbeam,

though it be but a dot to the naked eye, will yet reveal

to the microscope what no human skill can rival : so,

the early Christians argued, it must be with the Divine

"Word. They confidently expected to see " wondrous

things " in it. And the more closely they scrutinized

it, the more marks of the supernatural they professed

to see therein.

Hence to them the " history " of the Bible was not

mere history ; its " facts," not mere facts ; its " arith-

metic," not mere arithmetic. Each word, each letter,

each cipher appeared to them transfigured in an atmos-

phere of the supernatural, the centre of a vast throng

of spiritual associations.

And it was in this temper, mainly, that they applied

the terms " mystic," " spiritual," or " sacred," to such

common-place things as numbers. However we may

* "De minimis non curat lex."
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cx])]ain it, certain numerals in the Scriptures occur so

often in connection with certain classes of ideas, that

sve are naturally led to associate the one with the other.

This is more or less admitted with regard to the num-

bers Seven, Twelve, Forty, Seventy, and it may be a

few more. The Fathers were disposed to admit it with

regard to many others, and to see in it the marks of a

siqyernatural design.

Now the question, whether they were mistaken in

'their convictions on this subject, cannot be determined

in an off-hand way, or on a priori grounds. Supposing

God to inspire a book, we can no more tell beforehand

how he would inspire it, than we could imagine before-

hand what sort of a world it would jilease Him to

create. Nor can we judge whether He would stamp

upon this book merely the larger features of His handi-

work, or w^ould mark it as He has marked His works

in nature. On the whole, however, reason would in-

cline us to expect the latter. ' As we know a leaf to be

a leaf, or a flower a flower, not from its general appear-

ance merely, which may he imitated, but from certain

mimite indications which from their very minuteness

no human art can counterfeit, so we might expect in

relation to God's "Word. It may have marks on it

which are absolutely beyond the jpossihility of human
imitation. And if there are such marks, may they not

be found precisely in those matters where the wisdom
of the present day sees " inaccuracies," or " contradic-

tions," or " difficulties " to be explained by new theories

of Inspiration ?

The present inquiry is undertaken wdtli a view^ to

this point, and is directed to one of the main " difficul-

ties," namely, that which is connected with the Nu-
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morals of Scripture. In going on with it, I wish to rid

myself, and I trust the reader will rid himself also, of

all prejudices and prepossessions. So far, we have seen

something rcmarlcahle in the larger figures connected

with Chronology. We have observed in those figm-cs

a marvellous symmetry, a strange mutual correspond-

ence, an extraordinary observance of the law of pro-

portions. May it not be the same with the smaller

figures of the Scriptures ? May there not be among
them " a method," a co-relation, a symmetry, analogous

to that which we have already observed in the larger

numerals ?

The question is one of fact : it is only by a patient

induction and clear analysis of facts that we can expect

to obtain a satisfactory answer.

Precisely as if it were a question concerning the

law of gravitation, or the law of multiple proportions

in Chemistry, we must lay hold upon the Proteus of

variable phenomena, and whatever shape they may as-

sume in our hands, we must not let them go till they

have answered our questions.

But, it may be asked. How are we to begin our ex-

periments, and on what general principle are we to

frame our questions ? I answer, We must begin, as in

all similar inquiries, by assuming something. In order to

put proper questions with regard to gravitation, for

example, we must of course assume the ])ossibility that

gravitation exists. In the same way with regard to

the present inquiry : All that I assume, and all that I

ask the reader to assume, is that there may he some-

thing extraordinary in the Scripture numerals. Tliis

being allowed, the remainder of our course is plain

enough. We are to try experiments, wherever there
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is an opening for experiments : we are fearlessly to

put questions wherever the facts are such as to warrant

further questions.

To take an extreme case : In that remarkable ac-

count, given by St. John,* of the miraculous multi-

plication of the loaves and fishes, one of the disciples

casually remarks, " Two hundred penny-worth of bread

is 7wt sufficient Here a child might ask, " Why does

he say two hundred penny-worth ? " Of course a man
would answer, in such a case, that the question is a

" childish " one ; or, that the disciple said " two hun-

dred," because " two hundred " was the number that

happened to occur to him. Such would be the answer

ordinarily given. Yet we can conceive that a man
might reason somewhat difterently. He might say

within himself, " Perhaps this question after all is not

so impertinent as it seems. A great philosopher once

asked, Wliy does an apple fall ? And though any

clown in England might have answered the question

in a way to satisfy ninety-nine men out of a hundred,

yet the sage went on tormenting himself with it and

torturing nature, till he elicited the great law that gov-

erns the spheres," Reasoning in this way, one might

take up the child's question with regsttxl to the

" two hundred," and endeavor, on the principle of

simple association of ideas, to find whether there was
anything in the Hebrew mind that would suggest the

number " two hundred " in connection with the thought

of " insufficiency," rather than tlie thousands of other

numbers that were equally ready at hand.

Tlie question is a nice one, and I do not say that the

cflTort to find an answer to it would lead to any valuable

* Jolui vi, 7.
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discovery. It might easily however lead to this much.

It might start a train of curious and interesting

thoughts, which being once started, might lead on

link by link to an excellent summary of the Gospel.

Achan's " two hundred shekels " of stolen silver might

Buggest the " insufficiency " of money ; Absalom's
" two hundred shekels " weight of hair, the " insuffi-

ciency " of strength and beauty ; Micah's graven im-

age purchased with " two hundred shekels," the " in-

sufficiency " of false religion ; Hezekiah's " two hundred

lambs," or Ezra's " two hundred rams," or Solomon's

" two hundred pomegranates " and " two hundred tar-

gets," or the " two hundred singing men and singing

women " of the Temple restored, the insufficiency even

of true religion so far as it consists in sacrifices or ex-

ternal glory : and so we might go on with similar as-

sociations, till we come to the great question, "What is

sufficient, and find it to be answered in Ilim w^ho eli-

cited from Philip the very simple remark, " Two hun-

dred penny-worth is not sufficient."

I give this merely to show the way in which in-

quiry may be -started. The aim of the Chapters that

follow is much more than this. It is, with regard to

certain Numerals, to test the princijple involved, by a

rigorous induction as well as by experiments of a

crucial character.

But if the inquiry is to be rigorous, we must of

course confine ourselves to a few leading Is^umerals.

I select those which are particularly connected with the

subject of Chronology.



CIIArTER XII.

THE DOMINICAL NUMBER TESTED.

The great eras of the worl4 before the Flood and

of the Levitical dispensation being both of the same

length, and both introductory to an era of " new life,"

may not the number eight, the numerical symbol of the

idea of the Kesurrection, be a measure or factor of the

duration of those periods ?

The question, like some others wliich I shall put,

may seem at first sight to be a frivolous one : but it is

suggested by the number of curious parallels that have

already appeared, and I proceed to investigate it as a

sort of extreme test of the systematic character of those

parallels.

One word, however, touching the meaning which

we assume for this number eight: Dr. "Wordsworth

says, in his notes on the New Testament, " As the

number seven is the sabbatical number, or number of

rest, in Holy Scripture, so eight may be called the do-

minical. Seven is expressive of rest in Christ : eight

is expressive of resurrection, to new life and glory in

Ilim." It may be added that this arises from nothing

very mystical or recondite, l)ut from the law of simple

(iHKOciation of ideafi. Tlie eighth day is the day of cir-
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cumcision ; it is the great day of the Feast of Taber-

nacles, whicli is a tjY)e of the Incarnation : above all,

it is the day of the Ecsurrcction, " the Lord's Day,"
of the Church. Also, the name Jesus, if rendered into

numerals corresponding to its Greek letters, is 10, 8,

200, YO, 400, 200, which, being added up, is 888, the

opposite of the famous* 6Q6, "the number of the

Beast." There are other associations of a like de-

scription.

Applying the number eight, then, to the dates of

ISToah's day, we find that six hundred, Koah's age, is 8

times 15, which last number also is 5 times 15 ; that

one hundred and twenty, the term of " suspended judg-

ment," is 8 times 15 ; that sixteen hundred and fifty-

six, the age of JSToah's world, is 8 times 207. Thus,

into all the terms and dates of the cycle of " the eighth

person," eight is found to enter as an even factor.

I may add, in passing, though it leads us off a little

from our immediate inquiry, that the quotients in these

* The attempts of writers on prophecy to fasten this number
upon theological opponents has brought much discredit upon the

whole subject of sacred numbers. The ridicule is merited, so far

as the coincidence of that number with particular names is made
an argument^ hy itself; so far, however, as such coincidence har-

monizes with otJier signs and proofs, the fact is calculated at least

to arrest attention—which is all perhaps that was intended in fur-

nishing us with this number. In the following inquiry I carry out

the principle suggested by that number, as also by the 888 of the

holy name Jesus, iri order to try whether there is any principle

involved in it, or whether the few acknowledged cases of such

coincidence of names and numbers are isolated and exceptional.

I have no theory on the subject. I am only experimenting, in the

spirit offree inquiry, with a view to ascertain, if possible, the pre-

cise state of the case.
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instances have associations in hannony with those as-

cribed to eight.

Tims fifteen is the numerical value of one of the

Hebrew abbreviations of the name of the Lord. It is

also connected, as will be seen in another place, with

the idea of the second resurrection. Seventy-fime^ a

multiple of fifteen, and the age of Abram when he en-

tered Canaan, has similar associations connected with

it. T'wo hundred and seven, also, is one of those num-
bers to which a special meaning has been given. It

Qnay signify a " two hundred of insufficiency " followed

by a " seven of rest." But we cannot stop, just now,

to put this to the proof, our immediate concern being

with the number eight.

We have tried, so far, the dates connected with

Noah. Let us now try the " number " of his name :

an experiment suggested by the fact already men-

tioned, that eight is particularly prominent in the anti-

type of Noah, the holy name Jesus. Taking, then, the

letters of Noah^s name according to its sJiort spellinrj in

Hebrew—for it may be spelled two ways—we find

them to iixakQ fifty-six, which is 7 times 8 ; taking the

longer spelling, namely, the word that means " com-

fort," we get sixtyfour, that is, eight times eight.

This is remarkable in itself: still more remarkable

when taken in connection with the facts ascertained by
our previous inquiry. Let us try it by attest still more
rigorous.

Noah is not the only type of the Resurrection.

Isaac, who " in a figure " was raised " from the dead," *

partially embodies that great idea, at least in one crisis

of his life. Samson, who slew more by his death than

* neb. xi, 19.
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he had slain in his life, who at " midnight " came forth

from the stronghold of the enemy, carrying off the

gates; Daniel, delivered from the lions' den; the

" three children " from the fiery furnace ; Jonah, who
came out from the " belly of hell :

" all these arc more
distinctly suggestive of the same idea, and by those

who believe in types at all, are regarded as great and

manifest types of the risen Saviour. How is it, then,

with their Hebrew names ? "Will they stand the test

that we liave applied to the name of Noah ?

Isaac in Hebrew numerals is 100 and 8 and 100
;

the resurrection number standing prominently in the

midst, as is proper to one who, " in a figure," was
raised from the dead."^' Samson, that grand and gigan-

tesque type of the Saviour as a warrior, snapping the

cords, breaking the bolts, and carrying off the gates of

the enemy, and laughing them to scorn, has a particu-

lar predominance of the same marked numeral. His

name, if we render the final letter by its lesser equiva-

lent in numbers,f is 696, eighty times eight J9Z?^5 seven

times eight.

Jonah's and Daniel's numbers have each one ele-

* Reviewing this j^art of the " Inquiry " under the light of sub-

sequent investigations, I find that the quotients in these instances

are not less significant than the principal factors. Thus, Isaac, or

208, divided by 8, gives 26, which is twice 13, the number of

schism or apostaiy—as will appear in the next chapter. As Isaac

begat two nations, one of which was rejected, and as Jacob like-

wise gave life to schismatical Ephraim as well as to Judah, this is

appropriate enough. Abram also was the father of Ishmael as

well as of Isaac. But the siibject is treated more fully in the nest

chapter.

t The Eabbins used some final letters for higher mimbers : n,

for example, which stands for 50, was (as a final letter) also 700.
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ment, which enters into many of the names of the Old

Testament saints, and whicli is so peculiar that it seems

proper (where it occurs) to set it off by itself.

It is the number thirty-one^ wluch in more ways
than one is associated with the incifable name Jehovah.

It is three^ the sacred triad, multiplied by ten, the sign

of infinity, with the addition of one, the well-known

t}^e of unity. Besides which the word EL, a common
abbreviation of the name of God, makes thirty and one.

Besides which again, fifteen and sixteen compose that

form of the sacred name which the Jews never dare to

utter ; and separately, each of those numbers spells one

of the two abbreviations of that holy name. For this

reason the Jews, in the case of 15 and 16, depart from

the coimnon rule of rendering numbers by letters ; in-

stead of five and ten, or six and ten, which would be

the regular way, they prefer to say nine and six, or

nine and seven. When the number thirty-one, there-

fore, forms part of any name, it seems proper to set it

off as an element by itself.

Doing this in the case of Daniel and Jonah, we
have for the former sixty-four and thirty-one, or 8

times 8, with the Lord's number added ; and for the

\Q.iiQYforty and thirty-one, which is 5 times 8 with the

same significant addition.

The same applies to the " three children " who came
out unharmed from '^ the burning fiery furnace." Their

Hebrew names, respectively, end with the sacred thirty-

one ; and contain, besides, the numbers eight, forty, and

two hundred, of all which eight is a factor.

'This does not apply to their Chaldee names, Shad-

rach, Meshach, and Abednego. In them I can detect

no special significance, and certainly none in connection
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with tlie niiinbcr eiglit. This is the more striking be-

cause it is precisely what we might naturally expect,

supposing that the coincidences above 'mentioned are

really niarJcs of design.

Similar results may be obtained from an examina-

tion of the names of Joseph, Moses, and Joshua. In

these, however, the typical reference to the idea of the

Hesurrection is not so distinctly marked ; there are

other associations with their names, which are perhaps

more prominent. Especially, in the case of Joshua,

there is the idea of " rest," the sabbatical idea.

I will merely notice, therefore, that in the case of

Moses, who in his fortieth year escaped death by flight,

while in his eightieth the Lord met him and was about

to slay him, and in his one hundred and twentieth

Michael and Satan contended for his body, there is a

lively figure of life renewed. The Exodus, moreover,

began with him ; and this, undoubtedly, is a ty]3e of

the new life. Yet these things are cast into the shade

by his position as the great lawgiver.

His name accords with this mixture of type ideas.

But to analyze it at present would be to anticipate

some points, which will come in more properly with

subsequent investigations. The same remark applies

to the names of Joseph and Joshua.

In the mean time, we will go on with the number
eight, and try it by other tests.

There are two great feasts of the Jews, which com-

memorate deliverance from the jaws of death : namely,

the Passovei\ which survives in the Christian Easter,

and Purim^ which was instituted in consequence of

that great passage from death to life recorded in the

Book of Esther.
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The word Pasclia, in Hebrew, is 80 and 60 and 8
;

the word Purim is 80 and 6 and 200 and 10 and 40
;

the eight in both cases being prominent enougJi as a

factor, but particularly so in the latter. For in this in-

stance, three of tlie letters separately are mnltiples of

eight, and the remaining two are such when added to-

gether ; while the whole sum is 33G, or eight times

forty-two.'^

And this is the more striking because the event

commemorated in " the days of Purim " is the liveliest

" figure " on record of a sudden transition from the

shadow of deatli to the sunshine and joy of resuscitated

life.f At one moment, there was " in every province

great mourning among the Jews, and fasting, and

weeping, and wailing ;
" at the next, " the Jews had

light, and gladness, and joy, and honor ; and in every

province and every city . . -joy and gladness, a

feast and a good day." No wonder, then, " that these

days should be remembered and kept throughout every

generation, every family, every province, every city

;

and that these days of Purim should not fail among the

Jews, nor the memorial of them perish from their

seed." It was a gleam of " the eighth day " upon the

darkness of the captivity. And it may be noted here

more distinctly than when it was previously alluded to,

that " the fifteenth day," which was the " good day "

of the feast, has a like significance with the eiglith ; for

* Tlie frequency \Yith which tliis number comes up in connec-

tion Avith that deadly hostility to God's people which we associate

with the name of Antichrist, is well worth noticinir ; though, from

the pressure of other matters, I can only call attention to it in

passing.

t Esther iv, 3; viii, 10, 17; ix, 28.
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it is the octavo of a second week, the " second resiiiTec-

tion." Besides wliicli, fifteen is one of the two abbre-

viations of that ineflable name which covers " the Lord's

day." Also, the number is in several places associated,

with the idea of resurrection. " Fifteen cubits " up, the

ark was borne by the flood ; Bethany, the place of the

resurrection of Lazarus, was " fifteen furlongs " from

Jerusalem. The curious reader may easily find other

examples.

These are but a few out of a mass of similar facts

whicli lie hid in the Hebrew, that most living of all

tongues : a language which (like Ezekiel's mystic
" wheels ") seems to have a power of going " on its four

sides " at once ; Avhich i]i its every syllable and every

letter is " full of eyes," beaming with a strange intelli-

gence ; which is a marvel, in short, of child like sim-

j)licity and spiritual depth.

As to the bearing of such facts on the drift of the

present investigation, it may be necessary to observe

that types, like other analogies or similitudes, are not

to be expected to be perfect in every particular. By
the law of association of ideas, a law indelibly stamped

on the human mind, one image may almost necessarily

suggest another, though the points of difference be-

tween the two may be even more numerous than the

points of resemblance. Thns, when I read the story

of Samson, the annunciation hy an angel to his mother

naturally calls up the idea of another and more mo-
mentous Annunciation : so also the promise that he

should be a saviour to Israel ; so, again, his title, N'az-

arite or Nazarene ', so, again, his seeking a wife among
the Gentiles / so, again, the striking fact that he must
be delivered up to the heathen hy his own countrymen;
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SO, again, the significant declaration that he wrought a

greater deliverance hy Ids death than by his life ; so,

once more, that imprisonment in the stronghold of the

enemy's power ; that barring of the gates and setting

of the watch ; that sudden rise at midnight—" early in

the morning ;

" that triumphant breaking forth and

opening of the gates : to read all this, without thhiking

all the time of its wondrous parallel, would be to me as

impossible as it would be to see the broken image of

the sky reflected in a troubled sea, without thinking of

the unbrolteii sky itself as presented in the blue vault

above. The very nature of a type requires that there

should be points of difi'erence, points of imperfection.

And the same must apply to types as expressed in num-
bers. Thus, in the name of our Lord, the eight is per-

fect. It is eight hundreds, and eight tens, and eight

ones. Nothing could be more striking or complete.

In the name of Noah it is not so perfect, but still comes

out in a very striking form. It is eight times eight.

So, also, in the case of Samson. So, also, in the feast

Purim. So, also, but in a scale of diminution nicely

proportioned to the imperfection, obscurity, or mixed

nature of the type, with the other names and characters

cited. The uniformity and precision of this result have

in them the features of law and design, as opposed to

chance.

It may also be necessary to observe, in relation to

these facts, that, taking them separately, no one can

attach much importance to them. Their force is in

their number, their variety, their symmetry and con-

sistency. Even a straw may sometimes tell us which

way the wind blows ; but when we see innumerable
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straws turning all in the same direction, the phenome-

non is one that is at least worth noting.

Let us proceed to a criterion of a severer nature

still.

Of the types and type-characters so far discussed,

there are five which have well-defined dates in the

sacred chronology. Will it prove with them, as it has

proved in the case of IToah, that the figures of these

dates are divisible by the Resurrection number ?

Isaac begat Jacob Jive hundred and tioelve years

after the flood : which is eight times eight times eight.

Joseph, when he delivered his father's family, was
probably yyjr^y years old ; which again is a multiple of

eight. Moses led the people out of Egypt 8S0 years

from the birth of Arphaxad. He began his career at

forty years of age ; he entered fully upon it at eigJdy /

he completed it at one hundred and twenty. All these

again are multiples of eight. Samson's death, most

probably, is at the close of the first twenty years of the

Philistine oppression, 3008 a. m. Daniel's great proph-

ecy,* which predicts the " latter days " of his people,

and ends with the waking " from the dust of the earth,"

is carefully dated " the third year of Cyrus," namely,

seventy-tioo years from the beginning of the Captivity.

Of these dates, also, eight is a factor.

To Jonah no date is given ; but the two numbers

which are most readily associated with his name,f /br^y

and six-score thotisand, follow what seems to be the

prevailing drift, and are both multiples of eight. In

this case, moreover, as in the others before it, .the quo-

tients which are yielded are worthy of notice.

Thus, in a number of instances and a variety of

* Dan. x-xii. t Jonah iii, 4; iv, 11.
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ways, wliicli, trivial as some of tlieni may seem wlien

taken singly, yet amount m the aggregate to a crucial

experiment, we lind the number eight to be promi-

nently associated Math the idea of the Resurrection, and

with those events, and figures, and names, and dates

which are anywise typical of the Resurrection. That

there is a method in all this, and that it is not mere

accident, must be kept before us still as an open ques-

tion, till we have applied similar tests to other sacred

numbers.

It may be added, the meanwhile, as a kind of nega-

tive criterion of the result of our inquiry, that, in our

Table there are no eijochs, or dates, or great cycles of

years
J
into which eight enters as afactor, except such as

are in some way connected with the idea of the Resur-

rection.

Thus, with regard to the leading dates : If the

reader will examine the Table, he will find that Eight

will divide without a remainder into 1056, the time of

Noah's birth ; into 1536, the time when the Flood was
announced ; into 1656, the time of the Flood ; into

3008, the probable time of Samson's death ; into 3608,

the restoration (or resurrection) of the Temple ; and

finally, into 4152, Dr. Jarvis's estimate of the date

of the Passion. These include all the dates,* save

* Having since liad occasion to adH a few dates to the Table, I

find one among them divisible by eight: namely, the time when

Herod died and " the young child " condemned to death by him was'

" called " back " out of Egypt." This is no exception to the gen-

eral rule; for the event, and all tlio ideas connected with it, savor

of " new life," " deliverance," restoration, or resurrection. There

is another date added more recently, namely that of Bar Ooehbas,

the peculiarities of which are mentioned further on. Chap. XV.
4*
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only 07ie, that we would naturally associate with the

idea of the Resurrection. All of these are divisible by

Eight. Among all the others, however, not one is so

divisible. The rule therefore holds, both positively and

negatively.

And with regard to the one exception : the Exodus

hegan in 2538, and would have been perfected that

year, had it not been frustrated by lack of faith

among the people. But owing to the lack of faith it

was prolonged forty years. At the end of this term the

Israelites crossed the Jordan and hegan to take posses-

sion of the promised land. Six years later, or just 45

years after the Eej^ort of the Spies and the turning

back into the wilderness. Josh, xiv, 10, the work was

completed, and " the land had rest from war :
" Josh,

xiv, 15. This gives ns the year 2584 for the comjjletion

of the Exodus : a number which (like the epochs before

mentioned) divides evenly by Eight. The seeming

exception, therefore, establishes the rule.

As to the leading Terms or Periods : Tlie 480 years

between the Exodus and the Temple, or (its mystical

equivalent) the twelve terms of 40 years between the

Exodns and the beginning of the spiritual " House of

God ; " the four terms of 490 years which cover the

Day of Jerusalem •; the 1,040, or sixteen times 65 years

during which Israel and Judah were one solid people :

all these are terms expressive (either in figure or in

reality) of the entire period ofpreparation for the Lord.

They point distinctly, therefore, to the era of " new
life." Accordingly, all these are divisible by Eight,

with quotients in each case more or less significant.

But it is not so with the Israel terms, or with the

Israel-Judah terms, or even with the Abrahamic terms,
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65, 390, 430, 5 times 430, 450, 6 times 450. None of

these have Eight as a factor. " Salvation is of the

Jews." To the Jews and to Jenisalem the resm-rection

came. Tlie new Church sprang out of the old. To

Israelites as separate from Jews, or even to Abrahamites

except as concentrated in Judah, there was no special

part in the Eesurrection. The Gospel was preached to

" the Tv/elve Tribes " as a unit : and it is upon this one

Btock that the seed of Abraham, whether his seed by-

blood or his seed by faith only, were in all cases alike

to he ingrafted.

And, in accordance with this, we are led on to ap-

ply another test to the Eesurrection number. In the

Kew Testament there happen to be eleven figures which

we can naturally associate with the general idea of the

"new life" and " new world." In Acts i,.14, 15, we

have the Church of the Eesurrection in its ger'm.

" The number of the names together were about a hun-

dred and twenty :
" that is, 8 times 15—the Eesurrec-

tion number multiplied by the number of the " second

Eesurrection." In Eev. iv, 4, 8 ; and vii, 3-8
; xiv, 1,

20 ; XX, 2 ; xxi, 16, 17, we have numbers connected with

the same Church in its completeness. There are " twenty-

four elders," 8 times 3 ;
" four beasts " or " living crea-

tures " with six wings each, 8 times 3 ;
" twelve thou-

sand " for each Tribe, 8 times 15 multiplied by 100

;

" one hundred and forty and four thousand " for all the

Tribes, 8 times 8 times 15 times 15 times 10 ; the same

number of " Virgins " following " the Lamb whither-

soever He goeth ; " " sixteen hundred furlongs," the

extent of the wine-jn-ess filled by the " ripe grapes of

the earth," 8 times 8 times 25 ; the " thousand years "

of " the first Eesurrection," 8 times 125 ; the " twelve
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tliousand cubits" lengtli of tlie "four-square" city, 8

times iiftceu multiplied by 100 ; tlie same city in its

sc[uare, 8 times 8 times 225 tliousand ; tlie " hundred

and forty and four cubits " of its wall, 8 times 9 times

2 : in all wliicli numbers Eight is obviously a principal

factor, while the other factors are such as we have al-

ready seen to be in harmony with it.

Thus, negatively and positively the rule holds good.

Wherever there is a distinct.and special pointing to the

idea of the Resurrection, whether in dates or other

numbers, we may look for the figure Eight as promi-

nent in one form or another. Where there is no such

special relation, the figure is not thus found.

I may add, as a final negative test of the severest

character, that if we divide the dates in the second

column of ^ur Table by Eight, there are some fourteen

of the figures into which it enters as an even factor,

but in no case with any special or consistent meaning.

But the dates in this column reckon from no real

epoch. The " Yulgar Era " is purely arbitrary, the

Nativity having occurred some six years before it.

The fact, then, that out of two equal rows of num-
bers, embracing some eighty in all, the one set is divisi-

ble by Eight in foicrteeri instances, but always toitliotvt

significance^ while the other set is divisible in six cases

only, all of which are associated with one and the same

grand idea : this, taken in connection with the further

fact that the first set is purely arbitrary, while the other

is constructed on Epochs fixed by the Scriptures, is cer-

tainly a strong argument against Chance, and for De-

sign, in the structure of the Sacred Chronology.

The force of the argument is increased by the fact,

that all the experiments which have been made and
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the tests wliicli have been applied, have been suggested

by the hypotlLCsh of a consistent Design. I have uni-

formly reasoned in this way : If the coincidences al-

ready proven are real, not casual, then similar coinci-

dences will be found in similar cases. Ilence I have

been led on to try the cases that seemed to be similar.

And it is on this principle that experiments are

usually tried, and discoveries made, in the province of

physical science.

If, for example, the laws relating to the gravity and

distances of the planets be true, then there ought to be

a planet between Jupiter and Mars. Accordingly, the

telescope is set in that direction. After years of patient

watching no planet is found, but an equivalent is dis-

covered in a flock of planetoids or fragments of planets.

The reality of "the law" is thereby confirmed. By
the same reasoning precisely, the planet IS^cptune was

looked for and at length discovered. A few such in-

ferences, confirmed by actual discoveries, esj^ecially if

no exceptions arise that cannot be explained, are suflS-

cient to establish any law as " a law of nature."

The number Eight, then, has been tested in a scien-

tific way."'"' On the same rigorous principle, and by sim-

ilar tests, let us go on and try a few other numbers.

* For a larger induction, sec Appendix B.



CHAPTER XIII.

THE NUMBERS SEVEN, NlNEj THIRTEEN.

The reader will bear in mind tliat our present ob-

ject is one of inquiry only : an effort to ascertain

whether the symmetries observed in the Numerals of

the Bible, and more especially in its Chronology, arc

of a systematic character Teducible to rule, or are

merely of the nature of odd coincidences.

With this object still in view, let us now take up
Seven, the sabbatical number.

And first a word may be needed, as to the meaning

of the word " sabbatical." Its root idea, undoubtedly,

is that . of " rest." But the " Sabbath " is not, as the

Jews imagined, a cessationfrom work : it is a resting

or ceasing from a particular kind of work ; a passing

from a lower to a higher order of Divine occupation.

Six days God labored in preparing the earth for man.

On the seventh day he rested from this work, and en-

tered upon one infinitely higher, namely, the care of

that master-piece of creation, so " fearfully and wonder-

fully made," which crowned and summed up the pre-

paratory six days.

So also in history : six days, or ages, God j^repared

the way for the Son of man. The seventh day that fol-
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lowed was a day of " rest," namely, of rest from the

j)articular work involved in the idea of preparation.

It was not to be a rest from work of every kind. On
the contrary, as in the siege of Jericho the city was en-

compassed once only during each of the first six days,

but on the seventh was enconvpassed seven times, so in

this seventh day of the world and of the Church. It is

an age of higher work, of aims more spiritual, and of

achievements more wonderful, than any that have gone

before. Its conflicts and its weapons are of a more

spiritual character. It is, in fact, the age of the Spirit.

The Holy Ghost has come with his seven-fold gifts,

Eden, with its four-headed river, its tree of knowdedge,

and its tree of life, is in some sense restored. Such, at

all events, is God's gracious purpose. The Christian

era is the true " rest " or Sabbath ; and though men
fail to " enter in," just as the Je'ws failed in the " rest

"

of Joshua, yet it is " because of unbelief ;

" we are slow

to realize the wonders by which we are surrounded.

This being considered, it will be easy to understand

how it is that the sabbatical number seven is also, in

Holy Scripture, a symbol of the Spirit. Our seventh

age is the day of the Holy Ghost, Our first Com-

forter, or " Comfort," is gone up on high ; but He hath

sent another Comforter, " whom the world cannot re-

ceive, because it seeth Hmi not, neither knoweth Him,"

Moreover, He hath sent Him with " gifts " for men.

Not in religion only, but in wdiat are called " the dis-

coveries of science," in the wondrous and ever-growing

command of the elements of nature, in the startling

revelations of the hidden secrets of the past, we have

indications of the presence of the Spirit, with His

"gifts," though the age to which that presence is
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vouchsafed, and wliicli j^roiits by it, takes all tlie credit

to itself, and gives man the gloiy that is due to God
only.

But to return from this digression : Seven being the

sabbatical number, and consistently with that idea, the

number of the Spirit, let us examine it by the same
rigid rule which we have applied to the ninnber eight.

As Koah -was " the eighth person," Enoch in like

manner is declared * to be " the seventh." Has the

number seven, then, any particular or marked connec-

tion with the name or the dates of Enoch ?

As to the name : Henocb is 8, 50, 6, 20 ; that is, if

we add the extremes and means, 28 and 5G, or four

sevens and eight sevens ; or if we add in another way,

14 and TO, two sevens and ten sevens ; or if we add all

the terms in one sum, 8-1, which is twelve sevens. The
number seven, therefore, is the chief numerical element

in the name of Enoch, " the seventh."

As to his date : the year 987 a. m. is the time of his

translation, the time when " the Lord took him " to

His " rest." Divide this by seven, and it gives a quo-

ticmt of 141 : that is, per/iaj)s, 120, the term of "sus-

pended judgment," plus 21, the period of three

" rests ; " or, as 120 is equivalent to three forties, it may
be interpreted three " probations " followed by three

" rests."

But to go on with thefacts : the name of Enoch as

" the seventh " naturally leads one to inquire why he is

BO called. The obvious answer is, that he was the sev-

enth from Adam, the seventh in the genealogical series.

But if that be the case, may there not be parallel pecu-

liarities in the names and numbers of others of that

* Jude, 14.
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series : in Adam, the firsts which is the number of

" unity ; " in Enus, the thirds which is the number of

"trinity ;" in Mahalaleel, theffth, which is the num-

ber of " the Law ;
" or in Lamech, the immediate pred-

ecessor of Noah " the eighth " ?

The test, it must bo acknowledged, is an extremely

severe one, but the success of previous experiments in-

duces one to try it.

To give the result of it in full, would lead us too far

oft" from the number " Seven." It will be enough to

remark that in each case it accords with the result of

previous experiments. Thus, Mahalaleel being " fifth,"

and Five being a number associated with the Law and

with Moses, we find his name to be 40, 5, GO, 31, which

is i\ieforty of Judah, the sixty-five of Israel, the thirty

-

one of the sacred Name. In this connection it may be

mentioned that the name Moses is 345, which is seven

foi^ties and one sixty-five. The name Israel also is 510,

that is, three forties and six sixty-fives^ with the thirty-

one of the sacred Name. The significance of this subtle

association among those three names will appear more

fully in another place. In the meanwhile, as touching

more particularly the number seven, the drift of previ-

ous inquiries would lead us to expect in Lamech, the

immediate predecessor of Noah " the eighth person,"

some prominent allusion to that numeral which sym-

bolizes the eve of the final resurrection. Nor will the

expectation be disappointed. Lamech, we find, is TO

and 500 ; while his age, or " all his days," is seven and

seventy and seven hundred years. What an emphasis

this gives to that person named " the eighth," and

those " few, that is, eight souls," who passed from the
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deatli of the old woi-ld gone to its rest, into the new
life ilhmihied by the rainbow of promise !

But again : the name of Enoch, the first translated

witness, naturally directs the mind to Elijah, the wit-

ness of the second grand period, who was in like man-

ner with Enoch caught up into Paradise and no more

seen. "Will the test which we have applied to Enoch's

name and numbers be found to hold good in the case

of Elijah ?

As to his name : Elijah, spelled in fall, is 31, the

number of Deity, and 21, three sevens or " rests :
" the

same element that we observed in the name of Enoch.

As to his dates : the time of his translation was

the first year of Joram of Israel,* 3227 a. m. Divide

this by seven, and it gives us 461, which is 31, the

number of Deity, added to 430, the Israel-Judah

immber.

Again, the interval of time between the two trans-

lations is 2,240 years. Divide this by seven, and it

gives 320, which is equal to eiglit forties. I^ow, if the

reader will look back to that list of forties which we
have drawn out in Chapter X, he will find that there

were just eight of those mystic terms of forty years,

during the interval in question. Can this coincidence

be casual ? It seems almost too extraordinary to be

real. Yet if we test the matter in another, and totally

independent way ; if we subtract the quotient obtained

in Enoch's date from that obtained in Ehjah's, namely,

141 from 461, we get precisely the same 320, or eight

forties, the mystic measure of the sacred times between

the first and second great witnesses !

There is, then, to say the least, a marked association

* Compare 2 Kings i, 17; ii, 1-15 ; iii, 5, 7, 11.
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of tliG number seven with " the two witnesses," Enoch
and Ehjah.

As to Elisha, that great propliet to whom Elijah

was the forerunner, who inherited a double portion of

his spirit, who was so richly and manifoldly typical of

the Incarnation, we have no certain dates. His name,

however, is the sacred 31 added to 300 and 80, or to

300 and 10 and 70. Now the number 300, being the

length of the ark, the term of years that Enoch
" walked Avith God," the number of " men that lap-

ped" in the host of Gideon,* with other associations of

like character, seems to be symbolical of the Church of

God. We may, therefore, put it apart as a term by
itself. So also the 70 and 10 are each significant. So

also with 80, the sum of these two niimbers.

His term of prophesying began in the first year of

Joram of Israel, and continued into, and perhaps

through, the reign of Joasli. K so, it lasted 72, or 9

times 8 years. But over the Kfe of Elisha there is

something of that veil, that absence of precise dates and

figures, which we observe in the three parallel terms

of xidam in Eden, Joshua's " Rest," and the Incarna-

tion or Nativity of our Lord Himself. These four W7^-

dated terms have an obvious relation ofie to another.

The fact that, when so many dates are fixed with such

marvellous precision, these four alone should be left in

a certain haze, is not among the least of those evidences

of design that encounter us at every step.

In the case of Abraham the dates are much more

precise, and it is easier to try the principle which is the

* The api)lication of tliis typo to " the elect " of God'd Church

is beautifully ' made in the Baptismal office of the Jerusalem

Liturgy.
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object of our inquiiy. I confess, however, that I ahiiost

shrink from giviug all the facts which start out on the

application of our tests. But we are engaged in an

inquiry. The only honest course, therefore, is to follow

whatever paths the course of the inquiry may open

before us.

As Enoch is " the seventh " and Noah " the

eighth," so Abram would seem to be " the ninth " in

the sacred series, both as the next type character after

ISToah, and as being the ninth in the succession from

Arphaxad. Let us apply this number to his name and

dates.

His name Abram, " Father of Highness," is 243, or

3 to the fifth power, or nine times nijie times three. If

we add five to this, the value of the letter inserted for

his covenant name Abraham, we get 248, which is

eight times thirty-one, the number of Deity.

We observe, then, in his names a curious combina-

tion of three, the Trinity number, of 7ii7ie, which (for

reasons not necessary to mention) appears to be the

number of " paternity," of five, the number of " the

Law," and of eight, the Resurrection number. This I

mention only in passing, the meanings which I suggest

for these imnfbers being of a character to add to the

signifijcance of the facts about to be elicited, but not in

any way essential to that significance.

To proceed with the simple facts : if we multiply

three, which is the prime factor of the original name,

hj five, which was added for the covenant name, the

j)roduct is fifteen, the nuniber of cid)its that the fiood

hore up the arh.

Now, the idea of the ark being started, every ex-

periment is found to lead us in the same direction.
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Abraham's great cycle, from Shem to the dispersion,

appears from om* table to be just six Abraliamic terms

of 450 years each, or in all 2,700 years. Divide this

by nine, and it gives us 300, the length of the arh, as a

quotient. Divide the shorter term 450 by nine, and

we have 50, which is the hreadth of the ark. Divide

the same by thvee^ the third factor of his name, and we
get 150, the number of days the flood was upon the

earth. Divide this last hj five, wliich is the numerical

value of the letter added to make Abraham, his cove-

nant name, and we get for a quotient 30, the height of

the ark. Finally, the cubic measure of the ark is

450,000 : namely, a day of Abraham multiplied by a

thousand. Now, as the crisis of Abraham's day is that

judgment upon Sodom which we have before spoken

of as the " Baptism by Fire," this persistent reference

in his name and numbers to the previous " Baptism by
Water," and to the ark, the church of God, tried both

by fire and by water, and to the name of God, whereby

alone we must be saved, and to the Resurrection, by
which (as St. Peter says) " baptism doth now save us "

•—this constant, varied, and most emphatic allusion to

one grand and pregnant idea is certainly most re-

markable. Were it our object to invent a formula
which should express in numbers tlie idea of the

" father of the faithful," it would be hard to hit upon

one more striking or more significant. When we come

to the application of our tests, we shall find this result

to be as beautiful as it now appears to be remarkable.

In the mean time, there is another character as mys-

terious as Abraham, and historically the father and

type of one of the greatest developments of Antichrist.*

* See Forster's Moham'neiJanism UiiKcilcd ; wLicli briiif^s out
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It is Isliniael, the first-born of Abram's strength, but
" the son of the bond-woman ;

" the offspring of Sarai's

impatience, the phigue of Sarah's life ; the " wild

man," and the outcuist from " the household of faith,"

who was yet found out by an angel ; the circumcised

scoffer at " the child of promise," whom yet " God shall

hear ; " the loyal rebel, the prayerful infidel, the sen-

suous saint, the kind-hearted hater of his kind : the

type, in short, of a humane inhumanity, of an irreligion

that is most religious.

His name, when reduced to numbers, is almost as

puzzling as his life and character. It accords with the

name his mother gave him, " Whom God shall hear."

It is eminently a symbol of the religious man. It has

the 10 of infi.nity, the 300 of churchly life, the 40 of

probation, the 70 of rest, all crowned by the 31, the

sacred number of Deity. Yet, added up, they all make
420, the 42 of Antichrist multiplied by infinity. And
this 42 is seven times six : the heavenly multiplied by
the earthly, the number of " the beast " by the numbei'

of the sacred rest.

With regard to his dates : Ishmael was thirteen

years old when circumcised, a number still observed by
the Ishmaelites. The critical point of his religious his-

tory occurs far down in the " seventh " age, the year

622 of the Yulgar Era, the Hegira of Mohammed.
Between this date and that of Ishmael's circumcision,

when Abraham was ninety-nine years old, there are

precisely 2,639 years. Divide this by 13, and the

result is 203, or seven times twenty-nine. The thirteen

the sp/?"i7«aZ aspect of Islamite history with singular beauty and

truth.
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of Islimael, therefore, is au even factor of the grand

epoch of Ishmaelite historj^*

As to the meaning of this number, apart from its

special connection with the name of Ishmael, there is

much to associate it with the idea of revolt, of schism,

of apostasy. Its first mention in Scripture brings it

out in a certain contrast to twelve, which is the symbol

of organic unity, national or ecclesiastical. " Twelve
years they served Chedorlaomer, and in the tJdrteenth

year they reheUcdP Gen. xiv, 4. A " straw," pointing

in the same direction, is found in the fact that " in the

days of Peleg the earth was divided," and his brother

Joktan became the father of thirteen nations. Gen. x,

25-29. But the great fact which gives significance to

all such Indications is one familiar to most readers of

* I may liere observe that I have applied this number 13 to the

'pro'plietic numbers connected with Antichrist. The results are

curious, but quite inexplicable. Indeed, I expected nothing dif-

ferent. For prophecy is not intended to lift the veil of the future.

So far as any system can be discovered in the use of Scripture

numerals, it Avill be found that the system applies only to the

past ; for numbers beariug upon the future the key will continue

hidden. The scheme of prophecy is evolved only by its fulfilment.

Solvitur anibulando.

And in this respect I may claim that the present inquiry goes

on grounds different from those occupied by the students of pro-

phetic numbers. In their case, the facts that are to test their

theories are all in the future. In the present inquiry, everything

can be tried by accurately dated facts.

"While I am about it, I may also notice, that the point above

mentioned is not the only one, where the sacred chronology links

on to Islamite history. Others, even more significant, will be

seen farther on. Nothing has struck me more, in this " Inquiry,"

than the fact that every jmnt is established by " ttco or three wit-

nesses."
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tlie Bible : to wit, that while Israel consisted actually

of tJiirteen tribes, yet out of eighteen enumerations

which occur in the Old and New Testaments they are

invariably so numbered as to make only twelve. Gen-

erally, Levi is the one omitted ; in one place Simeon.

In the book of Revelation, however, Dan is left out,

and Joseph is inserted in the place of Ephraim. Such

regard for the number twelve, with such careful avoid-

ance of thirteen, is enough in itself to show that some

peculiar meaning was attached to each of those

numbers.

This is further shown by the numbers of Israel's

name, which, taken separately, are the 10 of " infin-

ity," the 300 of '^ churchly life," the 200 of " insuffi-

ciency," and the " one and thirty " of the sacred Name.

Taken togetker, apart from the 31, they make 510,

which is the 390 of Ephraim with thrice the 40 of Ju-

dah. It has been already noticed that the name Moses

contains the same 40 of Judah, along with 65, which is

a factor and another form of the Israel or Ephraim

number.

But this 65 \&five times tJiirteen. "While the Judali

term, therefore, is the Resurrection number multiplied

by the five of the law, the Ephraim term is the omin-

ous schism number multiplied by the same.

And now for an experiment based upon two distinct

inferences from the law that seems to govern these

sacred numerals. Having met with a remark in an old

writer to the eflect that every half millennium seemed

to be about the season for a new revelation, or covenant,

or something equivalent, but that the writer had been

able to discover nothing to support his theory near the

end of the first five hundred years, it struck me that
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tlic name of Mcilialaleel miglit possibly contain indica-

tions of something of that sort during his time. Ac-

cordingly, I tried his name, with the result already

mentioned. I found his name to be typically the same

as that of Moses. It then struck mo, as a second infer-

ence from the same premises, that, as Mahalaleel seemed

analogous to Moses in other respects, I might also find

in his period some indications of the presence of schism

or apostasy.

Accordingly, I found that he begat Jared, when he

was sixty-five years old ; and that Jared lived 962

years, which is 74 times the ominous thirteen. Fur-

thermore, Enoch lived sixty-five years, and begat Me-
tlmselah. Three hundred years later, the number of

the Church, he was translated ; so that all his days were
three hundred years and slxhj-five years. Moreover, he

was translated in the year 987, tliirteen years before the

close of the first millennium. So persistent a repetition

of the numerals of schism, in connection with the Israel

and Judah numbers, would warrant one in suspecting

tliat Enoch, like Elijah, had his Moses ; and that he

lived in the times of an apostasy similar to that to

which Elijah preached
;
perhaps the apostasy which is

mentioned, but not dated, in the sixth chapter of Gen-

esis. The age of the world at Mahalaleel's death,

namely, 1,290 years, which is thrice the Israel-Judah
number, would seem to point somewhat in the same
direction.

A like inference led to a closer examination of an-

other era of division. " In the days of Peleg," a name
which means " division," " the earth was divided." In

connection with which we find, by counting the names,

that Joktan, tlie brother of Peleg, was the father of

5
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thirteen tribes. In wliicli connection, again, it is cer-

tainly remarkable that Peleg's name in Hebrew is one

hnndred and thirteen ; while Joktan's is 819, that is,

seven times thirteen multiplied by nine,* the symbol

of " paternity ; " or, as it may be otherwise resolved,

thirteen times fifty and thirteen. This resnlt is obtained

by giving the last letter its higher numerical valuef as

a
^^final letter." If we take it according to its lower

value as an ordinary letter, Joktan would spell 10, 100,

9, 50, or 169, which is thirteen times thirteen. Now,
inasmuch as this Joktan broke off from the sacred

family of Eber, and settled in Arahia, his descendants,

like those of Ishmael, became eventually an element

of the great Saracen power, and are thus identified

with that mighty manifestation of the spirit of Anti-

christ, the Mohammedan apostasy.

To return now to the more exact inquiry with which

this chapter begins, and to apply to the numbers exam-

ined in it the same criterions which we have applied to

eight : we find that the number seven is an even factor

of the dates already mentioned in connection with it,

and of no others in our table whatever, save only the

date of Solomon''s reign.

But what is the type relation of Solomon in sacred

* There is mucli to warrant tlie idea that Nine is associated

with the idea of " paternitj," but to prove it would require more

space than I can give to it just now.

t I find generally, that where the final letter has a higher

numerical value, the type meaning is less apt to appear with that,

than with the lower and alphabetical value. These higher values,

it is probable, are of later and rabbinical invention. In many

cases, however, as that of Joktan, the result is not materially

affected by the difference.
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history ? His was a reign of " rest " and peace, " with

neither adversary nor evil occurrent," especially chosen

for that reason as the season for the building of the

" House of God." It is a figure of " the kingdom " of

" the Prince of Peace :
" a type of the great " seventh

day " of the Christian dispensation. The very name
Solomon means " rest " or " peace." His number is

the 300 of the church, the 70 of rest, the 5 of the law.

He was " seven years " in building the House of the

Lord : though in building his oion house, which was

afterward so grievously divided, he fell upon the omin-

ous " thirteen years."

That seven, therefore, should enter as a factor into

the date of Solomon's reign, is entirely in accordance

with the results of our previous investigations.

Joshua's time, where we might also expect to find

it, is left undated in the Scriptures ; but, as I had occa-

sion to show in another connection, the term of 480

years, in 1 Kings vi, 1, can be reconciled with the state-

ment of St. Paul, Acts xiii, 20, and with the numbers

given in the book of Judges, only by allowing for

Joshua's "rest" a mystical term of seven years, f

may also here remark that the other undated term, the

life of man in Eden, is likewise associated with the

same number of " rest." For the word Eden, in He-

brew numerals, is TO and 4 and TOO ; in which the

foui\ like the seven, has a marked significance.

It may also be worth noticing, in connection with

this number, that, among the tlires sons of ISToah,

Japheth is the one who has proved historically the lord

of the present era. He " dwells " in the " tabernacles of

Shem." To him has fallen the largest share of " the

gifts " of the seveikth day : he, on the whole, has been
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the most faithful in their use. Now I can fix on no

particular date in connection with Japheth. When I

turn to his name, however, and to the names of the

nations that sprang from liim, in that tenth chapter of

Genesis, which is a grand study by itself in this con-

nection, I observe first, that his number is the famous
" seventy sevens," the 490 of the sacred people and

holy city ; secondly, that his immediate descendants are

seven; thirdly, that from them spring two other

groups, the one oifour and the other of three^ making

in all seven; fourthly, that the whole number, in-

cluding Japheth himself, is the '&'a.qx^^ fifteen^ a number
of Deity, and the number of the second Resurrection.

And here it may be noted that the four and iliree^

which in one of these instances compose the number
seven, are what may be called numbers of perfection :

ihree^ of spiritual or essential, four, of material or or-

ganic perfection.* The number seven, therefore, may
derive its jDroper meaning in part from them. Also the

number twelve \?>four times three, essential multijDlied

by organic perfection, and stands as the symbol of

organized fraternity, of national or ecclesiastical broth-

erhood. For it is to be observed that it is not confined

to Israel or to the sacred city. Ishmael, as well as

Israel, had his " twelve princes."

And in examining the name of Ilam, in the s'ame

tenth chapter of Genesis, we find the "four" and
" twelve " to be as prominent as the " seven " in the

case of Japheth. His name is 48,—4 times 12. His

sons of the first grade are four ; and three of these,

with one of the second grade, making /bw in all, be-

* It might be called the city, or cosmical, number: the num-

ber of a well ordered State.
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came fathers of nations ; and, after deducting this one

from the second grade, four remain
; and Cush, tlie

first-born, branches out into Nimrod, who founds ybwr*

cities, and into Asshur, who also founds /bwr cities.

Thus the four is in every way the leading number.

From Mizraim^ however, there springs a spiritual

number, for his descendants were seven : Egypt, in

Scripture, alvfays looks to the Church and has a mystic

connection with it. From Canaan, on the contrary,

comes the imperfect number eleven.

Shem has, in his name, the 300 of the church and
the 40 of probation. His sons of the first class Sivcjive,

the number of the law. From Arphaxad there are

eight to Abraham, afterward developed to twelve in

Jacob, but with a schismatical 13 in the days of Peleg,

namely, Joktan's descendants.

Considering that earthly dominion began with

Ham, legal religion with the race of Shem, while Ja-

pheth was reseiwed for the perfect day of the Spirit,

these numbers are certainly appropriate.*

To return to the number seven and to our criterion :

the result of all experiments is that seven enters into

those dates of our a. m. column which are associated

with its typical meaning, and into no other dates of

that column whatsoever,f
If we try it by the equal list of figures in our second

column, which figures (as explained before) are purely

arbitrary, we find two dates only into which it divides.

* The whole numljer of names is 84, or 7 times 12.

t There are, however, two modern dates since added to the

Table, into which it divides with very marked quotients, the Anti-

christ epochs of Bar Cochbas and Mohammed. These arc consid-

ered in Chapter XV.
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Thus seven, like eight, stands the twofold negative

test.

In like manner the nine of Abraham is a factor of

the following dates only : of the year of the Flood, the

baptism by water ; of the Exodus, when " onr fatliers

were baptized unto Moses in the cloud and in the sea ;

*'

of the baptism of our Lord, according to the estimate

of Dr. Jarvis ; and of that final baptism of fire and

blood, the destruction of Jerusalem, which brought the

church, the true ark of God, to the Ararat of this sev-

enth age. Tliese dates resi)ectively are 1656, 2538, 4149,

4194 A. M. To these may be added the fiery baptism of

Sodom, if we date that event from the year of Arphaxad.

In the second column it enters into six of the fig-

ures, and into one of them cfpprojpriately . For it hap-

j)ens to divide equally into 2016, the b. v. e. date of the

destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah. Thus, out of all

the figures to which the criterion has been applied, we
have found, so far, only one instance of a coincidence

that may be regarded as evidently casual. And even

in this case there is something very remarkable. For

if, in this instance, the A. m. date had followed the gen-

eral rule and proved divisible by nine, the casual coin-

cidence in the other column would have neutralized the

force of the fact, so that one important epoch would

have failed to contribute anything to the general ap-

pearance of design. As if to avoid this—as if it were

intended to put the true coincidence in a position of

marked contrast with the spurious one, the former is

made to fall as it were from the regular ranks, and to

reckon from Arphaxad instead of from Adam ; from

the beginning of its own special cycle rather than from

that of the larger and more general cycle. On the
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whole, therefore, supposing the Divine object to be to

emphasize certain ideas by connecting them numerically

with certain marked events, the object is attained more

fully by this anomaly in the date of Sodom, than if

there had been no such anomaly. The baptism by fire

is bound to the other baptisms* by two links instead

of one.

The sum of it all is, in the case of Abraham, that

his name may be compared to the scientific description

of the " Topaz," which is " the ninth precious stone "

in the " foundations of the wall " of the sacred city.f

For it is said of this stone,:]; that its specific gravity is

th^^ee^ its hardness eight, " its hue yellow or colorless,

but sometimes green, hlue, or red ; " and that " it crys-

tallizes in the trirnetric or rhombic system." So with

the name Abraham : it has the " three " of the Trinity,

the " eight " of the Resurrection, the " green " of tbc

baptismal sea, the " blue " of the baptismal spirit,§ the

* Since writing the above, I have had occasion to add a few-

dates to the latter end of the Table, among which I find the time

of Herod divisible by Nine—suggesting to the mind that laptism

of Mood, the martyrdom of the Innocents. For a fuller Table, in-

cluding all the dates from Adam down to the decree of Artaxcrxes,

see Appendix B.

t Eev. xxi, 20.

X Appleton's "Cyclopedia," word Topaz: in quoting the num-
bers of this description, I omit the fractions.

§ The name pneinna, breath, air, spirit, is evidently a sr/mboU-

cal name of the Third Person of the Trinity :
" the breath breatheth

where it listeth .... so is every one that is born of the breath.''''

So, in another place, our Lord breathed on the Disciples and said

:

"Receive ye the Holy Ghost." As the air, breathed almost un-

consciously, sustains our natural life, so the Spirit sustains our

spiritual life. In the case of the Israelites, this breath or air was
condensed into " a cloud," and they were " baptized unto Moses
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" yellow " of the baptismal flame, the " red " of the

baptismal blood, the " colorless " depth of the baptismal

doctrine, while the whole " crystallizes in trimetric

fashion," three times three by three times three times

three—the thrice blessed, glorious, and adorable Trinne

God!
And this is brought out not by one or two odd

coincidences, but at every turn and on every test. We
find it in the name Abram ; in the name Abraham ; in

his age, in his era ; in the larger cycle of a complete

six days of preparation. And not in one way only is

the idea of the sacred Three and of baptism presented

In the length of the ark, in its breadth, in its height^

in its cubic contents, in the number of cubits that the

flood prevailed, in the number of days that it endured,

in its date ; in the date of its nearest antitype, the fiery

flood of Sodom ; in that of the second antitype, the Red
Sea flood ; in that of the latest, the flood of desolation

that overwhelmed Jerusalem ; nay, in that of such sec-

ondary types as the baptism in blood of the Holy
Innocents ; and finally, in that which gives significance

to all, the baptism of the Lord in the river Jordan,

But even this does not exhaust the fulness of the coin-

cidence. When we look to the measures of Solomon's

Temple, and especially to those of the molten sea, we
find there also a like prominence of the Abrahamic

numbers. Can all this be chance ? If so, it is at

least a marvellous chance ; a chance more wonderful,

all things considered, than the other alternative, name-

ly, that of a Divine intention,

in the Cloud and in the Sea." The sea they left hchmd: tlio

Cloud remained with them—an image of the respective offices of

the water and the Spirit,
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Finally, let us apply our negative critcrions to the

number thirteen. In the first column it divides evenly

into one date only, namely, the first year of Cyrus, the

establishment of the Persian monarchy in Babylon and

on the Euphrates. Considering the fact that Persia

was for some centuries the most bitter of all countries

in its persecution of Christianity, that afterward it was
the seat of the great Kestorian schism, that finally it

became the right arm of Mohammedanism, and that

Babylon and the Euphrates are mystically associated in

Scripture with the idea and the name of Antichrist,

this coincidence is one that from our previous investi-

gations we might have been led to expect. In the

second column it divides into two dates, the call of

Abraham and the era of the Seleucidcie. In this last

instance, the coincidence is appropriate. For it marks

the time when Seleucus took possession of Babylon and

established a Greek dynasty there. Moreover, it was
out of this dynasty or " head " of the Greek empire

that Antiochus came, the first manifestation of " the

little horn " of Daniel. Furthermore, as Forster* shows
in his " Mohammedanism Unveiled," the Islamite

manifestation of " the little horn " is intimately con-

nected with the same head of the Grecian empire.

Besides all which, the Seleucid Era, or Era of Con-

tracts, is still recognized in the East. On the whole,

therefore, this coincidence is certainly an appropriate

one.

And it may be, in this instance, as in others before

it, that the coincidence is not a mere matter of chance.

For though the Yulgar Era is, in reference to Biblical

chronology, an arbitrary one, so that in general no de-

* Vol. ii, p. 438 et ss.

5*
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pencleucc can be placed upon parallelisms that occur in

connection with it, yet in reference to modern history it

has a recognized place, and so long as Christianity en-

dures it must continue to be an era universally ac-

cepted. Supposing, then, a supernatural design in the

Scripture numerals, it is not impossible that this de-

sign, so far as modern history is concerned, may have a

view in some cases to the ordinary Christian era, as

well as to the more accurate epochs of the sacred chro-

nology in general. It may be, in sliort, that w^here the

sacred numbers link on to profane chronology, this link

may be effected in two different ways. In the one

case, it may be made \^ith a view to the true era, the

creation of the world : in the other, with a view to an

arbitrary era, the assumed date of the iNativity.

And there is certainly one special feature of " the

era of the Greeks," which might bring it fairly under a

different rule from that which commonly applies. It

not only began in post-Biblical times, but it is the

epoch of a power which came out of the nations, and

not, like Ishmael, out of the sacred family.

If this, however, should be deemed over subtle, and

we should be forced to concede one or two coincidences

to the freaks of chance, these one or two instances

merely show Jiow often chance, in such matters, may he

expected to tally with design.

On the whole, taking our two columns of figures,

tested in reference to four marked numerals, I have

gone through about 320 exijeriments of division of

dates by sacred factors. In the one column I have

found some 16 cases of even division, every one of

which is precisely what the principle in question re-

quires : in the other, I have found some 24 cases, only
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two of which, and those doubtful ones, arc found to

accord with the principle.*

Stated mathematically, therefore, we have 318 suc-

cesses to 320 experiments ; for, of course, under the

head of " successes," we count those which are elicited

by the negative criterion, as w^ell as those whicli depend

on the positive. It is as remarkable, for instance,

that eight should divide into no other titan the Kesur-

rection dates, as it is that it should divide into all of

these.

On the other hand, our failures, supposing the two
anomalous cases to come under that category, are only

2 to 320 experiments.

And even this does not cover the whole argmnent

in favor of design. For in speaking of 320 experiments,

I count only those which have been made on the Table

of dates.f The equally curious results of our examina-

* I have since tried the experiment on a nmcli larger scale, to

tlie extent of about 100 dates in the A. M. column ; and have

found no exception to tlie rule which seems to govern the figures

of that column, though in one or two instances the appropriate-

ness of the factors is not so obvious as it has proved in the more
prominent dates. See Appendix B. I find (among other things)

that the year of the martyrdom of John Baptist divides by 7.

As he is of the same type with Enoch and Elijah, this is quite

striking.

t It has occurred to me to try these numbers by another test.

The Scriptural dates, as given by Browne, differ from the table

which I have used, in all the figures that follow the epoch of the

covenant with Abraham. For Browne, in that place, assumes

an epoch upon mere conjecture ; whereas the one chosen by me
is carefully dated in Scripture. This occasions a difference of 22

years in Abraham's epoch, and in all the dates that follow. It has

occurred to me, therefore, to try Browne's dates by the numbers

eight, seven, nine, and thirteen. The result is, that out of 27 dates,
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tion of periods, or cycles, or incidental numbers, or the

numerical signiUcance of Hebrew names, I have left

Tincouuted. I may add that these experiments are far

more numerous than the others, those whicli I have

given being but samples of a great mass which are

equally striking and significant, though not so obvi-

ously connected with our chronological Table.

I cannot but repeat, that if all this is to be credited

to the freaks of chance, chance is proved to be the most

intelligent and most ingenious of wonder-workers.

in wliicli we diflfer, two are divisible by 8, five by 7, three by 9,

and one by 13, without appropriateness or consistency in any in-

stance. I might say, therefore, 448 experiments instead of 320

have helped to prove the principle. I might also claim that the

success of the experiments in the Table constructed on Abraham's

covenant year, and the entire failure in that constructed on the

other epoch, shows whicli of the two is in accordance with the

2)rinciple of the sacred chronology.



CHAPTEE XIV.

THE MEANINGS OF A FEW OTHER NUMERALS.

There are a few other numbers, more or less con-

nected with the sacred chronology, tJie meanings of

which have been assumed as a matter of convenience.

I will now indicate a little more exactly some of the

grounds of this assumption.

To expect that all of them should be capable of as

rigid a proof as that which we have applied to the ]^u-

merals of the " Rest " and " E,esiu*rection," would be

unreasonable and against the analogy of Scripture. In

matters of faith, there are always a few things strictly

demonstrable. Other and secondary articles have to

be received on the strength of these, or by reason of

their harmony and agreement with them. Still, it will

be found by any one who will take the pains to ascer-

tain the mystic use of Scripture numerals, that they

are almost as much within the range of accurate defini-

tion as are Scripture words, and that the process by
which their meaning may bo ascertained is not much
more difficult. Indeed, it would be fully as easy, were

it not for the neglect into which the whole subject has

fallen in modem times.

The number one is, in all languages, a symbol, or

rather a synonym of unity.
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The number three I have assumed as a symbol of

essential, the number/bwr of organic, perfection.

As to ihrce^ it is well known that Scripture, like

natm-e, like the human soul, and especially like the

tri-literal Hebrew tongue, delights in this numeral : in

its constant and significant recm-rence throughout the

sacred volume, and in its organic relation to the sacred

language, " fanciful " persons, such as Origen, Augus-

tine, Athanasius, and the saints and doctors generally

of the olden time, have seen a certain foreshadowing

of tlie doctrine of the Trinity. Modern Christians, of a

more " logical " turn of mind, have set it all down to

chance : though what " chance " is, and what is its

precise office in God's word and work, " logic " has

never been able to inform us. As a matter of " fact,"

however, apart both from " fancy " and " logic," there

is a marked employment of this numeral in the sacred

book. In the first chapters of Genesis,* there is

" God " creating, there is " the Spirit " brooding upon

the waters and quickening, there is " the Lord God,"

fashioning, contriving, ruling, and judging.

And in the second stage of history, Adam begets

one son, Cain, who, though spiritually wicked, becomes

a king of men,f founding cities, originating arts, taking

tlie lead in one great object of human life, the subduing

and replenishing of the earth. He begets a second son,

* Gen, i, ii, iii.

I" The way in whicli the Scriptures do justice to the wicked,

from Satan down, condemning their wickedness, bnt not conceal-

ing their grand qualities, or the grand part they play in human

progress, is to my mind one of the peculiar marks of the Divinity

of the Scriptures ; in reference to Cain, let any one read and pon-

der Gen. iv.
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Abel, who is a righteous seed, but withers before the

breath of the wicked, and is cut off from among men.

But in his third son, Seth, righteousness becomes a

rooted and hardy growth. Or, if we count only by the

spiritual succession : there is Adam first, Sctli second.,

Enos third / and " then began men to call upon the

name of the Lord."

And in the tliird stage of history, Noah, who is

" the eighth " of the old world and " the first " of the

new, begets three sons ; and in those three again there

are the three sides of perfection : in Ham, the begin-

ning of dominion and of earthly civilization ; in Shem,

the preparatory day, the martyr period of religion ; in

Japheth, the ripe fruit of both, " the fruits of the

Spirit." And when " the ark was a-preparing," it was

so framed under the Divine direction as to embody in

itself the chief of the sacred numbers. It was to be of

three stories, with its height three tens, and its length

three hundreds. Its breadth, however, was to be five

tens, the number of Law ; or perhaps fifty, the number

of the jubilee. And of those that entered the ark,

there were the eight of the Resurrection, the sevens of

the Spirit, the twos of an imperfect or transitional

stage. And of the times, there were the six centuries

of Noah, and the six twenties of suspense, typical of

the six great days of preparation for the kingdom ; and

the one seven of " rest," before the flood was upon the

earth ; and i\\Qforty of probation while " the rains de-

scended ;
" and the

^^fifteen cubits," and the ten times

fifteen days of the lifting up above the earth to the

" second resurrection ; " and again the " seventh

mouth" of "rest;" and at last '''- Xkio, first yeo^v, fii/rst

month, first day of the month," of a new existence,
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with tlie coming fortli out of the ark by one and three

:

for " Hoah went forth, and his sons, and liis wife, and
his S071S'' wives wdth him." Moreover, " N"oah lived

after the flood three hundred and fifty years

:

" the

three, hundi-ed of the church and the fifty (it may be)

of the jubilee.

"But all this is fancy," It may be so. Yet
" fancy " is a true faculty of the human soul. It is

one of God's good gifts.* Ko less than the much-
vaunted " logical mind " has it the mark of the Divine

image stamped upon it. "Why should it be thought,

then, " a thing impossible," that God should have fur-

nished in His word some food for fancy, as well as the

stronger meat which is craved by reason ? Certainly

His works are not all prose. Nor is the use of His
works limited to prosaic and utilitarian ends. When
we go out into the fields of a morning, and see every

blade of grass arrayed in such diamonds as a queen

might envy, of course we know that these are mere

drops of water, " precipitated " during the night from

an overcharged atmosphere, and that their tise is to

nourish and refresh the grass. But if they serve a pur-

pose over and above this ; if they enkindle the " fan-

cy," and lift up the soul, and awaken thoughts of Him,
" the dew of whose birth is of the womb of the morn-

* I cannot but think sometimes that if ever Astra^a should come

back to the earth, Fancy might justly bring in a suit against her

sober partner, Reason. In matters of science, especially, the im-

portance of Fancy is sadly underrated. "Without her help there

would be few discoveries in this world, few inventions. It so

happens, however, that while it is really Fancy that makes aU the

useful and noble discoveries. Reason takes care to get out the

patent for them, and so secures to herself the honor and profits.
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ing," may we not reasonably argue that the dew drops

were intended for something more than the nourish-

ment of grass, or the solace of the cattle that feed upon

it ? But if we are allowed to reason thus with regard

to God's works, who can blame us for so reasoning in

reference to His word ? The Bible, we all know, is

not a " logical " book merely. It has the richness and

redundancy of Oriental fancy. Nor is it a dry book,

to be treated drily. It is all wet through and through

with the dew of the Spirit. From a certain point of

view and under a certain light its dew drops begin

to flash and sparkle, as it were. There is a rainbow-

like effulgence of celestial things. Nor is this a tickle,

uncertain, inharmonious splendor. The same light

flashes from Genesis to Revelation. Wherever or how-

ever we may see it, whether in types, or prophecies, or

names, or numerals, or letters, everything seems to

converge in that one bright vision, the vision seen by

the holy seer in the isle of Patmos : when, " behold, a

throne was set in heaven, and one sat on the throne.

And he that sat was to look upon like a jasper and a

sardine stone ; and there was a rainboAV round about the

throne, in sight like unto an emerald : and round about

the throne four and twenty seats ; and upon the seats

. . . four and twenty elders . . . clothed in white rai-

ment ; and out of the throne, . . . lightnings, and

thunderings, and voices ; and seven lamps of fire burn-

ing before the throne, which are the seven Spirits of

God ; and before the throne, a sea of glass like unto

crystal ; and in the midst of the throne four living

creatures . . . each with six wings and fall of eyes

within : and they rest not day and night, saying, Iloly^
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holy^ holy, LoKD God Almighty, "WTiich loas, and is^

and is to come I
"

But this is a digression, which has diverted us from

our inquiry into the use of the number three. Nor
docs it seem necessary to resume the inquiry. Any
intelligent reader, who will take the pains to examine

for himself, will find throughout the Old Testament

and ISTew, that not merely is this numeral one of con-

stant recurrence, but that it enters into the whole or-

ganic structure of sacred history, and in a way so

marked that, if we admit the idea of ty^ies at. all, the

significance of this type cannot possibly escape us. To
trace out its use thoroughly would require a volume

rather than the brief space I have here given to it. I

will leave this numeral, therefore, with that "Holy,

holy, holy," which it everywhere suggests, and will say

a few words about the number four.

It is found in tbe name of Adam, whose letters are

the one of unity, the forty of probation, the four of

dominion or organization ; while the sum of his name
is nine times ^ve.

It is fomid in Eden, where it stands, as in Adam,
midway between two other significant numerals, name-

ly, the seventy and seven hundred'^ of peace or rest.

And the river of Eden divides into '''•four heads," the

first of whicb (not perhaps without a meaning) com-

passed a land of " gold," and of " bdellium and the

onyx stone :
" from Adam's day to the present, " gold "

and " dominion " are closely associated. It is found in

Cain, whose name, according to one rendering, would

be 160, the forty of probation multiplied hyfour, or,

according to another, 810, which is three to the fourth

* Or, according to the lesser value, the 50 of Jubilee: the

whole being 124, four times the number of Deity.
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power multiplied by ten, a symbol of the heavenly per-

verted to earthly ends. It is a factor of the name of

Caiuan, the fourth from Adam, which is 860, or four

times two hundred and fifteen. It comes out most

prominently, as mentioned in the preceding chapter, in

the name and genealogy of Ham, who, in respect of

earthly power and civilization, as also of irreverence, is

the Cain of the world after the flood. Among the sons

of Jacob, Judah was the fourth / and to him fell the

dominion over all his brethren.

In nature, there are iliafour quarters of the world,

the four feet of the highest order of beasts, the four

elements ; besides which it is the first square among

numerals, and has other associations too numerous to

mention.

Its use in Scrij^ture makes it the symbol of heavenly

as well as of earthly order. There are not only the

" four beasts " coming up out of the sea, and the " four

heads" of empire, but also the " four-square city," and

the " four living creatures " which have their place in

that city.

In the same way, as has been noticed before, twelve,

the marked multiple of four and three, has an earthly

as well as a sacred application.

In short, /bwr is the cosmical number, the number

of creation, organization, dominion, the number of or-

ganic as distinguished from essential perfection. Its

scriptural use in this sense might be largely illustrated,

if necessary.

The number two is the symbol of a transitional or

intermediate stage. It is a numbdr of insufficiency or

expectancy : which meaning appears more strongly in

its multiples twenty and two hundred.
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The Incarnation, wliicli is a seeming exception to

this meaning, being the union of two natures in one

person, is really a proof of the rule. For the Incarna-

tion, to do its perfect work, required that He, the in-

carnate Word, should go unto the Father and send
" another Comforter :

" so that there again the two

points the way and leads to three. Even Christ we
are not " to know after the flesh ;

" " it is the Spirit

that quickeneth." So, also, in the '' mystery " of holy

wedlock, " they twain shall be one flesh :
" yet not in

themselves, but " in the Lord."

Six^ for a difi'erent reason, is a number of earthly

imperfection. It is the six of the work-day world, not

yet crowned by the seven of rest in the SjDirit. Its

concentrated force is found in the ^^^o of " the beast,"

that is, of the earthly opposed to the spintual power.

But the earthly is not necessarily antagonistic to the

spiritual : it is in need of the Spirit ; it is defective and

imperfect, not positively evil. Hence 6, 60, and 600

are generally indicative of this milder sense.

The six days or periods of the imperfect, preparatory

world, have frequently been alluded to in the course of

this Inquiry. There were " six steps " to the throne of

Solomon, the peaceful prince. So by " six steps " the

world ascended to the pacific reign of Christ. The
same thought was beautifully drawn by the Fathers

from the " six water-pots " of our Lord's fii'st miracle

in Cana. For the " water," they would say, is tyjiical

of the peoples ; the vessels containing the water are

emblems of the ages ; the conversion of the water into

wine is that great miracle by which " He manifested

forth His glory," namely, the infusion into the ages of a

higher life, the conversion of the world into a fitness
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for tlie bridal feast of tlio Lamb. His first miracle,

tliercfore, was a " sign " of tlie great spiritual miracle.

It was au earnest of the work the Gospel was destined

to accomplish. There seems to be somothing of tlie

same allusion in " the chambers against the wall

"

of Solomon's Temple.* For the nethermost chamber
was jive cubits broad, and the middle was six cubits

broad, and the third was seven cubits l)road. The six^

based upon the Law and perfected by the Spirit, is an
epitome of the history of the human race. In Ezekiel's

vision,f also, the Temple is measured by a " reed six

cubits long ;

" and the porch, the gate, the threshold,

and all the " little chambers " of preparation, are just

" six cubits." Other numbers come as we advance

farther in. The door-way, especially, is " six cubits,"

but the breadth of the door itself is " seven cubits."

I may notice, also, in reference to our Table of

sacred dates, that the two great finial epochs, the end

of the world before the flood, and the end of the Leviti-

cal dispensation, are l)oth divisible by six, with figures

in the quotients which are capable of appropriate

meanings. Taken in connection with the results of

previous inquiries, this fact is worth remarking.;}:

Five^ among the Hebrews, was the unit of military

organization. Thus, " Israel went up harnessed," or,

as otherwise translated, '''five in a rank., out of the land

of Egypt." So with many other places. The pro-

verbial phrase, '"'five of you shall chase an hundred,"

derived much of its force from this fact. The number
is more commonly associated with the Pentateuch, or

five books of Moses, and is used as a symbol of the Law.

Its frequent recurrence in connection with the Taber-

nacle is very striking : "j?y<3 curtains," ''•five bars,"

'^- Kiiifj.s vi, G. t Ezck. xl, xli. \ Pee Appendix 0.
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'''five pillars," '''five sockets," the altar '•'five cubits

long,j^V6 cubits broad," tlie " heiglit of the hangings

five cubits." So, in the New Testament, it is often

used as if with a mystic reference. There are the

''jwe porches" of Bethesda ; the ''
fi/iie barley loaves"

which fed the ''
fi/oe tliousand ;" the ''"four thousand,"

however, a phrase suggestive of the city of God, were

fed with " seven loaves."

Nine I have assumed as a symbol of paternity,

chiefly from its prominence in the name of Adam, the

father of mankind, and of Abram, " the father of high-

ness." There are other facts looking in the same direc-

tion. If this be a true conjecture, it adds another to

the reasons already given for regarding thirty-one as

the number of Deity. For nine being the symbol of

the Father, eight of the Son, seven of the Spirit ; and

the Spirit proceeding from the Father and the Son :

we should have 9 and 7 jplus 7 and 8 as the full arith-

metical expression of the doctrine of the Trinity.

Ten is naturally associated wath the command-
ments. As a factor or multiplier it gives an intensive

force to other numerals.

I have thus indicated the mere starting-points of

such associations of ideas as might serve to fix the

meaning of some of the principal numerals. I do not

pretend to have given the best definitions. To do just-

ice to the subject in its wider range, it would be neces-

sary to make a thorough analysis of the numbers con-

nected with the Ark, the Tabernacle, the Temple, the

vision of Ezekiel, the book of Kcvelation, and perhaps

of Exodus, Numbers, and other historical books. It

would also be necessary to go much farther than I

have ventured into the whole subject of scriptural
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symbolism. I liavc tliouglit it best to confine myself

to the mimerals of clironology. Those wliicb I have

noticed,'" and perhaps a few others not noticed here,

are all more or less comiected with that fruitful subject.

* The line of thought which has beeu indicated in this chapter,

perhaps too sliglitly to do justice to it, is the extreme application

of a, pi'lnciple, upon the reception or rejection of which our belief

in Inspiration must ultimately depend. "We take, for example, the

distinction, that so much has been made of, between the Jehovistic

and Elohistic poi'tions of Genesis. Either this distinction is, as

the Fathers believed it to be, the result of a Divine intention, hav-

ing a deep significance wherever it occurs, or else it was a mere

careless following of one or other of several ancient documents.

The latter theory is inconsistent with any real belief in Divine

Inspiration. For even a human writer, if he really knows what

he is about, would never use such words at random. If he says

"Lord" instead of " God," or the reverse, it is because he wishes

to convey some shade of meaning by the Avord he uses, which

would not be conveyed by the other word. None but an empty

and shallow declaimer will deliberately write words, without a

special meaning. When it is conceded, therefore, tliat Moses used

the one word or the other, in a matter of such grave importance

as the name of Deity, merely because the one or the other hap-

pened to be before him in some supposed ancient document, we
put Moses below the level of all really good writers. The early

Church would never have admitted such an idea. They believed

in Scripture as a living organism. Nothing was without an in-

tention ; nothing without a meaning. At the present day, we are

too much disposed to abandon this high ground, chiefly (I think)

because we have abandoned the minute study of the Scriptures.

Were we to deal with the sacred Word as men of science have

learned to deal with the facts of nature, we might find reason to

return to the higher ground, and to contend for every word, every

syllable, every grammatical inflexion, as having a i)ropriety of its

own. This, of course, may be carried too far. But how far it

may be carried is a legitimate subject of inquiry, and even of

experiment. Especially is it a subject of " free inquiry "—which,

I would again remind the reader, is tlie object of this book.



CHAPTER XV.

THE jrrSTIO NUMBEKS A KEY TO CHKONOLOGY.

We have seen, from a close examination of the

numbers eight, seven, nine, thirteen, that those figures

at least have a definite significance in Scrij)ture, over

and above their arithmetical value.

It has furthermore appeared that this inner or mys-

tic meaning is not a happy coincidence merely, a thing

to be explained by the doctrine of chances, but that it

is inwoven into the whole texture of Scripture lan-

guage, and has to an extraordinary degree the marks

of an elaborate system.

Having proved this in the case of these leading fig-

ures, and having indicated the grounds that exist for

ascribing certain meanings to the less important nu-

merals, I will now call attention, as briefly as possible,

to the additional light shed upon our Table by the

results of our inquiry, and to the conclusive evidence

thus afforded of its thoroughly systematic and consist-

ent character.

Andi first, as to those periods of time which we have

designated as Jerusalem, Israel-Judah, or Abrahamic

terms. In giving them these titles originally, I was

little aware of the propriety of tlie names thus ciiosen.
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The term of 450 years, for example, I called " Abra-

hamic," chiefly because it introduced the great crisis of

the life of Abraham. So also with the 490 years : the

name " Jerusalem term " was selected because the

period was spoken of by Daniel as " determined upon

. . . the holy cltyy

But now we are in a position to see a deeper pro-

priety, both in the names and numbers. Jerusalem,

for example, is the ty|5e of the New Jerusalem, the

Heavenly City, the " dwelling of peace" or " rest," the

kingdom or polity of this " seventh" day. According-

ly, its number is seventy sevens. And this term of " sev-

enty sevens" of years is, as we have seen^J^our times

repeated. "Why " four times " ? Because " four " is

emphatically the city number. The heavenly city is

built * four-square." Eden, its first type, is in its nu-

merals 70 and 4 and TOO ; and in its description the

most prominent feature is the river that " was parted,

and became intofour heads." Had it been our object

to invent a numerical symbol expressive of the idea of

the sacred city, could we have framed one more beauti-

ful and significant than this " seventy sevens " multi-

plied by " four " ?

Again, 430 is the " Israel-Judah term." Its ele-

ments are 40 for Judah, the Resurrection number mul-

tiplied \)j the number of the Law ; and 390 for Israel,

the schism number multiplied by the same, and again

multiplied by " six," the number of earthly imperfec-

tion. And the whole combined is 86 multiplied by 5
;

which 80, again, is 80, a multiple of the Resurrection

numbei, with the addition of 6, the number of imper-

fection. Finally, this " Isracl-Judah term " is Jive

times if^peated. It belongs to the legal dispensation.

6
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The " number " of that dispensation determines the

number of times the period is made to recur.

Once more, 450 is the " Abraliamic term," The
connection of this number with the name of Abram
has been sufficiently shown in a preceding chapter.

But why are there six Abrahamic terms ? The answer

is obvious. The Abrahamic cycle is larger than that

of " the law." It embraces the whole idea of " j^repara-

tion" for Christ : it symbolizes the entire six days of the

" imperfect " world, of the world waiting for its Lord,

waiting for its sacred " rest." Nothing could be more

proper, then, than that there should be six Abrahamic

days.

Thus, there are foiir " Jerusalem terms," five " Is-

rael-Judah terms," six " Abrahamic terms." The sym-

metry of this result strikes me more forcibly now,

because at first I was a little disappointed by it. Not
being aware of the type relation of the " four," the

" five," and the " six," I was disposed to look for the

symmetry in another form, and to search for six

" terms" for all the three names alike.

As it is, there is not uniformity, but harmony and

consistency ; a thing more beautiful in itself, and a

surer mark of design.

So again : looking back at our list of symmetrical

periods, one would naturally ask. Why are there tioelve

of the Judah terms ? Because " twelve " is the na-

tional number, and Judah, as we know^, w^as the centre

of national unity. And why do the Israel or Ephraim

terms go always by sixes ? " Six," as mentioned be-

fore, is the number of " jDreparation " in the larger or

vaguer sense. Israel, though schismatic and apostate,

had its share in the grand work of preparing the wny
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for the Lord ; ouly it liad not the definite and organic

share which fell to the lot of Jiidah. Hence the Israel

number, as we have noticed, is a measure, not only

of the Ephraini schism, but of the whole Abrahamic or

Arphaxad cycle. Again : Why do the seventies and

the thousands so overlap one another as to make a kind

of image of thrce-m-one ? The seventies and the thou-

sands are figures of the reign of Christ. Keeping this

in view, no one need be reminded why the Three-in-

One sbould come out so clearly in that connection.

Again : Why do the twenties appear nine times ?

Nine is the number of Abraham ; and Abraham, as

mentioned before, is a type- of patient expectancy.

Again : Why is forty the Judah term, and three hun-

dred and ninety the term of Ephraim ? As already

mentioned, the answer is found in the spii-itual mean-

ings of the factors eight, five, thirteen, six, and the

like. Yet once more : Why are the seventy weeks of

Daniel introduced by a seven,* and emphasized by
prominent epochs in just seven places ? The propriety

of the number is obvious on a moment's reflection.

Furthermore, the classification by threes, above

alluded to, extends much farther than is there indi-

cated, and with great significance in all cases. Not
only the seventies and thousands make a kind of three-

in-one, but there is something of the same arrange-

ment of the four liundred and eighties. Two of these

periods have been pointed out : namely, the 480 of 1

Kings vi, 1, preparatory to Solomon's Temple, and the

mystic twelve forties preparatory to the true and living

* Besides the TO and 70 and 70 and 7, introducing the " seventy

weeks," the actual number of years iqehided by those overlapping

seventies is 147 .- or 7x7>.-3.
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Temple. There is a third, typical of these, between

Noah's l)irth and the 120 years of " suspended judg-

ment," prejyartitory to the huild'mg of the Ark. Thus,

as the Ark was in tliree stories and the Temple in three

parts, and the living Temple in the name of the sacred

Three, so there were three of the mystic 480 years of

preparation. So, again, the iweh^e forties, which make
np the 480, go by threes : three of provocation, three

of humiliation or defeat, three of deliverance, three of

extended empire. In short, each kind of " probation "

is perfected in the sacred Tin-ee. The prevalence of

this number in the Ark has been shown in a previons

chapter. It has an equal prominence in Solomon's

Temple. Besides the three parts, there are three

" chaml)ers ronnd about ;

" and the " molten sea," con-

taining 3,000 baths, is compassed by a line of 30

cubits, on which are 300 knops ; and of the 12 oxen

which supported it, " there were three looking toward

the north, and three looking toward the west, and

three looking toward the south, and three looking tow-

ard the east." And this is the precise order,* by the

way, in which the gospel of the sacred Three went out

fi-om Jerusalem : Urst " toward the north," Samaria,

Damascus, Antioch ; next " toward the west," Ccesarea,

Cyprus, Corinth, Rome ; next " toward the south,"

Alexandria and Egypt ; finally " toward the east,"

Mesopotamia, Persia, India. So, in many other ways,

the number three is connected with the Temple as inti-

mately as with the Ark.

* There is no other connection in Scripture, in which the four

quarters of the world are mentioned in this order : a fact that

gives additional significance to tlic type. Moreover, in tJiis con-

nection, botli Kings and Chronicles give the same order.
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To return to the chronology : the mystic term 40

and 65 also recurs three times. It first comes out in

connection with Seth, who lived " one hundred and five

years," which is 40 and 65, " and begat Enos : " and
" then men hegan to call on the name of the Lord.'''' In

the two other instances, its appearance is the forerun-

ner of a siniilar result. It preceded the Captivity, in

which Israel and Judah were purged of idolatry, so

that afterward they bore everywhere a steadfast witness

to the unity of the Godhead : it preceded the final dis-

persion, which was the era of a new calling on the

name of the Lord, the name of the sacred Three. There

are also three four hundred and thirties, " deter-

mined " by important epochs.* The first is from the

Covenant to the Exodus ; the second, from the end of

Joshua and the Elders to David ; the third, from the

Dedication of the Temple to the Captivity. Tlius, the

larger Israel-Judah term leads to the same end as the

shorter. Both are perfected by a trine repetition.

Both lead to a captivity, a dispersion, a desti-uction of

the Temple made with hands : a " captivity," however,

which was really to give liberty ; a " dispersion," which

was preparatory to a more complete gathering ; a de-

struction, from which a new Temple was to emerge, the

true and living House of God.

There are other examples of the trine arrangement.

But to pass them by, and to bring those that have been

mentioned under one point of view, we find tliat the

idea of " rest," as seen in the seventies ; of " probation "

in its four forms, as typified in the forties ; of " prepa-

* Tho same applies to the 450's : the Arphaxad Patriarchs,

the Judges, the Kings—each series 450 years, making altogether

3x3x3 jubilees.
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ration " for the Ark or Temple, as in the four hundred

and eighties ; of the " calling and election," as in the

Israel-Judah terms ; of " glory and dominion," as in

the millenniums : all are intimately associated with the

sacred Three, and the frequency of their recurrence in

a marked or " determined " way seems to be regulated

by that significant number.

So much for the general " harmony and consist-

ency " of the mystic numbers and the chronology.

But there is not only a " harmony and consistency,"

there is also a nice gradation in the several terms. The
"Abrahamic" cycle, the most comprehensive, dates

from the birth of Shem ; the " Israel-Judah," from the

Covenant with Abraham ; the " Jerusalem," from the

Exodus. The scope of " election " narrows by degrees.

There is first the wider range of patriarchal faith ; then

the special " call " and the " covenant ; " lastly, the

well-defined worship of the " four-square city." Yet

again, each of these terms goes back, as it were, behind

itself, so as to take hold upon the term preceding. The
Abrahamic cycle begins in the old world before the

flood ; that of Israel-Judah reaches back to Abraham.

That of Jerusalem commences long before Jerusalem

was the sacred city. The earlier dispensation fore-

shadows the later : the later takes the earlier into

itself. This is beautifully shown in that largest Israel-

Judah cycle, the sixty-five times forty ^ or 2,600 years,

which begins with Arphaxad and rolls on to the final

dispersion. In short, there is not merely a symmetry
and gradation in the various terms, but an elaborate

interlacing : each bound to each, like the successive

stages of life, by " natural piety."

And in connection with this we may note a very
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curious and very significant fact, -u-ith regard to tLe

millennial period, the " thonsand years " of the Book
of Revelation.

There was a well-known tradition among the Jews,

as well as among the Christians of the early Church,

that the Messiah was to come at the end of the sixth

millennium, and that his reign was to endure just one

thousand years. The notion is alluded to in the Epistle

of Barnabas :
* " As God finished His works in six

days, so in six thousand years the Lord is bringing f
things to a close .... for one day is with the Lord as

a thousand years." In accordance with which St. Bar-

nabas speaks of " the eighth day " as " the beginning

of the other world." This tradition the Jews, accord-

ing to their wont, interpreted in a literal and fleshly

way. They expected Christ to come precisely at the

end of six thousand years ; and as the Hebrew chronol-

ogy extended at that time to only four thousand years,

the earlier coming of the Messiah furnished them with

an argument against the Gospel.

Our Table shows that they were right in their notion

of six great days of preparation. Those days, divided

from each other by solemn judgments, are so manifest

that one can hardly miss them. But the whole scheme

of the chronology shows that the economy of "the

times and seasons" was not based upon the large round

numbers, but upon a much more elaborate and suggest-

ive plan. Thus the average day, as we have shown,

proves not to be " one thousand years," but 699 years,

a day of l^oohplus a day of Abram, a preparation for

* Barnab. Epistol. xv.

1 1 translate by the present tense, instead of the future, because

(it seems to mc) the context requires it.
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the baptism by water _plus a ])reparation for tlie bap-

tism by fire. The word " thousand," in fact, is so

often nsed vaguely in Scripture, that, to exjjress a " set

time," or determined period, it wouki be less suital)le

on the whole than most other numbers. While the

Jews were right, therefore, in looking for six days, or

even for six millenniums, they erred in giving to those

millenniums a carnal interpretation.

Yet it is remarkable that one of those days of prep-

aration was a millenniimi precisely. From the Exodus

to the destruction of Solomon's Temple, that is, the fifth

day of our series, the day of the Laio^ and Theocracy^

and Temple, and of the unhrolten possession of Canaan,

there were exactly a thousand years : and, as if to em-

phasize this, there is another millennium, overlapping

the one just mentioned, and almost as precisely

marked, which extends from the Temple to the Nativ-

ity ; or, this last date being uncertain, from the end of

Solomon's reign to the year of John the Baptist.

The number one thousand, then, is intimately con-

nected with the day of Jerusalem. It occurs then, and

then only, in the chronological series, when the Temple

and City of God, the celestial polity, were most un-

equivocally foreshadowed.

As to the bearing of all this upon the millennium

typified by it,* the " thousand years " of " the first re-

surrection," I would not venture to express any decided

opinion. This much may be noticed, however, without

pretending in any way to lift the prophetic veil, that

as the millennium of the Theocracy was able (as it were)

to reproduce itself; as it contained within itself the

germ of another millennium which shot out from the

* Kev. XX, 4, 5.
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first and extended unto the Advent ; so it may prove

with the millennium of the Book of Revelation. It

may be a measure of the reign of Christ, of the dura-

tion of His Kingdom here on earth, but not a rigid ex-

pression of its exact length in years. Moreover, hoio

that measure is to be applied, how the " thousand

years " of prophecy are to be adjusted to the years of

history, may be precisely that one element which God,

in His wisdom, has not seen fit to reveal. Prophecy, at

most, points to the door of the future. The key to that

door is in the hands of the event.

But this germinating power which 1 have spoken

of in connection with the millenniums, appears so often

in tlie " times and seasons," that it may be reckoned

among the principles of sacred chronology. It is the

power by which a period propagates itself after its own
kind, just as one joint of a reed contains in itself an-

other, which in due time it puts forth. This is shown

in the three " seventies " that precede the " seventy

sevens." In the same way the " seventy sevens," as

they draw to a close, show a similar disposition, and

the last "half-week" of that famous period projects

itself, as it were, into the " three years and a half" of

the Antichrist Bar Cochbas. But connected with this

last there is another phenomenon more curious still.

The year 132, when this great enemy of Christ seized

on Jerusalem, is 4256 a. m., a figm*e divisible both by

seven and eight. Tlie presence of these two numerals

led me, when 1 first observed it, to expect something

remarkable, and perhaps prophetic, in relation to the

Antichristian power. Could it be for a while a " rest,"

as the number seven would indicate, and then (accord-

ing to eight) a revival or " resurrection " of that power ?
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I looked at the date of the Hegira, 622, the gi'cat day

of Mohammedanism,* and found it to he precisely 490

years from the year above mentioned. The " seventy

sevens," then, arc not by any means cxhansted when
they come to the Christian era. It is a living and

pregnant term. It goes on, and perhaps will go on,

" even until the, consummation." For, as the prophecy

of Daniel was fulfilled, yet with a germ of other fulfil-

ments, in the " week " of our Lord's ministry, so it may
be with the number " determined upon " it. The " peo-

ple," the " city," the fateful " number," are all still alive.

What their future may be the event alone can show.

But to go back to the millenniums : as the one

which synchronizes with the fifth day of our Table is

found to germinate, and put forth another after it, so

it also in like manner came out from a preceding one,

namely, from that which measures the interval between

Abraham and Solomon. Thus, the 40 of the son of

David, the reign of " peace " and the time of building

the Lord's House, is the living germ of the millen-

niums. One leads to it, another embraces it, a third

comes out from it. And this third one leads to Christ,

the true Prince of Peace.

And in connection with this " fifth day," I am re-

minded that, while the octave or " eight " is the most

perfect harmony, "five" comes next to it, in the har-

monic scale. This being the case, the prominence of

the fifth day or period, and the tone it gives to the

entire seven days, is not the least remarkable among

* The ITegira date, 4746, divides by Seiicn times Six, that is by

forty-two, yielding as a quotient one hundred and tMrteen. Taken

in connection with the name and number of Ishmael, this is very

curious and consistent.
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tlic coincidences revealed in our Table. The Law, the

theocracy, the promised land, the Temple, the Prince

of Peace, the foimtain-hcad of the millenniums, all are

contained in this marked numeral. And in profane

history we notice phenomena of a parallel kind. This

was emphatically the epoch of Jiistary. The " waters "

brought forth " abundantly the moving creature that

hath life, and fowl to fly above the earth in the open

firmament of heaven." The four " great beasts " which

came " up out of the sea," all have their beginning in

" this fifth day." The " lion " of Assyria had learned to

" stand on its feet as a man," and (" a man's heart be-

ing given " to it) was advancing in humane and liberal

culture. The Medo-Persian " bear " was beginning to

turn on its side. The " leopard " of Greek wisdom

was developing its grace and painted skin and aromatic

fragrance. The she-wolf of the "West was suckling her

himian whelps, and Numa and Egeria were drawing

from the fountain of Grecian wisdom the elements of a

milder and more elevated nurture. In short, the

" dominant " of the harmony had been struck in this

fifth era.* One note more, the sixth, carries on the

ascending scale. Then comes a seventh, a peculiar

tone, a discord, a " rest ;
" till finally the grand octave

opens, and the harmony of God's days is perfect in the

eight of the resurrection.

It is part of the plan of this inquiry not to shrink

* The Third is next to the Fifth in perfection : and it was the

third Day of Creation, in which life hegan. The Fifth was the

epoch of higher life. The Eighth is that day for which " the ear-

nest expectation of the creature waiteth." In history, also, the

third Day, or period, was the seed-time of the nations, the manifes-

tation of life in its lower types.
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from the minuter applications of principles that come
before us, even thougli in some cases the minuteness is

such as may seem to border on the frivolous. In the

word of God, as in His work, the little things are often

the decisive things. The world revealed to us by the

microscoj)e is not less wonderful, or less divine, than

the larger field opened by the telescope.

I will therefore refer to the name Jerusalem in con-

nection with this period of " one thousand years."

Jerusalem, " the Vision of Peace," or, according to Ge-

senius, " the Home or Dwelling of Peace," is 216 for

that part of the word translated " dwelling," and three

hundred and seventy for Salem, " peace." The mean-

ing of these last fiignres has frequently been alluded to.

Tlie number 216 is three to the third power, a concen-

trated form of the sacred triad, multiplied by eight, the

resurrection number. Analogous to this is the number
of the millennium. It is five to the third power, multi-

plied by the eight of the resurrection. In the extreme

analysis, then, in the minutest fibres as it were of " the

day of Jerusalem," in the very dust of the golden

streets of that " four-square " cit}^, there is still the

same vivid pulse of " thoughts that breathe." The
Trinity, the resurrection, the rest and peace, the church

which is founded upon the sacred Tln-ee, with the four

of organization and the five of Law, the Law not abol-

ished, but fulfilled in Christ : all come before us at

every turn ; all are repeated with endless variations,

but in proportions beautiful, symmetrical, and full of

spiritual meaning.

The numbers of Solomon's Temple have also a bear-

ing in this direction ; but, to do justice to them, one

would have to go into the subject of mystical numbers
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ill general. I will therefore confine myself to one fact.

The oracle of the Temple was, like the celestial city,

" four-square ; " " the length and the breadth and the

height of it (were) equal." Its cubic contents were

twenty to the third power, or 8,000 cubits ; which is

the " thousand " of the millennium multiplied by the

" eight " of the resurrection.

Thus, whichever way we turn, whether to dates,

periods, names, or architectural details, whether to the

sober facts of history or to the bright visions of seers

and prophets, we find the numerals of Scripture to be

organically bound together. Chronology, as a general

nilc, is the driest of all studies, No subject is less

likely to excitd the imagination. But with Biblical

chronology it is an entirely difterent thing. Its dates

and terms are full of spirit and of life. We sit down
to it, perhaps, as to a sum in arithmetic. But before

we are aware, we are carried we knoAv not whither.

Eden is before us with its river of four heads ; the Ai-k,

M'ith its mystic freight ; Sodom, with its fiery baptism
;

Jerusalem, with its gates of pearls and its walls of

precious stones, are conjured up before us by the spell

of a few ciphers ; and while we are still lingering on

the threshold of chronology, we find ourselves involved

in the deepest questions of divine truth.

And the secret of all this, I think, is that the Bible

is " a living thing." It is a thing that we can hardly

touch without touching a nerve. And who can touch

a nerve, without a thrill through his whole frame that

proclaims what it is he touches ?

I will not detain tiie reader with further examples

of those symmetries which are the subject of this chap-

ter. Tlie Table is full of them ; and to many of them.
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and to their connection with the numbers seven, eight,

nine, thirteen, and the like, attention has been directed

in the course of our investigation.

It may not be amiss to add that this Table was
drawn up and finished before the symmetries spoken

of in this chapter had come before my mind. The in-

quiry into the force of mystic numbers has revealed

many features of it which otherwise might have passed

unnoticed ; but it has not caused me to alter a single

figure in it. The line of study by which it was con-

structed, and that by which it has been illustrated, are

entirely distinct.

Note. In connection with the 12 Forties, in this Chapter, and

in Chapter X, I may also mention that there are 12 Forties of days.,

as well as of years: namely, seven which are described as "forty

days and forty nights," and five, simply as " 40 days." Of these

three are with God " in the Mount," namely, Moses twice and

Elijah once ; three are in vicarious humiliation, Moses twice and

Ezekiel once ; and the remaining six are not so easy to classify.

Besides the 12 liistorical forty years, there is one prophetical, three

times mentioned, pertaining to Egypt—Ezek. xxix, 11-13; and

there are eight relating to the lives of individuals—e. g., Joshua

was " forty years old," when Moses sent him to spy out the land.



CHAPTER XVI.

THE SCHEME SUPERNATURAL.

We have brought out the marks of design in the

numerals of Scripture. 1 come now to the question,

What is the nature of this design ? Is it natural or

supernatural ? Can it be attributed to the ingenuity

of man, or has it the sure marks of a plenary inspira-

tion 'i

1. I see a proof of its divine character, j^^5^, in the

entire shnplicity of the principle tliat underlies it.

This jirinciple, as I have more than once said, is

that of a simple^ child-like -association of ideas. This

is its beauty from one point of view, its reproach from

another. But no thinking man need be told that,

whether it be a beauty or a reproach, it is at all events

in accordance with God's ways, as seen in the laws of

nature. It is the very simplicity of those laws that

makes them so difficult to find out. More than five

thousand years men had seen apples fall, without its

once occurring to them that there was anything in that

spectacle niore than the fall of an apple. But at

length the phenomenon came under the eyes of a great

child-soul. And what was the result ? The apple ger-

minated, and grew into a type of the imiverse.

And if there be anything more than an accident in
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tlic subject of mystic numbers, it will be found that till

knowledge of tlie subject must start from premises

equally obvious and simple. A " casual" word in one

place causes the mind to glance off to the same word

in another. Then a third place occurs. Among all

these places there seems to be a certain living connec-

tion. Is it chance, or is it design ? We begin to in-

vestigate. And so we are led on by steps so easy and

natural, that we feel almost ashamed of the simplicity

of the thing, and are temj)ted to pass it by as unworthy

of the Divine greatness.

But God is great in small things. His is a simple

greatness. He can put more into a mustard-seed than

man could pack up in a whole world. When I find,

therefore, that the principle which we have examined

is such as a child can comprehend, but which a man
would be apt to stumble at, it is an evidence to my
mind that the system which grows out from it is not

human, but Divine.

2. Another proof of its divine character lies in the

seeming opposite of this : namely, in the minuteness

and intricacy of its subtle ramifications.

I can imagine the possibility that one man, sup-

posing him to be a genius of the highest order, a poet,

a philosopher, an able mathematician, might so com-

pose a book, that a subtle vein of sublime thought

should underlie its letter, and be intelligible to those

only who should have the key to its interpretation.

But to do it with such skill that the very numerals em-

ployed, the very letters of sacred names, should be

made to crystallize, as it were, aroimd certain ideas

and dates far back in the past or forward in the future
;

and that each number and name and date should refuse
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80 to crystallize around any but its own idea : this, it

seems to nie, is beyond the reach of human genius.

And even if it were possible for one man, would it

be possible for other men, in a long series extending

over more than a thousand years, to take up so subtle

a system, and to carry it out consistently, and to pre-

serve its exact proportions, and to present it finally in

such symmetry as that which we have seen ?

Is'ow this, in truth, is the marvel of the Scriptures,

both in great things and small. The harmony of the

Divine word is the proof of its inspiration. And when
this harmony appears in such intricacies and minutiai

as those we have examined ; when a certain ^?ay upon

words and ciphers, occurring in one place, is seen to

dimple (as it were) the whole face of Scripture, so that

from Genesis to Revelation the great deep smiles ;*

nay, when this extends to so dry a subject as matter-of-

fact chronology ; when the tally of time's calendar, all

notched and scored with the marks of thousands of

years, suddenly, like Aaron's rod, breaks out into buds

and blossoms : then it becomes next to impossible not

to see the finger of God in it, and to attribute it to man
appears the height of philosophic credulity.

But it may perhaps be argued that the system, as

we have sketched it, proves too much. If the number
eight, for example, divides equally into dates connected

with the idea of the Resurrection, and into none other^

where is the limit to all this ? If the names of type-

characters in Scripture can be resolved into numbers

con'esponding to the type idea, how far does this apply

KOVTIWV Tt KVflUTCaV

dvrjpidnov yeXacrfia.

Promcth. Vinct. 89.
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to otlier Scriptural names? Is there no end to this

subtle play npon words, and names, and figures ?

Of course there is a limit. With regard to dates,

for instance, every year is a date for one event or an-

other ; and, if Scripture chronology were made out for

each consecutive year, doubtless many multiples of

eight would occur, without the slightest reference to

the idea of the Resurrection.* It is enough to prove

design, if a table of prominent dates only, of such dates

as would be selected on natural grounds of preference,

is found to involve the rule or principle wo have no-

ticed.

And so with all the other symmetries, coincidences,

or types. The limit of their occurrence would be found

to be in conformity with the Divine piirjpose in their

occurrence. Because miracles are wrought sometimes,

it does not follow that they must always be wrought.

And what is true of the greater miracles is true of the

lesser. These symmetries, for example, may have been

intended as a kind of evidence of the supernatural iu

Scripture. If so, the symmetries would extend as far

as they might be needed in the way of evidence, and

probably no farther. Or they may have been intended

as a kind of stimulus to the minute study of God's

word. If so, they would hardly occur oftener than

would conduce to that end. And there can be no ques-

tion that they served that purpose in the early Christian

church. No men have ever studied the Bible as the

Fathers did in the times of the first six centuries. For
they studied it not as critics, but as lovers. And one

thing, unquestionably, that gave zest to their stud}^ of

* See Appendix B.
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it was their keen appreciation of the beauty of its sym-

bols.

Again, these symmetries of Scripture, occurring as

they do in connection witli so matter-of-fact a thing as

the arithmetic of chronology, may have been intended

as a corrective to an excessive and grovelling fondness

for mere matter of fact. There is no doubt, of course,

that this is a work-day.world, and that man as a gen-

eral rule is put here to work. But does he work any

the worse for an occasional glimpse of the blue sky ?

Does the prose of human life necessarily exclude its

poetry ? That the Bible, on the whole, takes the simny

side of life ; that it sings rather than preaches ;
that it

marries jDoetry to prose, and cries Woe ! to him avIio

would sunder that blessed tie ; that from Genesis to

Eevclation it is a grand choral Sursum Corda, is obvi-

ous to every one who really loves the Bible. And this

poetic character may be stamped upon it for a purpose.

And if it is found to enter even into its minutite, if

even its arithmetic ciphers hymns rather than sums,

this might still be useful as a reminder that Heaven is

nearer to us than ^ve think : it might teach us that in

all things there is an element of the divine, if only we
would look up and see it.

In short, wq can imagine many purposes that might

be answered by such a system as that which has been

sketched. Yet, whatever the purpose might be, the

system of course would be limited by a due subordina-

tion to that pui-pose.

It is no argument, then, against the fact of a mys-

tical use of numbers, to say that such a use in one case

would imply a similar use in all. The question is sim-

])ly one of fact. In some cases, and under some cir-
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cumstances, there is such a use. To ascertain in what

cases, and under what circumstances, and with what

limitations, Avoukl require much care and study ; more,

perhaps, than couki be brought to bear upon it by any

one mind.

3. I see a proof of the supernatural in ihe latency of

the clironological system of the Bible.

The system which we have traced depends upon

ttoo or three links in the long chain of dates ; and those

links would have been lost beyond all recovery, except

for two seemingly casual 'Utterances of St. Paul, and one

utterance of like character from St. Stephen, the first

martyr.

It depends also, and almost equally, upon two

dates, that of the fall of Jerusalem under Titus, and

that of tlie final catastrophe under Hadrian, which lie

outside of the Scriptures, in ordinary history.

Without these tlu'ee utterances and these two dates,

the chronology of the Bible, with all its carefully re-

corded items, would appear purposeless and nerveless
;

a broken spine, as it were ; a telegraphic cable laid at

prodigious cost under the deep sea, but sundered at

some point where no skill can mend it.

But apply to the broken chronology these " casual

"

utterances : at once it starts out in symmetrical pro-

portions. Apply to it further these two dates of com-

mon history : at once it lives and breathes, a " thing of

beauty " and a thing of " joy," a chronology which is

at the same time a poem.

Again, apply to this chronology four or five simple

numerals, which, on grounds entirely apart from the

chronology, we have ascertained to be used sometimes

in a mystical way. At once these numerals become a
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new element of life. They establish a vital connection

between the dates of Scripture and its highest poetic

flights. The Flood lifts ns np to the New Jerusalem.

Abraham becomes our teacher in tlie mystery of the

Trinity. Ishmael, after a slumber of two millenniums,

wakes and lives again in the Ilegira of Mohammed.
Nay, the old world before the Flood seems to rise from

the dead. Mahalaleel comes before us as the Moses of

his age. Enoch testifies against apostasy and schism.

Yet once more, observe how carelessly in appear-

ance, but how systematically when we look at it close-

ly-, the chronological chain is broken just at those points

where any human contriver of such a scheme would

have been least likely to fall into an inadvertence. In

the dates of Abraham, Joshua, and Samuel, three most

critical epochs, and three names inferior to none other

in importance, the connection, so far as the Old Testa-

ment goes, is hopelessly impaired. Everything else is

given with precision. More than one hundred dates,

carefully connected, run through all the books from

Genesis to Nehemiah, and show conclusively that the

author or authors of those books, whether human or

divine, considered chronological accuracy a matter of

no little importance. Yet in three most prominent

places a flaw occurs in the chain, suflicient to vitiate

the whole as a connected chronology. Now, were the

Bible a work of human ingenuity, would a blemish so

manifest, and so likely to impair its credit in one par-

ticular at least, have been allawed to remain ? Or if

it remained, would it have been in the power of one

or two men, living hundreds of years later than its ear-

lier books, to remove the blemisli in a way which con-

verts the whole scheme into a perfect harmony ? And
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SO with regard to tlie difficulty in synchronizing the

two lines of Ephraiin and Judah, There, as we have

shown, everything depends upon a mere passing allu-

sion to the fact that Jehoraui bei^an to reio-n, his father

Jehoshajjhat heincj still alive. So, in another place, a

difficulty is removed hy the " casual" phrase, in refer-

ence to Coniah, that he was carried to Babylon " when
the year was expired.'- And so in numberless other

cases, the " inadvertencies " of Scripture have not only

the marks of design, but of a design (if one may so

speak) to entrap the inadvertent reader. And doubt-

less there are many who allow themselves to be taken

in the trap. Not professed skeptics only, but real

lovers of the Bible, are often beguiled into the confes-

sion that " it is hopeless to make anything of the Bible

chronology." I have heard the confession from the

lips of genuine scholars, from critics of a high order.

When we find, however, that these seeming slips of

Scripture are carefully provided for, yet in a way that

seems as casual and inadvertent as the slips themselves
;

when we learn that the lock is not really deranged, nor

the keys mislaid, but that everything is right and in its

place, if we only look for it in the right way : then the

argument for a divine plan in the latency of the Scrip-

ture scheme becomes almost irresistible.

The force of this argument will be more clearly

Been, if the reader will look back at the symmetries

disclosed by the Chronological Table, and see how
many of the most wonderful of them are connected

with the precise dates of the fall of Jerusalem and of

the Dispersion. The 12 " forties "
; the 36 " sixty-

fives," or the " three hundred and nineties "
; the 6

Abrahamic days, the 5 Israel-Juclah days, the 4 Jerusa-
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lein days ; the remarkable " 40 times 65," as the meas-

ure of the Arphaxad period ; the beautiful average

measure of a " day of preparation "
; the equal length

of the Antediluvian and Levitical Economies ; tlie 120

of " suspended judgment," and the 600 of " comfort," so

exactly repeated ; none of these would come out as

they do, if the iinal dates were a little earlier or a little

later than they happen to be.

And so again : how Avas it that St. Stephen, at his

martyrdom, a time when one would hardly be expected

to care for nice questions of chronology, happened to

give us precisely one link in the great chain that other-

wise might have remained forever a missing link ?

And how came it that St. Paul, in the most casual way
in the world as it would seem, hajppened to give the

Jews at Antioch in Pisidia another missing link ; and

that St, Luke, many years afterward, liajpjpened to re-

port that })art of his speech in wliich he gave it, neg-

lecting (it is probable) many other parts of seemingly

more importance ? And again, there being another

most important link wanting, how did St. Paul chance

to give it, by an obiter dictum, in a writing so fall of

other and weighty matters as the Epistle to the Gala-

tians ?

The only answer to such questions is that given us

by the wise man :* " It is the glory of God to conceal

a thing." Both in nature and in grace, it hath pleased

Him to reveal Himself, indeed, but in such a way as to

require, on our parts, a diligent and careful seeking.

For, while " it is the glory of God to conceal a thing,"

it is at the same time " the honor of kings to search out

a matter." He hides, that we may seek. The man of

* Prov. XXV, 2.
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science, the " king " in the realm of thought, ought to

be the last man in the world to dispute this proposition.

4. With this latent character of the chronology we
may connect the additional and very striking fact, that

not merely its symmetry, but in truth its very existence

as a chronology, depends on a rigid adherence to the

tenet of a plenary inspiration.

And by this tenet I understand, not perfect accu-

racy in the Scriptures from every point of view, but

perfect and entire accuracy from the spiritual point of

view.* In other words, when I see a seeming mistake

in Scripture, a seeming inadvertency, a seeming con-

tradiction, or the like, faith in plenary inspiration

would lead me to doubt my own interpretation rather

than the Scripture. It would lead me to look deeper
;

to scrutinize more closely : and, in the mean time, to

regard the difficulty in question, whether I can solve it

or not, as part of the Divine plan in the grand scheme

of inspiration. If one place, for example, seems to con-

tradict another, it is because God intended the seeming

contradiction. And if a skeptic asks me why He
should so intend it, I answer that it may be for the

purpose of curing us of shallow self-conceit.

Taking the word, then, in this practical sense, it is

remarkable that no sacred chronology can be construct-

ed, except on the hypothesis of a plenary inspii-ation.

* I may here be permitted to refer to my Answer to Bishop

Colenso: in which I started with calling attention to "the spirit-

ual point of view," but had little occasion to adhere to it, inasmuch

as that shallow skeptic could be answered very easily on lower

grounds. But there are deeper skeptics than Colenso. For their

sakes, the fact that the Bible is a book, but not UIcg other lools^

needs to be carefully studied.
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The moment we admit, for exami:>le, tliat St. Paul

may liave spoken " inadvertently " in his reference to

the " four hundred and thirty years " in the Epistle to

the Galatians, we reduce the carefully recorded dates

of Scripture to a mere chaos, and no human skill can

reconstruct them on a reliable basis.

And, in fact, of the hundreds of chronologies that

have been framed from Scripture dates, there is hardly

one that does not substitute, in one place or another, a

mere conjecture of some sort for a plain Scripture text.

Tims one eminent historian rejects St. Paul, because he

seems to contradict the First book of Kings. But is

not an obiter dictum of St. Paul as good authority, to

say the least, as a mere opinion of a modern intei-preter

can be ? Such devices can never lead to anything reli-

able. An iron link in a chain of iron cannot be re-

placed by a link of clay. If there is any such thing as

sacred chronology, it must be a cln-onology in which
every link is sure, and in which no text of Scriptm'e

bearing on the subject is set aside without good reasons.

It may be too much to say that these conditions

liave been met to a nicety in the Table which has been
followed in this Inquiry. Browne, proceeding on the

principle here announced, made one mistake : he sub-

stituted, in one place, a conjecture for a date. But by
that one mistake ho vitiated extensively the symmetry
of the Table. In the same way the Table here used

may prove on a close scrutiny to have fallen short of a

perfect adherence to the principle of a plenary inspira-

tion. K so, the analogy would lead me to expect that,

so far as it has fallen short, it will be found to ha\'e

vitiated some portion of the fair scheme which in part

it has brought out.
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In other words, tlie symmetry of the results ob-

tained by this Inquiry has been in proportion to the

fidelity with wliicli we have adhered to the tenet of

plenary inspiration. But a false hypothesis never

leads to harmonious results. So tar, then, as the re-

sults of this Inquiry are beautiful, symmetrical, and

harmonious, so far the hypothesis on which it has gone

is proved to be a true one.

The argument might be strengthened by going

somewhat more into detail. But I have confidence

enough in its truth to be willing to leave it, even in

this mere outline, to the judgment of the reader.

I must add, however, in justice to the subject, that

the narrow limits of this Inquiry necessarily diminish

the force and weight of the argument. For the nu-

merals of chronology are but a small section of the nu-

merals of the Bible. And these again are compara-

tively an insignificant part of a vast system of typology,

which, if it were drawn out in its symmetry and com-

pleteness, and in a scientific way, would make the study

of the Scriptures, what it once was, the most delightful

and refreshing as it is the most useful of all studies.

Most persons are aware that the Bible abounds in

types. But, unfortunately, these types are regarded as

matters of mere " fancy." Their endless variety, their

harmony and consistency, their entire conformity to

ascertainable laws, is hardly even suspected. Hence,

modern interpreters either pass them over altogether,

or (what is even worse) they admit afew of them, with

a grave caution to the reader that he must not presume

to admit any more than have passed muster with the

"judicious commentator," lest perchance he should
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become " fanciful," like St. Augustine or St. Atlia-

nasius.

It seems to me that this subject ought to be taken

in hand somewhat more seriously and consistently.

If there are types in the Old Testament, are these types

occasional and accidental only, or are they rather the

salient points of some great system which pervades the

sacred volume ? If they are the former, then of course

they are unworthy of regard. If the latter be true ; if

the typical character of Isaac, for example, is elicited

by a principle of intei-pretation which, being honestly

apj)lied, would be found equally fruitful in the case of

Samson, or Daniel, or Jonah, or Enoch, or Elijah, or

any other of the great names of sacred history : then

we ought to know it, not merely for our own satisfac-

tion, but as a matter of simple justice to that system of

interpretation which prevailed for so many ages in the

early Church, and by which the theology of the Creed

was developed and confirmed, and triumphantly vindi-

cated.

In the mean time, an inquiry into one branch of

this subject, unsupported by the results of inquiry in

other branches, must labor under the disadvantage of a

seeming " novelty," or " fancifulness," or even of pre-

sumption.



CHAPTEE XVII.

RELATION OF SACRED TO COMMON CHKONOLOGY.

One question remains. The Scripture chronology

being based, as we have seen, upon symmetrical com-

binations of certain sacred numbers, what light does

this throw upon the system as a matter-of-fact record

of the age of man upon the earth ?

Browne, in his Ordo Sceclorum, sees in the fact a

proof that the Mosaic chronology is the only true

record of " the times and seasons ; " and consequently

that the world, at the coming of the Messiah, was only

a little more than four thousand years old.

I agree with him in the first proposition. The

sacred chronology is a supernatural scheme ; it is a

divinely inspired record ; it has a sanction which no

other can reasonably pretend to.

But is it necessarily a record of the lapse or dura-

tion of the whole of time, of time in the popular and

matter-of-fact sense ? May it not be a record simply

of the sacred times, of those " times and seasons " in

which God has manifested Himself in a special and ex-

traordinary way ?

On a question of such importance I would not dog-

matize, nor even go so far as to commit myself to an

opinion. The utmost that I would venture would be
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to indicate briefly apossihle solution : and this I do,not

from any repugnance to what is called " the short

chronology," but merely to suggest that in matters of

this kind there is room for difference of opinion ; that

one may have an entire faith in Moses and the Proph-

ets, without feeling in liimself any bias whatsoever

either for or against the " discoveries " of science.

It seems to me that there is some ground for the

belief that the sacred chronology is not a record of

time in general, but only of wliat may be distinguished

as the " mcred times."

1. And first there is the unquestionable fact that

the genealogies on wliich this record is framed may, in

accordance with Scripture use, be very much " con-

densed," without any change in the language which

seems to mark them as continuous genealogies. Thus St.

Matthew says, as plainly as Moses does, that " Abraham
legat Isaac," and so on down to " Jacob" who " hegat

Josejih, the husband of Mary." Yet he does not hesi-

tate so to frame his series, hy omissions of certain

names, as to make a mystical
^^
fourteen generations "

for each of the great terms into which his Table is

divided. May not Moses have used the same liberty,

in Gen. v and xi, with a view to the symmetrical and

perhaps mystical scheme of Teii which appears in each

of those tables ? " Such a question cannot be answered

by declaiming about the " common sense" and " mat-

ter-of-fact " of Englishmen, or Americans, or of the nine-

teenth century generally. Moses was not an English-

man. That old Shemitic soul which was made the

vehicle of inspiration, was not begotten or conceived in

" the nineteenth century." We have no right to judge

* From Adiini to Noah, and from Shem to Abraham.
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the Bible by our modern standards, and to say that this

or that thing should have been so and so, because our

arithmetics would have it so and so. God's ways are

not as our ways, nor His thoughts as our thoughts.

In everything, therefore, that relates to God, whether

in His word or in His works, our business is simply to

inquire for the facts : to find out what is, not what in

our impatience we think ought to be.

But I am not advocating the theory of " condensed

genealogies." I am merely suggesting it. If the

reader wishes to inquire into it further, he will find the

argument ably and calmly stated in that sound and

scholarly work of Professor Green of Princeton, " The
Pentateuch vindicated from the aspersions of Colenso."

2. But further : no careful reader of the Bible can

fail to have been struck, and perhaps puzzled, by the

geography and ethnography of that sacred Book.

Its Geography embraces a small section of the

earth's surface, a section of immense importance as

being the cradle of religion and civilization, but as com-

pared with the actual habitat of man extremely scant.

And even in the New Testament this " earth " is not

much enlarged. The Jews who, on the day of Pente-

cost,* had come together " out of every nation under

heaven^'' had indeed assembled from Libya toward the

south, from Parthia toward the east, from the south

shore of the Black Sea toward the north, and from

Pome toward the west. But how large a portion of

the earth's surface does that horizon cover ? It leaves

out of view the bulk of Asia, almost the whole of

Africa, the larger portion of Europe, the whole of

* Acts ii, 5-11.
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America and Australia, to say nothing of the islands

scattered over the sea.

Again, the Ethnography of the Bible, as given in

Genesis x, accounts for the origin of the nations whicli

spread over that small part of the earth's surface just

now described ; but if we attempt to stretch it so as to

cover all tribes on the globe, we are reduced to mere

conjecture. Our American Indians, for example, may
have come from Shem, or may have come from Ham

;

and we may even venture to infer from the Bible their

origin from one of these two sources.* But does the

Bible really tell us so ? Does it not rather ignore the

whole subject ? Have we any authority for believing

that Noah had only three sons ? And if we do believe

this, have we any ground for our faith, beyond the

negative ground of the silence of the Scriptures ?

Now it seems to me that we are too apt to build

ui)on the silence of Scripture, as if it were actual and

positive revelation. Where God does not speak, we

put in a word ; and the word thus put in by ourselves

is too apt to be cherished by us as " the sure word " of

God.

But the more one studies the Bible, the less inclined

he feels to be over positive about things. It is a very

deep book. And though there are plenty of people

Vv'ho imagine that they can touch bottom in it, yet it

may be in such cases that they are really like children

sporting on the sands. It is easy to sound the sea

where the sea and shore meet. But if we launch

farther out ; if we venture forth as it were into the

* Gen. ix, 19, would seem to warrant this inference ; but the

nso of the word " xcIioIg earth " in Scripture is not such as to war-

rant always a literal interpretation.
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silence of the deep ; if we reach that point wliere the

horizon bends around ns in a circle of infinity, where a

whole heaven above smiles upon a whole heaven be-

neath : then we feel it is high time to put up our

fathoming lines, and, confessing our ignorance, to be

content with adoration.

And from this point of view I confess I see nothing

conclusive in the sacred " times and seasons," so far as

the measure of secular time goes. As in geography and

ethnography there is a terra incognita vastly greater in

mere bulk than " the earth " which is described, so it

may be in the chronology of the Scriptures. There

may be tracts of time ignored, ages not syllabled

in heaven, patches of darkness and of slumber in the

annals of mankind, days when, in the words of an

almost inspired Greek,*

" Seeing, men saw in vain,

And hearing, heard not, but like dreamy shapes

Wandered at random all tlie lingering day,

An aimless life, nor built them fixed abodes

Of brick or stone beneath the eye of heaven,

But burrowing swarmed like ants in sunless caves."

Such times, if such there be, have no record in

God's book. They are blotted from His sight. Neither

the geography of Scripture nor its ethnography, nor

(I venture to think) its chronology, has anything to do

with man as a mere animal. When nations become

Jiistoric ^ when, according to the sublime image of the

Prophetjf they come " up out of the sea," and at first

as " great beasts," but afterward humanized, being

* ^schylus, Prometh. Vinct. 447.

t Dan. vii.
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made to " stand on their feet as a man " with " a man's

heart given " to them, they begin to march in ranks in

the ever onward of human progress : then at length

they have a part in the Divine Book of Remembrance

;

then, and not till then, the secular times are made to

synchronize with the sacred " times and seasons." Be-

fore that moment comes, the world in the eye of Scrip-

ture is but " the earth " and " the sea." The " earth "

alone is sacred. The " sea " is tlie mixed mass of

peoples living confusedly,* without a history and with-

out a name. Yet even in that " sea " a divine power

is working. The " living creatures " that it brings

forth " abundantly " are destined to emerge. The
winged "lion " of Assyria, the " bear " of Persian con-

quest, the " leopard " of Greek culture, the great and

terrible " beast " of Roman arms and laws, each comes

out in its turn, each is brought into contact with the

light of the true religion, each begins to have its record

in sacred chronology.

" But all this is mere theory." Of course, it is

nothing more. No one is bound to believe it. l^o

one is bound to respect it. Still, it may serve to illus-

trate the fact, that the history of the human race is a

large and deep subject ; and that, in reference to its

chronology as to many other matters, there is room for

much inquiry and for honest diflPerences of oj^inion.

3. Tliere are some positive intimations, slight in-

deed but very significant, that the Scripture Record

of " the times and seasons " may be, not, as it seems at

first, a measure of all time, but ratlier a scries of step-

ping stones over a vast sea of silence.

* The extent to which this typical meaning of " earth " and

" sea " may be traced in Scripture is botli striking and edifying.

7*
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The term in Paradise, the term of Joshua's " rest,"

and some others of like character happen to be undated.

To a full believer in Inspiration this cannot be consid-

ered a matter of mere chance. It is a phenomenon of

that kind which almost forces one to think. And if

one begins to panse and think, the first thonght which

arises is that the omission in these places is not accord-

ing to the wont of ordinary chronology. For common
history has always a fellow feeling for human curiosity.

What we particularly want to know, it particularly

tries to tell us. Yet the Bible, telling us a thousand

things which comparatively have little interest to us,

leaves a gap precisely in those j^laces where a word of

information would be like a drop of water to a fevered

tongue. How long did Adam live in Paradise ? Who
would not rather know that, than to learn how old

Enoch was when he begat Methuselah ?

These gaps in the chronology, then, have certainly

a mystic look about them. And though they are

covered, so far as the general scheme goes, by subse-

quent utterances of Scripture, yet the very covering

has something of the same mystic look. The Book of

Kings implies " Seven " for " Joshua's rest ;
" St. Paul

seems to allow " Sixty." Which is the matter of fact

number ? Or is either a number of mere matter of

fact ?
*

It may be said, however, that Daniel's " seventy

weeks of years " proved arithmetically exact ; and find-

ing a literal exactness in that case, and a continuous

succession of the " weeks," we are bound to believe in

a similar exactness and a like continuity in all the other

" times and seasons."

* See p. 32.
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It may be so. Yet, among all the commentators

wlio have explored that term of history, and M'ho have

so ably demonstrated the fulfilment of the prophecy, I

find not one who can fix precisely the last half loeeJc of

the Prophet's seventy. The other terms come out, as

I have shown, with miraculous precision. But when
we look for some marked and dated event to close the

last and critical term, we are suddenly left in a kind of

haze. Hence the ablest commentators regard this

" half week " as a term reserved, a term by itself, a

term germinating as it were for the Day of Antichrist.

I have little doubt that this theory is the true one.

But, so far as it is true, it shows a mystic element in

the Scriptural terms of years. They are not like com-

mon years. Or if in some respects they p,re like com-

mon years, if to a certain extent they are found to

synchronize with profane chronology, yet there is some-

thing over and above this ; there are certain features

in which the sacred record differs decidedly from all

others.

But, besides this, even if sacred chronology in its

later terms is found to agree with the dates of ordinary

history, it does not follow that the same must be true

of its prehistoric terms. Whatever may be the age of

the world, or the length of time it has been inhabited

by man, there can be no doubt that history, in any

true sense of the word, is quite a modern thing. Even
the Egyptians have no early history worthy of the

name. There is, therefore, a broad line of demarcation

between the earlier ages of the world and the later ages.

In the later, history has developed. In the earlier,

everything is buried beneath mountains of oblivion.

The Bible alone gives us some record of those ages.
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But wlietlier this record is meant to be continuous, or is

merely a summary of sucli periods as are particularly

worth recording, we are not expressly informed ; and so

far as there are intimations on the subject, even these

are of a character that may be variously interpreted.

4, The alteration of the chronology by the Septua-

gint translators is a very curious fact, and seems to me
to have a bearing in connection with this subject.

That the figures in the earlier parts of the Bible

were by them deliberately and systematically altered,

so as to lengthen the historic period by nearly fifteen

hundred years, is now admitted, I believe, by all com-

petent inquirers.* But how could they venture on so

daring an enterprise ? How, as learned and devout

Jews, could they reconcile it to their conscience ? How
could the mass of their co-religionists acquiesce in it ?

How could the alteration receive at least the tacit sanc-

tion both of the Jews and early Christians ?

I can account for it only in one way. The chro-

nology of the Patriarchal period could not have been re-

garded as a literal measure of all time ; it must have

been looked upon as a mystical or sacred measure. In

other words, the Jews, or at least a large body of their

interpreters, must have regarded the meaning of the

Scripture numbers in the light of an open question.

If they took that view of the subject, we can readily

understand how, in interpreting to the Greeks, they

should have taken the liberty of translating in accord-

ance with Greek ideas. But on any other supposition

their course is inexplicable ; and the conduct of their

countrymen in acquiescing in their work, is more inex-

plicable still.

* Browne demonstrates it beyond all reasonable question.
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Of course this does not prove that the Seventy were

right in thus altering the Numerals. It seems to indi-

cate, however, that they had a certain warrant for it in

the traditions of their school ; and that, however

jealous they might be of the slightest alteration in the

sacred Original, they did not feel themselves bound by

the letter of that Original, but were free to intei-pret it

by the best light they could get. To reduce the sacred

times to the measure of ordinary thnes^ must have

needed, in their opinion, a free handling of the figures.

Such facts are not of sufficient weight to settle the

question we are considering. Still, they are not alto-

gether destitute of force. They may serve at least to

keep us from an over-hasty judgment.

But, it may be m'ged, does not uncertainty on this

point necessarily lead one to doubt the character of the

Scriptm-es in general ? Especially if the numerals of

Scripture Chronology are so peculiarly symmetrical, if

they are framed upon « system of spiritual instruction

such as has been described, will not this fact be an ar-

gument against the historical character of the events

connected with this chronology ?

I answer, that if the system were natural, so that it

could be accounted for on any theory of human in-

genuity, the argument undoubtedly would have much
weight. But if we have proved anything, we have

proved it to be supernatural. It is a system devised

by One, who can bring about events as easily as lie

can inspire dates. The fact, then, that historical events

do not fall naturally into any symmetrical aiTangement

of " times and seasons," weighs nothing against the his-

torical character of the events connected with the Bibli-

cal Chronology ; it merely shows that Bible History is
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not like ordinary history, but, in one important point,

differs from it materially. For ordinary history relates

natural events occurring in the order of nature ;
Bible

history dwells mainly on supernatural events occurring

in the order of Grace. That there should be a symme-
try and significance in the latter, which we do not dis-

cover in the former, is precisely what on d priori

grounds we might reasonably expect.

But over and above this, we are by no means sure

that the order and sequence of ordinary history would

not be found as symmetrical as those of sacred history,*

if only we were in a position to contemplate the subject

as a whole.

* I have tried many of the prominent dates of ordinary Chris-

tian History, for example, the great Persecutions, the principal

Emperors, Councils, Popes, by the same tests which have been ap-

plied to the Sacred Chronology. The results are very curious.

First^ out of some 30 ei^odm of what I may distinguish as Japhetic

history, I find not one that divides by any of the sacred factors Avith

any appreciable significance. Secondly, out of 17 prominent dates,

connected with Jewish and Saracen history, and which I may dis-

tinguish as Sheinitic, all are divisible by sacred factors with entire

appropriateness. Some of these are 4194, the end of Jerusalem,

divisible by 6 ; 4224, the end of S. John, the last of the Judaic foun-

dation stones, divisible by 6 and by 8 times 8 ; 4256, the year of

Bar Cochbas, see Chap, xv ; 4693 (a. d. 569), the birth of Mo-
hammed, divisible by 13 ; 4746, the Ilegira, divisible by 42 ; or if

we take the interval between that date and 2107, the year of

Ishmael's circumcision, divisible by 13 ; 4758 (a. d. 634), the year

of Caliph Omar, the first inroads into Syria ; 4771 (a. d. 647), the

Saracen conquests in Africa ; 4784 (660), beginning of great Mo-
hammedan schism; 4836 (712), fall of the Gothic monarchy in

Spain before the Saracens ; 5577 (1453), tall of Constantinople

;

5616 (1492), the expulsion of the Moors from Spain: all these,

divisible by 13. From the analogy suggested by these instances,

I was led to suspect that ttco dates of the church, intimately con-
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Science has advanced but a few steps in the great

work of arranging and classifying the phenomena of

common life. But so far as it has advanced, all inquiry

goes to prove that everything happens according to

fixed laws, nothing according to chance. Given a cer-

tain number of human beings, living in a certain way,

and the number of births, marriages, or deaths among

them, nay even the number of crimes of any particular

description, can be calculated with great precision.

Had we a larger number of data^ more accurately

classified, the calculation might be made with greater

precision still. It thus appears that even human lib-

erty is under a law. Man's goings are ordered. Tlie

very hairs of his head are numbered. L^liomifne pro-

pose^ Dieu dispose. There is a Divinity that shapes

our ends, rough hew them as we may. The only real

progress of science is that which goes to establish these

maxims of common sense, and to prove laboriously

what has long since been divined by the human heart.

But what common sense has divined, and science

goes to prove, has been authoritatively announced and

beautifully illustrated by Divine revelation. " God
created "Wisdom, and saw her, and numljered her, and

poured her upon all His works." There is no such

thing as chance in God's world—no such thing as con-

nectedwith Jerusalem and Judaism, would also divide by 13. Ju-

lian's ajyosta^y was marked by an effort to restore the Temple : the

first great Arian Council, that condemned S. Athanasius and prac-

tically rejected the Nicene creed, was held in Jerusalein, at the

dedication of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. Accordingly I

tried these dates, and found that the year of Julian, 4485 (361),

and the year of the Council of Tyre and Jerusalem, 4459 (335),

both divide by 13, with very significant quotients. Compare these

results with those in Appendix B.
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fusion. Everything is numbered, everytliiug is in its

place, everything;comes up in its time and season. As
the wise man says, " He hath made everything beauti-

ful in his time." Upon nature and upon history there

is the stamp of symmetry and proportion. But " He
hath set the world in their hearts, so that no man can

find out the work that God maketh from the beginning

to the end." We are bewildered by the multiplicity of

things. In history especially, there seems at first sight

nothing but a grand phantasmagoria of facts and dates.

But were we at as great a distance from human actions

as we are from the stars, doubtless we should see as

much of order in the one as in the other. Indeed, to

the common eye, the stars themselves are scattered

loosely over the expanse of heaven. It is science that

brings order out of the seeming confusion. It is sci-

ence which enables us to see what the Bible told us

thousands of years ago, that God " telleth the number

of the stars, and calleth them all by their names."

And by a like anticipation of the results of scientific

inquiry, the Bible informs us that our steps are num-

bered ; that our days are numbered ; that the hairs of

our head are all numbered ; nay, that God numbereth

the drops of rain ; that the righteous are numbered to

life, that the wicked are numbered to the sword ; that

earthly kingdoms are numbered : and, in short, that

there is nothing without number, save only " His un-

derstanding," of which the Psalmist declares " there is

no number."

There is a peculiar propriety, therefore, in the ques-

tion which I have placed on the title page of this

book :* " Why else is He .styled Palmoni by the

* See the rich and racy introduction to the "Book of Num-
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Prophet Daniel ? . . . Which, is rendered, I confess, in

our i-unning translations by ' tJiat certain saint '; but

in the margin of our English Bibles by the JS'uriiberer

of Secrets, or the Wonderful Nuiiiberer : asifPalmoni

were a compound ... in which is retained the name

pf Wonderful, a name of Christ, ... as avcU as of

Counsellor.^''

God, indeed, is a " "Wonderful Numberer." So far,

then, as it has been shown by this Infjuiry that the

sacred chi-onology is full of symmetry, beauty, and sig-

nificance, even in its numerals, so far we have proved,

not that the Bible is in any Avay unhistorical, but that

it is history of a vastly higher kind than anything else

that we are accustomed to call by that name. It is the

ideal of history. It is what even common history

might be, if it were written from a higher point of

view, and with a more perfect laiowledge of " the work

that God maketh."

When the history of the Christian era comes to be

written, not by shallow rationalists who are afraid to

lift up their eyes to heaven, lest they should be mis-

taken for believers, but by men of real science and real

faith, its periods and dates and sequences of events may
fall into an order as striking, as beautiful, as harmoni-

ous, as that which seems to pervade the Hebrew chro-

nology.

In the mean time we can rest upon one conclusion.

Wliether the sacred chronology be a record of common
time or not, it is at all events a record of God's times.

bers " ia the 4tli vol. of the Bibliotheca Biblica. I may observe,

in reference to the word Palmoni, that its numerical value is 80,

30, 40, 6, 50, 10, or 216, which is the Three times Three times

Three multiplied by Ei(/ht : a most significant combination.
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It bears upon it the marks of the supernatural. ISTay,

it not only proves itself, but it also goes far to prove

tlie Inspiration and Divine Authority of the Scriptures

in general.

Knowing this to be the case, we are able to learn

much from it, though on some points there may be-

more or less of uncertainty. Especially we may learn

much, and be not a little comforted, Avith regard to

spiritual things. As to secular and earthly matters,

the gratification of curiosity or the acquisition of mere

knowledge, we are not so sure that tlie Bible was in-

tended for our instruction. The time of man upon the

earth, like the age of the earth itself, is a question of

human science. To science we may leave the solution

of the problem. And, in the mean time, while the

question is still in doubt, while investigations are going

on that may confirm or may dispel the theories now
current on the subject, it is not wise to commit the

Bible to more than it positively and undoubtedly

affirms. Where it speaks, we bow to it implicitly.

"Where it is silent, we bow also, but in humble expec-

tancy, waiting for more light.
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BISHOP BUTLER AND ISAAC WILLIAMS,

Bishop Butler, in his Analogy, Part II. Ch. VII, makes

the following remarks upon tliat kind of circumstantial evi-

dence, depending for its weight upon a large accumulation of

analogies or correspondences, which makes Pro2)hecy one great

branch of the proof of Inspiration in the Scriptures :

" It plainly requires a degree of modesty and fairness, be-

yond what every one has, for a man to say, not to the world,

but to himself, that there is a real aj^j^earance of someivhat of

great weight in this matter, though he is not able thoroughly

to satisfy himself about it ; hut it shall have its influence upon

hi)n, in proportion to its appearing reality and weight. It is

much more easy, and more falls in with the negligence, pre-

sumption and wilfulness of the generality, to determine at once,

with a decisive air, that there is nothing in it.

" But the truth of our religion, like the truth of common
matters, is to be judged of by all the evidence taken together.

And unless the whole series of things which may be alleged in

this argument, and every particular thing in it, can reasonabhj

be supjyosed to have been by accident, {/or here the stress of the

argument for Christianity lies,) then is the truth of it proved.

" It is obvious how much advantage the nature of this evi-

dence gives to those persons who attack Christianity, especially

in conversation. For it is easy to show, in a short and lively

manner, that such and such things are liable to objection, that
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this and another thing is of little weight in itself; but impos-

sible to sliow, in like manner, the united force of the whole

argument in one view."

The argument in this Inquiry is in some parts so strictly

mathematical that it stands in little need of the wise Bishop's

apology. It needs it thus far, however, that its force depends

upon an accumulation of facts all pointing in the same direc-

tion; but to give all the facts, or anything like all, would ex-

haust the patience of any but the most studious readers.

As I have said in the Preflice, I do not wish to put any-

thing advanced in this book on the ground of authority ; and

I have, therefore, abstained from any reference to the early

Church writers. To show, however, that I have advanced no
" novelties," at least so far as the general princi-ple is con-

cerned, I make the following extract from one who admirably

reflects the Patristic mind, the Rev. Isaac Williams. In his

Thoughts on the Study of the Holy Gosj^cls, he observes,

Part IV, Pection I :

" The cases of analogy which occur in (Holy Scripture) are

so numerous, so manifold, and so remarkable, that it seems to

intimate something of a vast systeyn, of which these are but the

casual intimations ; consequently that greater light in things

Divine will consist in a fuller observation of these analogies.

" For instance, the course of time in Avhich we are placed

is entirely regulated by the law of analogy ; every portion of

it is but the return of similar periods And on this

analogy in the periods of time depend an infinite variety of

other analogies, by which the natures of all living creatures

are regulated, the renewal, the decay, and changes of all crea-

tion
; for all these are governed by, and depend upon, seasons

of time. And, moreover, this analogy of time in things natu-

ral is connected also with what is spiritual and Divine by Holy

Scripture. As for instance, in the appointment of the Sab-

bath :—the seventh day, the seventh year, the seven times

seventh. Nor is it possible to say, to what extent this may
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reach, or how far it may reg^ilate the Divine proceedings ; as

was the case in the duration of the Captivity being regulated

by Sabbatical periods of time, till the land had enjoyed her

Sabbaths.

" Another order of analogy may be observed in things

natural, in objects greatly diflfering in size and importance

The periods of a state or nation form a resemblance

to the four ages of human life, its infancy, gradual rise, com-

pletion, and decay. So also in the living creatures that come

to our notice, small objects will appear to be formed after the

model of larger ones, and in some degree to represent them

in miniature ; or parts of the same object will be similar in

formation to the whole, as a branch of the tree to the entire

tree. So that if in Holy Scripture the history of a nation and

an individual, or the Church and a Christian, are types of

each other, it would appear to be according to the same law

of analogy : or that the courses of events, as they proceed,

should be developing similar circles, similar appearances, forms,

or shadows of form, in matters infinitely differing in impor-

tance.

" These three numbers, seven, and forty, and twelve, may
serve as some slight indication of a hidden analogy of num-

bers, by which successive periods of time may be regulated."

Thoughts, &c., pp. 199-208.

What this thoughtful writer intimates as possible, with

regard to three numbers, the preceding Inquiry shows to be in

the highest degree probable with regard to them and to several

others like them. The process by which the fact is brought

out may be objected to ; but that the " successive periods" of

the Hebrew Chronology are " regulated " by such numbers as

seven, eight, five, nine, twelve, forty, thirteen, sixty-five, and

the like, stands before us as a simple and well-warranted fact.

I may here observe, in passing, that the relations of Scrip-

ture numerals might be largely illustrated—at least, so I think

from a cursory examination of the subject—by a close study
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of the analogous relations of numbers in sound, light, and

chemical combinations. To do justice to this subject, how-

ever, would require more knowledge of O^Dtics, Acoustics,

and the like, than I can pretend to.

To the well weighed words of Butler and Williams, I add

a brief extract from "The Types of Genesis, by Andrew
Jukes," a Scotch Presbyterian clergyman : a work of some

merit in this line, but rather sentimental, and sadly deficient

in precision of ideas

:

" As to the form of the Old Testament, Jerome notices

that the number of the books, according to the Jewish divi-

sion {five books of the Law, eight of the Prophets, and nine

of the Hagiographa), answers exactly to the twenty-two letters

of the Hebrew alphabet ; and that, as there are five double let-

ters in the Hebrew, so there are five double books, namely,

two Samuels, two Kings, two Chronicles, two Ezras (which

we call Ezra and Nehemiah), and two Jeremiahs (that is,

Jeremiah and the Lamentations). The fact that part of the

book of Proverbs (chap, xxxi, 10-31), the whole of the Lam-

entations, and seven Psalms (namely, the xxv, xxxiv, xxxvii,

cxi, cxii, cxix, and cxlv), are acrostics, founded on the Hebrew

alphabet, leads him to suppose that there is some mystery in

these twenty-two sounds, which form all words, connected

with the comprehensive character of the word. Modern criti-

cism may smile, but there is fiir more in this than appears at

first sight."

A large amount of Patristic testimony might be added

:

but believing the subject to be one which the modern mind

must study out for itself, and in its own way, and which the

modern mind (if it should really become interested in it) might

do much to illustrate, I content myself with the above indica-

tions of what studious men have thought and said. As to

what men have said who have never taken the trouble to think

on the subject,—and I fear many modern " commentators " are

in that category,—it is hardly worth while to inquire.
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APPENDIX B.

MINOR DETAILS OF SACRED CHRONOLOGY.

The remarkable uniformity with which the numbers Seven,

Eight, Nine and Thirteen, divide into such dates only as are

easily associated with the type ideas of those numerals, indi-

cates a law wdiich one would hardly expect to hold good for

more than the salient points of the sacred Chronology. A
larger experiment, however, shows that the coincidence has a

wider application. From the birth of Seth to the decree of

Artaxerxes there are more than 100 dates or terms in the reg-

ular series. I have tried all these with the following results

:

The number Thirteen, dividing first into the date of Seth,

" when men began to call upon the Name of the Lord," the

era of the first sejiaration between the " sons of God " and the

" children of men," continues to be the prominent factor of

various dates at intervals to the time of Noah : then, Eight

becomes prominent, and divides successively into every date

and term, without exception : into 1056, Noah's birth ; 480,

the interval between that event and the " suspended judg-

ment;" 1536, the epoch of suspended judgment; 120, the

term ofsuspended judgment, " while the ark was a-preparing
;"

and 1656, the year of the Flood.

Now, the Apostasy of the world before the Flood began

with Cain. But there are no dates in Cain's line. The Tliirteen

must appear, therefore, if at all, in the chronology of the sacred

line. And there accordingly it does appear. But it appears,

precisely as the principle of sacred numbers would require

—

supposing that there is a principle,—in combination with the

Ten of the commandments or the Five of the Law. Thus,

Seth's date is 13 times 10: and after living 105 years, which

is 65 and 40, he begets Enos : and " then men began to call

on the Name of the Lord." And so it continues, with various
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combinations of the same number, to the " days of Noah."

Then it suddenly stops, and Eight takes its place. After-

ward, it reappears, and always in a significant way, so as to

emphasize from time to time the successive outbreaks of the

spirit of apostasy, self-will, or schism. Thus, I find it in con-

nection with Joktan's era ; with that of Abimelech (the usurper

in the days of the Judges) ; with the death of Saul ; with the

reign of Uzziah, who in his latter days intruded into the priests'

office, and " was smitten with leprosy ;
" with the apostasy

of Joash.

To bring this out more distinctly, I will give the details

of the Chronology of the World before the Flood : see Gen. v.

A. M. Prominent Events.

130 or 13 X 10, Seth born, in place of Abel, whom Cain slew.

105 " 66 + 40 " lives and begets Enos.

235 Enos born: then began men to call upon the Name
of the Lord.

90

325 " 5x5x13, Cainan.

70

395 Mahalaleel, who lives to the year 1290, or 3 x430.

65 " 5x13.

460 Jared.

162

622 Enoch, translated 987, 13 years before the end of

the first Millexmium.

65 " 5x13.

687 Methuselah.

187

874 Lamech.

182 " 14x13.

1066 " 11x12x8, ....Noah born.
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A M. Fbominent Events. •

480 or 60 X 8. '

1536 " 3x8x8x8, ...Era of Suspended Judgment.

120 " 15x8.

1656 " 207x8, The Flood.

Here the Thirteen, beginning in connection with Ten, the

number of the commandments or the number of infinity, ends

in connection with twice the Seven of " rest :
" then, Eight

f()llows, in the most marked way, as the cliieffactor ofJive nu-

merals in succession.

The next great period, the middle pair of Days, gives

dates and numbers which are full of significance if reckoned

from Arphaxad, but, if reckoned from the Creation, of no par-

ticular meaning. Thus, Abraham's day is 450, or nine Jubi-

lees. Isaac's, the birth of Jacob and Esau, is 510 from Ar-

phaxad or 512 from the Flood : in the one, 15, in the other,

8, being prominent factors. In the birth of Jacob, however,

the A. M. date is also divisible by the Eight of resurrection.

There are many other curious combinations of sacred numbers

in the figures of this line. I give the dates according to both

reckonings,

1658 Arphaxad or 0.

1693 Salah 35 " T x 6.

1723 Eber 65 " 13x5.

1151 Pelcg 99 " 3x33.

1787 Reu 129 " 3x43.

1819 Serug 161 " 7x23.

1849 Nahor 191.

1878 Tcrah 220 " 11 x 20.

2083 Abram'scall 425 " 25x17.

2108 Abraham 450 " 9 x 50.

2168 or 8 X 271 Jacob and Esau born 510 " 15 x 2 x 17.

2298 Joseph and Jacob in Egypt 640 " 8 x 80.

2538 Exodus 880 " 8x110.

Here, again, the presence of the Thirteen in connection

8
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•with Eber, whose son Joktan separated from the sacred fam-

ily and became an element of the Saracen power, is remark-

able : also, the predominance of the Dominical number in the

dates of Isaac and Jacob. It may also be noticed that the

"few and evil days "of Jacob, before he went down into

Egypt, the times of wrestlings and strugglings, and family

feuds and divisions, are 130 years, a multiple of Thirteen.

In the next period, we enter upon the Levitical Dispensa-

tion, the anti-type of the world before the Flood ; and the sig

nificant dates seem to fall again into the regular series, reck-

oned from the Creation. Their precise application in each

particular instance is not so obvious as in some cases that we
have considered. There can be no doubt, however, that the

twelve Judges and six Servitudes, interrupted for a little more

than 3 years by the apostasy and usurpation of Abimelech,

make up a period of sacred history eminently typical : the

Judges being saviours specially raised up by God, and the

Theocracy existing in its simplest and purest form. More-

over, Samson, the twelfth of these "saviours," is more richly

and manifoldly than any other character of the Old Testament

a type of the Saviour as a tvarrior, sjioiling principalities and

powers. It is also noticeable that the 450 years of Judges

(including 60 years of Joshua and the Elders) can be divided

into 336 years of " rest," which is 7 times 48 ; and 114 years

of oppression, which is 6 times 19 : or, if we leave out the

term of Joshua, there are 276 yeai's for the 12 Judges, or 12

times 23. In short, the character of this period being consid-

ered, it is not surprising that the Abrahamic number of judg-

ment and deliverance, or (in the broad sense of the word) the

"baptismal number" Nine, should be prominent at its be-

ginning and at its close; and that there should also be a

marked presence of the Dominical and Sabbatical numerals.

The dates in this period would be difficult to adjust, were

it not for the summary of them given by S. Paul. With the

help of that summary, we arrange them as follows :
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2638. First Servitude : Cushan Rishathaim.

2646 or 7 X 7 X 9 X 2 X 3. First Judge, Othnicl : 40 years of deliverance.

2686.
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connection with Uzziah, whose apostasy was one of a very

marlted character, and was terribly avenged. It is remark-

able that this king reigned 52 years, which is 4 times 13 : also,

that Jeroboam II, his great contemporary, reigned 40 years in

prosperity, followed by 12 years of anarchy and apostasy,

which makes again 52 years or 4 times 13. This, moreover,

is the beginning of those 65 years of disintegration predicted

by the prophet Isaiah.*

Seven comes out in the date of Solomon ; of Jotham, who
like Solomon was a great builder of " the House of the Lord,"

2 Chron, xxvii ; and of the year 3563, when the first " rest "or

relief occurred in the Captivity. For in that year, being " the

seven and thirtieth year of the captivity of Jehoiachin king of

Judah, in the twelfth month, on the seven and twentieth day

of the month," the king of Babylon " did lift up the head of

Jehoiachin king of Judah out of prison ; and he spake kindly

to him .... and changed his prison garments : and he did eat

bread continually before him all the days of his life : " 2 Kings

XXV, 27.

The Resurrection number appears in the I'cign of Asa,

whose time was a great revival and restoration of the true

religion: 2 Chron. xv, 1-15, It comes out also, as before

noticed, in the date of the restoration or resurrection of the

Temple.

The year of Alhaliah, that year ofjudgment and of a bloody

baptism, when Jehu slew all of the house of Ahab, with the

princes of Judah, and Athaliah " destroyed all the seed royal

of the house of Judah," 2 Chron. xxii, Joash alone being

stolen by his sister "from among the Jcing''s sons that were

slain,'''' and being " hid in the house of God," whence he after-

ward emerged as one risen from the dead : this marked year

in the sacred calendar is 3240, or 9 times 9 times 8 times 5.

Moreover it was in his seventh year that Joash began to reign :

and so long as Jehoiada the priest lived, he walked in the steps

* Is. vii, 8
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of David and Solomon, and repaired the House of the Lord.

But about a year before his death, having reigned 39, or thrice

thirteen years, Jehoiada died, being 130, or ten times thirteen

years old ; and the king ajiostatized^ and he and his princes

" left the house of the Lord God of their fathers, and served

groves and idols ;
" and they conspired against Zechariah the

son of Jehoiada, who rebuked their wickedness, " and stoned

him with stones at the commandment of the king in the court

of the house of the Lord." And when Zechariah " died, he

said, The Lord look upon it, and require it." So Joash also died

within a year ; his servants having conspired against him and

slain him " for the blood of the sons of Jehoiada the priest :
"

2 Chron. xxiii, xxiv. This eventful tragedy, with its bap-

tism into death, its rest in the House of God, its joyful resur-

rection, its restoration of the Law, its repairing of the Temple,

its final apostasy and awful catastrophe, seems to draw into

itself all the sacred numbers. The Nine twice repeated, the

Eight, the Five, the Seven, the Forty, the Thirteen appearing

in two ways, seem to wait upon it like a mystic chorus, point-

ing its moral, or intimating in dumb show the presence of

supernatural powers behind the scene.

The chronology of the whole period is as follows

:

3068 or 13 x 236.



3315
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christ is a sjjiritital power. It not only opposes, it counter-

feits Christ. So far as I have examined, however, I find no

appropriate use of Sacred numbers, except in the Shemitic

chronology. When I try European history, a coincidence may
comio up here or there, but there is no uniformity, no consist-

ency. I may add, that the two Antichrist numerals, Thirteen

and Forty-two, arc both made up of Seven and Six, The one

is 7 and 6, the earthly added to the heavenly ; the other is 7

times G, the heavenly multiplied into the earthly : in both,

there is the mixture or confusion of things sacred and profane.

The following are marked dates of Moslem history : the

Hegira, divisible by 42 with one hmidred and thirteen as a

quotient ; ^lohamnied born 5G9 a. d. ; John the Faster of

Constantinople, who on account of his assumption of the title

Universal Bishop was declared to be " the forerunner of Anti-

christ," consecrated 582, thirteen years after the birth of Mo-
hammed, occupied the Episcopal throne thirteen years—his

accession having taken place, moreover, just 40 years before

the Hegira ; 034, Caliph Omar the first Moslem Conqueror

;

647, IMoslem conquest of Africa; G60, death of Ali ; 712>

Conquest of Spain, Witiza, whose fully and wickedness led to

that overthrow, having come to the throne just thirteen years

before ; 1453, Fall of Constantinople ; 1492, Expulsion from

Spain, after GO times 13 years of occupation; 1830, Algiers

rescued from Moslem rule ; 185G, Settlement (for the time

being) of the " Eastern Question." All these dates, reduced

to years of the World, divide by Thirteen ; and in connection

with some of them, the fateful number comes out in two or

three ways.
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APPENDIX C.

I HAVE observed, p. 117,' that the number Six is a factor

of the " two great finial epochs." I find, on closer examina-

tion, that this is true, and in a very remarkable way, of all the

dates which have a decidedly terminal character within the

two great finial periods.

Thus, within the 600 years before the Flood, there are

precisely six dates divisible by Six : 1056, the birth of Noah,

which may be considered the end of Adam's Day ; 1140, the

endofEnos, the third person; 1290, the end of Mahalaleel,

the fifth; 1422, the end of Jared, the father of Enoch; 1536,

when God said " The end of all flesh is come before me," Gen.

vi. 3, 13 ; and 1656, when the end came in the Flood.

So, within the 600 years before the Flood of the Judaic

War and the final desolation, there are precisely six dates

divisible by Six, all of a marked terminal character : 3588,

the end of the Captivity ; 3714, the end of Prophecy and

Vision ; 4074, the end of insurrection against the Romans, the

beginning of Cfesar's power ; 4086, the beginning of Herod,

and the end of Judah's power—" the sceptre " departing " from

Judah ;
" 4152, the end of our Lord's Ministry ; 4194, the end

of Temple worship.

In both these periods, the marked terms of years are also

divisible by Six: in Noah's, the 480, 120, and 600; in the

other period, the 120, the 600, and the final 6 years of the

Judaic war.

It is also remarkable that the year of the Hegira, which is

the terminus of that germinating " 70 weeks " of Daniel, also

has Six as a factor. The same is true of the year 100 (4224),

the end of S. John, the last of the Apostles.

THE END.
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